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P R 0 C E E D I N G S

1

--ooo--

2

CimiRMAN McVITTIE:

3

Good morning ladies and

4

gentlemen.

5

Assembly Committee on Criminal Justice

6

examine our current laws which involve incarceration and

7

treatment of persons convicted of child molestation.

is to critically

I am Assemblyman Bill r1cVi ttie, and

8
9

The purpose of this interim hearing of the

+ will

chair

today's hearing, and at this time I would like to introduce

10

the other members of this panel.

11

have Toni Trigueiro, who is the representative for

12

Assemblyman Richard Alatorre.

11

Ullman, who is thP Chief' Co~sul.tant···.o·f· the Assembly

14

committee on Criminal Justice.

15

have Beverly Garland, who is a staff secretary for the

16

committee.

17

the committee secretary.

18

who is the representative here today for Assemblyman Dave

19

Stirling.

10

Marian Bergeson, who represents Newport Beach and in that

21

area.

12

To my far left, here, I

To her right, we have

~1ichael

To my far right, here, I

Next to ·her, we have Darlene Fridley, who is
To her left, we have Pat Kenady,

And to my immediate right, we have Assemblywoman

The criminal laws in which persons are convicted

13

of child molestation have gone through extensive changes

14

over the past four years.

15

for this offense would fix, with the passage of Assembly Bil

In 1976, for example, a base term
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1

42, the so-called Determinate Sentencing Act.

That bill

2

also provided for specialized treatment for child

3

molestation as an extraordinary crime of violence.

4

Before AB 42 became effective, urgency legislation

5

was enacted to remove all limits on circumstances for child

6

molestation.

7

AB 476 by Assemblyman

8

1978, the Legislature passed SB 709, by Senator Bob Presley,

9

which among things raised the base term for persons

10

Now I'm referring to SB 476 -- strike that.
Boatwr~gh~,

signed in June of 1977.

In

convicted of child molestation.

11

The Matron Act in this area occurred in 1979, SB 13,

11

by Senator H.L·. Richardson, provided for a mandatory

13

sentence for persons who use force, violence, duress, or

14

menace when committing a lewd act on children.

15

provided for long term for persons who are convicted of

16

multiple forceful sex crimes, or who had been previously

17

co~victed

18

is just starting to appear in our courts, because it became

19

effective in January of this year, curbing only crimes that

10

occurred after its effective date.

21

enactments, incidents of child molestation, and the trauma

22

it creates remain a serious public concern.

23

for such crimes.

The bill

The impact of this legislation

Even with these

The Legislature is making every attempt to protect

24

our children while retaining a just system of criminal

25

sentencing.

Newspapers have been involved throughout the
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1

state to both educate our citizens, and to advocate further

2

changes in our laws.

3

have scheduled this interim hearing to hear from these

4

public groups, parents of victims, law enforcement officials

5

prosecutors, mental health professions, and all other groups

6

interested in the criminal justice system.

Because of this public concern, we

The public response to this hearing is obviously

7

8

enormous.

9

accommodate every person that wishes to speak on this subject

It has become obvious that we could not

10

at this hearing today.

11

interested in making presentations, who could not be

12

accommodated today, would have written presentations

13

submitted to the committee.

14

committee chairman schedule additional hearings in the next

15

term of the Legislature

16

raised in writing were not adequately

17

hearing.

18

We would appreciate it if persons

I will ask that the next

if it appears that the points
addres~ed

in this

Now before we begin with the agenda, I have been

19

asked to make two announcements:

The first is from the

20

administration of the university here that those standing

21

alongside the wall probably sho~ld adjourn to the outside

Z2

patio, in that we are in apparent violation of the fire code.

23

So the university officials have asked me to make that

24

announcement.

25

outside the room, so that is their request.

They indicate that you can hear adequately
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1

The second request comes from Sgt. Tom Martin from

2

the California State Humane Society.

3

that various points in the testimony today would be adverse

4

to young children, and he has requested that those who have

5

small children here leave with the children, or take the

6

children from the room.

That is Sgt. Martin's request.

Sgt. Hartin, where are you?

'

8

SGT. MARTIN:

9

CHAIID1AN McVITTIE:

10

SGT.

1l

CHAIID~N

14

Yes, sir.
If they want to discuss it with

you, can they see you privately?

11

13

Sgt. Martin indicates

~1ARTIN:

Yes, sir.

McVITTIE:

Anyone who has children who has

any questions can discuss the matter with Sgt. Martin.
Getting into our agenda today, the committee has. a

15

rather lengthy agenda.

16

agenda, except upon the request of someone who is scheduled,

17

who may donate their time or otherwise make a request to

18

the committee,

19

the various witnesses until noon; we will break at 1:30, and

20

continue until 5:00 o'clock.

21

o'clock regardless of where we stand on the ·agenda.

22

who take too much time will merely be shortchanging others.

lJ

We are asking everyone to present their views as quickly and

24

succinctly as possible.

25

I don't plan to deviate from the

What we will do is _go through the testimony,

We will be adjourning at 5:00
So

Now on this schedule today, first we have Seth
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1

Goldstein from the Berkeley Police Department and he has

2

requested that we give his time initially to Mr. Lloyd

3

Martin, who is with the Los Angeles Police Department,

4

specifically

5

Officer Martin?

'

MR. MARTIN:

7

•

the Sexually Exploited Child Unit.

Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, ladies and

8

gentlemen.

9

charge of the Child Protection Section of the Juvenile Unit

10
11

11
13

14
15

'I

am

Detective· Lloyd Martin, the officer in

of the Los Angeles Police Department.
I have given a written proposal to you, which I
would incorporate, and I will carry on from there.
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

All right.

Your written

comments will be taken into the record.
MR. MARTIN:

The sexual exploitation of children is

16

what I will be discussing before the committee .this morning,

17

and it falls into three categories • . MY primary purpose and

18

objective for being here this morning is to make you aware

19

of the sexual exploitation of children.

10

about the physical limitation of children, child prostitutio1 ,

11

and what I call the ultimate of sexual exploitation in child

12

molestation is child pornography.

13

I am going to use

14

should define to you.

15

"child molester".

I will be talking

some terms which I think I

I am going to be using the term

And when I use that term, I am talking
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I ·

about an adult, male or female, who receives sexual

Z

gratification from little girls.

3

the term "chicken hawk" •

4

talking about an a~ult, male or female, who receives sexual

5

gratification from boys.

5

"pedophile".

7

adults.

8

hawk.

I am going to be using

And when I use the term, I am

I will also be using the term

Pedophilia means the love of children by

It includes both the child molester and the chicken

In our society the child molester and chicken hawk

9
10

can range anywhere from the unskilled worker to the

11

corporate executive.

12

ladies and gentlemen, is that the child molester and chicken

13

hawk look exactly like you and I.

14

describe that to you is because I wear a badge and carry a

15

gun does not mean I cannot be a pedophile.

What I really mean to say to you,

The best way I can

There are some differences.

16

One of the main

17

differences is that pedophiles have sexual preferences.

By

18

that I mean the child molester might like little girls five

19

to twelve years old, and a chicken hawk or boy lover, on

20

the other hand, might like little boys nine, ten, and eleven

21

years old.

Z2

a seven-year-old boy, he looks at him the same way as you

23

and I look at a seven-year-old boy.

24

year-old boy the same way you and I look at· a fifteen-year-

25

old boy.

This particular chicken hawk, when he looks at

He looks at a fifteen-

But when he looks at a boy that is nine, ten, or
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7

-

1

like
eleven, he looks at him/! may look at my wife, or you might

2

look at your wife or . girlfriend. In pedophilia, this

3

particular boy lover likes little boys nine, ten, and

4

eleven.

5

gratification and sexual fulfillment from.

6

This is the only one that he can receive sexual

By describing sexual preference, I will say I got

7

married when I was 18 years old, in hopes of spending the

8

rest of my life with my wife.

9

involved with our children, cannot say that.

The pedophilia, who is
They have

10

this sexual preference and age-group range, and once your

11

child or my child falls out of that age-group range, then

12

they must find another victim.

u

The most important thing I am going to tell you,

14

the committee this morning is this, and I will tell every-

15

body else.

16

remember this:

17

of children in our nation today is the lack of attention and

18

affection by parents.

19

that if you don't show attention and affection to your

20

children, I can almost guarantee you someone else will.

21

If you remember nothing that I say, please
The primary cause of the sexual exploitation

I will tell you, ladies and gentlemen

About four years ago I arrested a man, I sat down

22

and talked to him.

He told me he had been living in

23

Hollywood for eight years, and said that during that eight-

24

year period of time, he had

25

home.

s,ooo

different boys to his

Another man I arrested, 62 years old, probably the

;)
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1

nicest man I ever met in my life.

He told me he did a boy

2

a day for 30 years.

3

men was that neither one of them were married.

4

of them had any kids of their own.

5

to go to find their children?

6

you find the pedophilia?

1

Where do your children go?

8

the theater, to school.

Everywhere your children go, so

9

will go the pedophilia.

The pedophilia will

The important thing about both these
Neither one

So where did they have

It's you and I.

Where do

Where do you find your children?
They go to parks, the beaches,

congr~gate

in

10

areas where children of their sexual preference go.

11

I mean if he likes grade-school-age children, you might find

12

him across from the grade school.

13

By that

ons of the most astonishing things that I came into

14

contact with is that the children that are involved with

15

pedophiles, the children that are involved with sexual

16

exploitation are willing, noncomplaining children.

17

words, they don't come to law enforcement and complain about

18

what's happened to them.

19

that the pedophile will be my son or daughter's best friend

20

or your son and daughter's best friend.

21

In other

I found through my investigations

There is primarily two areas of children that get

22

involved with pedophilias.

2J

probably the most primary source is broken homes.

24

my own family structure, and I'm sure with yours, if we look

25

into the area of broken homes, we will find it.

One is runaways; the other, and
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9

1

I can say that I was a pedophile.

There is only

2

one thing that I like better than a runaway, or only one

3

thing I like best other than broken homes, and that's a

4

family that's say, upper-middle class, that's intact, where

5

dad works about 15 or 16 hours a day; mom is busy climbing

6

the social ladder, and she doesn't have time to be with her
children.

If I was a pedophile, there isn't one thing I

8

would like better.

9

would have to do is put an arm around him, look him in the

10

Because that particular child, all I

eye, and say, "I care."
I would like to give you an example of how the

11
12

pedophile works, and I will use Miss Bergeson for that

11

particular thing.

14

boys.

15

from her husband five years ago, and she lived up in

16

Sacramento.

17

kids and doesn't come around to see r-1arian and their

18

children.

19

Angeles, she moves into my

20

I like little boys 10, 11, and 12.

Let's say that Miss Bergeson has three

One's 11, one's 8, and one's 5.

21

And she . got divorced

Her husband has remarried and has a couple of

She gets a job in Los Angeles, she moves to Los
ne~ghborhood,

and I'm a pedophile

Being a single parent, she goes to work every

22

morning, Monday through 'Friday.

21

housework that a single parent has to do to raise her

.2.4

children.

25

in the street~ and I meet her three sons.

She comes home, does her

I see her boys come out in the street;

Billy, the oldest
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10

1

boy, has a football.

We play football and do all of these

2

things.

3

ice cream.

4

progresses for maybe two weeks where I play ball, buy the

5

ice cream, and do those type of things.

The ice cream truck comes along, and I buy him
I become friends with Marian's children.

·This

One Friday night I . go down and I knock on Marian's
7

door after she comes home from work, and I've got a little

8

potted plant in my hand.

9

little potted plant, and say, "Welcome to the neighborhood."

She opens the door, I hand her the

10

She says, "Who are you?"

11

I

12

She says, "Oh yes, the boys have told me about you.

say, "Nhy, I •m Lloyd Martin.

11

1J

You've been playing ball in the street and have been buying

14

the ice cream, and doing those things."

15

"Yes, that'· s me. Welcome to the neighborhood.

11

I

16

go back, I play ball, I buy the ice cream every afternoon

17

with her children.

18

A couple weeks pass.

About Wednesday of one week,

19

I plant a seed.

I say to her oldest son, Billy, I say,

20

"Billy, do you think your mom might like to . go out to dinner

21

with me Friday night?

2.2

together?"

2J

I don't take "No" for an answer when I ask her to go.

24 .

go out to dinner.

25

a lot of attention and affection.

Not just she and I, but all the famil,

And Friday night I go down and pick up Marian.
So we

When we get out to dinner, I show Marian
l show her children a lot
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1

of attention and affection.

I pay all the bills, we come

2

home, I kiss Marian on the cheek, I say, "Thank you so much

3

for going to dinner with me.

4

and your family are just _great."

I had an enjoyable time.

You

Next week I play ball and buy the ice cream.

5
C5

Wednesday I plant another seed about going to the beach or

7

about going to Disneyland.

8

bit, we do all these things together as a family for about

9

six months.

And to cut this down a little

Now what do you· think is going to happen in

10

about six months?

11

seduces me, or I seduce her, ladies and- gentlemen, really

12

makes no difference.

1J

Remember, I'm a pedophile.

14

laying in bed beside her, I'm going to pop the magic

15

question to her.

1CS

next weekend?"

17

me?

I know I'm ugly, and whether Mari n

Because I'm not going to enjoy it.
And while I am probably still

"Maria,n, can I take just Billy camping
And what do you think she's going to tell

"Of course you can, Lloyd.

Go right ahead."

The next Saturday morning in my motorhome, I'm

18
19

going to pick up Billy, and I'm going to take him camping.

20

and when we get up to nig Beal: '· I'm going to pull his pants down,

21

and I'm going to suck his peepee.

22

to say, "Billy, if you tell, no more trips to Disneyland,

23

Magic Mountain, the beach, playing ball in the street,

24

.nothing."

25

I have done.

And ~lCl'l I 'f.inish, I'm going

And number two, Billy is embarassed about what
But first, you've got to understand in the
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1

area of pedophiles, is once I finish my sexual activity with

2

Billy, I'm going to be Billyts friend.

3

two days that we're in Crystal Lake, we're going to do

4

everything that Billy wants to do.

5

rocks, if he wants to go skiing, whatever, we're going to do

6

it.

7

Billy and say, "Did you have a good time, son?"

I

going to say, "Yes, I did, Mom."

9

her about everything we did except the sexual act.

With the remainder

If he wants to throw

And when we get back home, r-1arian' s . going to meet
And Billy's

And he is going to tell

Since I like little boys 10, 11, and 12, and Billy'

10

11

11, when he turns 13 years old, it will be just as if he

11

walked behind that wall over there.

1J

any sexual interest in him in any manner.

14

to worry, because Marian has another little boy who has been

15

staying at home.

16

preference, and I am going to take him and do the same

17

things.

I will no

lo~ger

have

But I don't have

And he is going to be in my sexual

18

Let's say that I'm a Los Angeles Police Officer,

19

as I might only have one family like Marian's that I take

20

care of.

21

and I might have several families like Mari n's that I take

22

care of.

21

ways a pedophile works.

24

25

But let's say maybe I'm the vice-president of

Now ladies and

~entlemen,

IT&~

thatts just one of the

·

Let's talk a little bit about child prostitution.
A 12-year-old boy in the City of Los Angeles, or Sacramento,
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1

San Francisco, San Diego, any major city that you

2

to mention, that has a proper pinup, can earn $1,000 per day

J

in prostitution.

4

the proper pinup, it's certainly feasible for them to earn

5

that amount of money.

m~ght

want

And most of them don't, but if they have

One of my jobs as detective, and let's say that

6
7

it's your son I'm dealing with that's making these thousand

8

dollars a day, and I bring him in the office, and sit down

9

and talk to him.

T~at

words would we be likely to use to

10

tell their son or anybody else's son that's

11

making $1,000 a day is

12

that particular boy?

wro~g?

~ere,

that

What words would you tell

A little bit about what I call the ultimate of

13
14

sexual exploitation, and I kind of took advantage of you

15

and brought sone of

16

I don't think that there's a crime worse than that right

17

there.

18

of those pictures in those magazines, but I'll guarantee

19

you there's not a one laying on that floor that hasn't been

20

moleste·d .

~- kids

in here and thra'l them on the floor.

I don't think maybe ten children out of every one

21

Publications such as "The Child Lover•• Handbook"

22

tells you how to pick up little girls, what to do when you

23

get to the movies, what to do when you get arrested, how to

24

play the games to disguise yourself.

25

paper books like this, "Nudest Angel" comes out of San Diego

You pick up other
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1

And you know as much about obscenity as I do, ladies and

2

gentlemen, but this book is not obscene.

3

can buy this book for $10, and right inside the front cover

4

is what we call,

5

nice young ladies.

6

would spend his $10 for is right there, or right there.

7

it goes on in several pictures like that, then you get to

8

some of that more social redeeming value that(s here.

9

book can be sold in any supermarket in the state of

10

California.

11

building.

11

Social Redeeming Values."

These three

But the real purpose the child molester

It can be sold

r~ght

And

This

out here in front of this

I will quickly show you three books, just the

12

U

titles.

14

Manual."

15

"Denise and Her Dog."

16

about what Denise does with her dog.

17

A child molester

I won't show you anything else.

"Boy Scout Sex

I will let you look at what that title says,
And I don't think I can tell you

There's only two purposes for child pornography.

18

One is the sexual gratification of the adult, and the other

19

is to lower -the inhibitions of children.

20

two purposes I have been able to find out.

21

to over 4,000 pedophiles, probably that many victims.

22

is hardly a case that we do in the Sexually Exploited Child

21

Unit in the Los Angeles Police Department where we don't

24

come across child pornography.

25

laying there on the floor that has tight stomach muscles,

That's the only
I have talked
There

You will not find a child
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I

that are

2

percent o! t.he cases involving the molestation of children,

3

no force is used.

4

as I seduce my wi·fe.

5

to go, by buying her gifts, showing her attention, and

6

aff.e ction, by showing· her love.

Q

•

bei~g

forced to do anything.

In my opinion, 99

Children are seduced exactly the same way
By taking her to the places she wants

I'll show you a picture real quickly of the

7
8

youngest victim of sexual exploitation that I am aware of,

9

about a seven-month-old baby girl with her legs spread, and

10

that photograph will cost you a dollar a piece.

II

I feel -- if I could, I want to show you one other

12

particular book .that•s produced here in Los Angeles, or the

13

Los Angeles area.

14

show y.o u a

15

flo·or, and show you explicit sexual activity.

16

children have been molested, both of these children have

17

been involved in what I call the utlimate, and that's

18

commercialized child

19

we all live in the same

20

child in the eighth _grade, and this little girl right here

21

was in the eighth . grade, and let's say that she had a sister

22

in

23

eleventh.

24

my son, or you tear it out and give it to your son, since we

25

all live in the same neighborhood, and he takes it to the

th~

Actually, Studio City.

phot~)'graph

And I want to

of two. children both laying on the

porn~graphy.

Both of these

But let's just say that

ne~ghborhood,

and we all have a

seventh, a sister in the sixth, and a sister in the
And for me to tear this picture and give it to
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How long do you think it would be

befor~

I

junior high campus.

2

a big crowd gathered like a fight, or something is going on?

3

But you wouldn't be looking at a fight, you would be looking

4

at this picture of Carrie.

5

bvo children, because this is their true name.

6

currently live in the San Fernando Valley.

7

think it would take the rumor to get around the Junior High

8

School about this little girl's involvement?

9

degradation would the girl in the seventh, sixth, or

They don't really name these
They

How long do you

What kind of

10

el~th

11

take the sister in the eleventh _grade, found out about it,

12

all the school campus, and let's say the star quarterback

U

of the football team came up to her and said, "Hi darling,

14

I heard about what your sister does.

15

things?"

16

eleventh grade is not as strong as Carrie, or as strong as

17

the sister in the seventh, or the sister in the sixth.

18

she can't stand what none of us can't stand, and that's

19

peer pressure.

20

running for?

. 21

22

23

have to take, or the sister in the sixth?

And let's

Do you do the same

And let's say this particular sister in the

And she runs away from home.

And

What is she

This is one reason I call child pornography

the ultimate sexual exploitation, because you see this
picture right here is forever and ever and ever.
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

Officer, let me ask you, what

24

do you feel thE Legislature. can do, considering we're one

25

branch of government, and there are judicial standards
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1

currently that . govern the distribution of these materials?
l•lR. MARTIN:

2

I think the government should put

3

children as its priority.

4

this is because what I'm saying here is only a pictoral --

5

The reason I am talking about

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

I think we all agree with you.

6

Itm saying what suggestion do you have for legislative

7

action?

8
9

That's why we •·re here today.
MR. MARTIN:

The su9gestion I have is I think we

should stop -- number one, I think it should be mandatory

10

sentencing.

11

his opinion in that mandatory sentencing for the

11

molestation of children.

U

invol.ved in the sexual molestation involves the exchange and

14

exhibiting of this particular type of material from one to

15

another.

16

pedophiles photograph ·their children.

17

pictorally what's

18

molestation outside the home, ·

19

The Chief of Police in Los Angeles has approved

Two, one of. the areas that I am

And mos.t of the cases we have handled, most

happeni~g

This is just

in the ar.ea of. child

There is one particular case, if I could, I'd like

20

to talk to you about, or show you, which I think really

21

describes pedophilia and child molest of what pedophilia's

21

have, and the control they can . get over children.

11
24

15

I'd like to read just a portion of a declaration
here, and show you some photo·graphs •
"I'm nine years old --"
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1

now this is not my wording, this is the terminology of the

.z

child tha't' s involved.

3

terninology, listen to the age and what he has to say, and

4

what they do.

I would like you to listen to the

"I'm nine years old.

5

I first

met Roger between Thanksgiving and
7

Christmas, 1975.

I met him through

8

Tim, and I've been going over to his

9

house almost every day.

10

"After meeting him, the first

11

thing that happened was that Roger

12

had me put my hand up his butt.

n

put his dildo up Roger's butt first to

14

make it loosen up, then he put vaseline

15

on my hand and I put my hand up there

,,

almost all the way to the elbow.

Tim

I

17

think Tim and Danny there did the same

18

thing.

19

get our hands up his butt, and he sucks

20

on my dick, and Tim and

21

that.

He plays with hi's dick when we

Danny~s

after

II

.Z.Z

Then it goes on about some of the things that he would do witl

23

the nine year old.

24
25

The ten year old talks about the exact same things,
which I wontt read all of it to you.

He mentions that
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1

Ro.g er . has a toolbox under the pool table, the things that he

2

3

does there, and talks about that Roger will pay this ten
up
year old $5 if he can get his armjhis butt to his elbow; and

4

$10 if he can get his arm up his butt to his shoulder.

5

....

I apologize for even showing you that, or reading

fi

you that, ladies and gentlemen, but I think you have to

7

understand the hold and the way that pedophiles work with

8

children •

9

10
11

.
(Displays a photograph).

"Little Roger's Rectum l"7recker.

The kids call this

·~

(Displays a phdtograph).

The kids call this "Big

12

Bertha'·s Butt Maker,

u

back 't hat you turn, and has a arm in front.

14

turn the wheel, the arm. g.o es back ·and forth.

15

11

'

because it • s got a wheel here in the
And when you

The ten year old is :the only child that came from

lfi

a broken home.

17

ten year old talked about toys.

18

cars and Tonka trucks that my ten year old talks about; he

19

is talking about this (displays a photograph).

20

years old,· and he knows the sadomaso·chistic terms of toys:

21

the dildo, the butt controller.

22

Everybody else has a mom and dad intact. The
He wasn't talking about the

Alrea·dy ten

Here• .s the most amazing photograph I•ve ever seen.

21

I.t shows three boys in Roger' s house.

24

sitting on the couch having bacon and ecjgs,- and not three

25

feet down from the couch from him is another little boy on

One of the boys
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·1

his knees, orally copulating the other one.

2

oral copulation at

Roger~

But you see,

s hou's e· is no big thing.

Here's another picture of Roger.

He's _got twelve

4

and a half pounds of weights hanging from his testicles.

5

Big clothespins through. his body, and a dildo in his mouth.
This is Roger.

Two boards around his testicles,

7

dildo in his mouth, dildo in his anus, and a teaspoon stuck

8

halfway down the head of his penis.
I will come out and show you these, because this is

9
10

Roger.

11

gentlemen, is who took these photographs?

12

Bertha?

u

My question to you, I guess I would say, ladies and
Who .operated Big

The ki'ds.
Without any doubts,

R~ger

is a masochist.

But in

14

the state of California, I guess we're pretty l .u cky we have

15

as many sadists as we do masochists.

16

Now how do you get kids to do these things?

How

17

do you get kids to do these and never tell anybody about it?

18

You do it, because the pedophile is the child's be~t frierid.

19

It's children that are not

20

affection at home.

21

-- or 99 percent of the cases is through attention and

22

affection.

2J

receivi~g

attention and

And again, I say that's about 35 percent

To me, a crime against a child has no. equal.

24

Absolutely none.

And I think that we must, the Legislature

25

must, I must in law enforcement, and I must as a parent,
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1

make children a priority.

2

believe it is.

J

In our society today, I don't

I would like to end my presentation with a short

4

·saying that I picked out of a book that was written by a

5

pedophile.

'

"The truth comes naturally to

7

children.

8

lie~

9

their hope et·e rnal, and their

They must be taught to

Their imagination is boundless,

10

innocence a gift of God, too of.ten

11

rudely assailed in what we destroy

12

in a world of mature· adults."

u

I don't think there's anything that we and the

14

Legislature can't do .together.

15

in front of you, '·' I ~m

''

yourse:l ve s, you are nothing.

17

I feel myself saying up here

nothi~g."

But

Looking at you, by
t~gether,

we are

everything.

18

My whole pur.pose· for being here this morning is to

19

t ·r y to make you· aware of what I see in the unit.

.zo

only one of its kind in the nation that deals with children

.Z1

that are not receiving attention and affection; with

12

children

.za

th~t

It'· s the

are looking for a way out •

Our laws right now under child molest are three, five,

14

and seven.

.zs

that be the penalty you wanted?

If one of your children were molested, would
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In my opinion, there is no cure for pedophilia.

1

2

Once you are a pedophile, you are always a pedophile.

3

talking to over 4, 000 .p edophiles, this is where I come to

4

this determination.

5

heterosexuality is a way of life.

Pedophilia is a way of life, just like

I hope withip the next five or six years that we

6

7

can make children the number one priority for all of us.

8

Thank you very much.

9

(Applause.)
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

10
11

Next we have Mr. Seth Goldstein -.- yes, Miss
Bergeson?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

14
15

Thank you again for your

presentation.

12
13

And

Yes.

I would like to ask

a question, if I might.
In 1-977 the.re were ·two laws, as I understand,

16

17

enac.t ed

18

an idea of how these laws have worked, and have they been

19

any help in dealing wi.t h some of these problems, and how

10

you would suggest that they be revised to make them

21

effective?

12

deali~g

with child pornography.

MR. MARTIN:

Could you give me

Miss Bergeson, the laws came out in

l~gislation

13

the past Murphy

in 1977.

One of them in

14

·particular came under the Child Labor Code, is probably the

15

most effective law I have ever seen.

"~at

it did is take
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•

1

all the child pornography that was being openly displayed

2

off the

3

this country,

4

way:

5

and consumer of child pornography.

'

see now in this area is our children, the American boy or

7

girl.

8

should say, not produced -- from Europe.

'

particular children ·are children that have been molested

10
11

shelve.s~

Child

porn~graphy

is still coming into

Most of it is being -- let me say it this

The United States ·of America is the bi<J.g es.t producer
What everybody wants to

Most of it is being produced -- or distributed, I
But these

here.
I think we need something that would help me
children~

.televi~ion

12

identify those particular

u

two or three times where I have come back to my office where

14

a mother has called and told me that when the television .

15

scanned those

1&5

got to have something,

17

particular problem, but we have got to have something to

18

ident-ify those children and get them out of the situation

19

they're in, who don't have anybody to turn to.

m~gazines

I've been on

she recognized her. child.

We've

I don't have all the answers to this

20

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

21

Mr. Goldstein, we are trying to limit witnesses to

22

15 minutes so the public can hear all of the -- y.o u allowed

21

Officer Martin to use your time ·.

24

minutes left, if you can adhere to that · schedule.

15

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

Mr. Goldstein?

You've got only five

I would like to take a little more,

•
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1

if I may.

z
3

I have some very important points to make.
CHAIRMAN

McVITTIE~

Fine.

What you are doing,

then, is cutting short those who are later on the agenda.
MR. GOLDSTEIN:

4

I represent the Northern California

5

Juvenile Officers Association, and as committee chairman on

6

sexual abuse and sexual exploitation of children.

1

also represent the California State Juvenile Officers, and

8

the organization of police, probation

9

in the juvenile justice field.

o~ficers,

And I

and others

You have heard a very good definition of sexual

10
11

exploitation of children.

12

biggest problem in this field and the crime area is

13

ignorance.

14

community, and the uppermost problem is not aware of it. The

15

studies that I have seen suggest anywhere from 20 to 35

16

percent of the population has had -- or has. been molested as

17

a child.

18

incidents go unreported.

19

that some 300,000 .children at any momen·t a·c ross this country

20

are being molested.

11

determined Los Angeles alone, annually, 30,000 children a

zz ·

year are molested.

21

I want to tell you that the

People are not aware of it.

Both men and women.

The law enforcement

Ninety-nine percent of the

In 1975, it was an estimate given

In 1977, the Attorney General's report

About 3 1 000 under the ~ge of 14.

We just completed a stu:ly of the Northern California

24

police agencies and found that there was an enormous lack of

25

rec'ogni tion among those police agencies.

•

We have also found
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1

that incidents are on the rise.

We :have found that the

2

Rape Crisis Centers are not prepared to deal with this

3

number that's going on.

4

if not more,· are involved as girls, although you will not

5

see this in reported statistics, because boys won't tell.

6

l~at

7

20 sometimes upwa'r ds of 100 boys are involved with one

8

pedophile, as Detective Martin has told you.

We are finding that as many boys,

we find when we ·arrest a pedophile 'is ·t hat maybe 10 or

9

The- ·state of child molest at this time is the exact ·

10

same as the state of rape was in the early 1970's.

11

the same

12

psychol.o g.ical probl-ems which befall the victims ,- as well as

u

court problems.

14

known ·to the' victims.

15

reporti~g

We have

problems, the same investigative problems

In any vicinity, the offenders seem to be

Our committee has found that there are distinct

16

problems within the .court system that need

17

are holes in the law that attorneys, unscrupulous attorneys

18

are

19

plugged.

usi~g

cha~ged.

There

to get their clients off, that we feel need to be

20

CHAI~N

21

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

McVITTIE:

What holes are those?

First of all, prose.c utors at this

22

time are reluctant to charge.

2J

victim, where there is lack of cooperation.

24

in cases where the ·o fferider is known to the victim, the same

25

thing happens.

cas~s

where you have only one
We are finding

Wher·e children are willing victims, and you
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1

see what can be done wi.th willing· victims, that it is very

:Z

difficult to get complaints where there is prolonged contact

3

with children -- in particular, when there is

4

contact with children who are over the age of 14, as you

5

will see with many of the situations · before you.

prolo~ged

We are finding in almost every case involving

6
7

pedophilia that nude photographs of children are taken, not

8

necessarily pornographic.

9

Detective Martin alluded to, as blackmail to keep the child

These photographs are used as

10

silent, as fantasy for the suspect, as sexual arousal for

11

the pedophilia, trade or sales.
A lot of the pic.t ures that you see in there as

12
13

Detective Martin pointed out are not pornographic.

14

are the same kinds of photographs used and taken by the

15

pedophilia and exchanged among friends.

16

there are organizations of pedophilias throughout this

17

country, two of which are .c entered in California, and claim

18

upwards of five to ten thou·s and members.

19

pamphlets, they write booklets, as Detec-tive Martin pointed

20

out.

21

particula+, with petitions trying to decriminalize laws

We are

These

findi~g

that

They write

We have one guy going around the area, Berkeley in

against sex with children.

They are filing travel books,

23

guides for pedophilias who go across the country, and where

24

to find children.

25

As

Detective Martin also told you, they are
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teaching them and

z

authorities, and how to avoid arrest.

them how to deal with the

Child pornography as you said, is quite prevalent.

3

•

telli~g

1

4

The problem with child pornography is it is not

5

possess.

6

can have it in your home ·and use it as Detective Martin

7

pointed out •

to

You can't sell it, you can't produce it, but you

Few if any convicted child molest·e rs ever go to

8

'

ill~gal

prison.

I was to·ld by a district attorney who did some

10

research on the ·subj"e c"t that last year only 58,000 child

11

molesters in the state went to prison.

12

in Alameda County -- and this ·is the problem of ignorance

u

~-

14

say "Sex offenses.·"

15

child mole·ste·rs or incidents they. have whi.ch relate to.

16
17
18

law enforcement doesn't break down on child molest. They
There is no way of

sayi~g

how many

In 1976 to 1980, 68 convicted sex offenders were
given probation, only.

Twenty-five percent went to --

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

I assume you have got probation

19

departments that

20

r .e commendations to the question today?

21

In 1976 to 1980,

invest~gate

MR. GOLDSTEIN:

these people?

What is your

That I can't tell you.

I can just

22

g.ive you the figures now reported out of Alameda County

21

District Attorney•:s Office.

24

ever go to prison, according to the individual that _gave me

25

this statistic.

They are 25 percent of them

Most· of them were rapists, and most of them
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1

were adults.

Seventy percent of them were sent MDSO, and

Z

most of· those were child molesters.
Plea bargaining to the lesser charges is a common

3

4

practice.

5

find that the plea to the lesser charges which include 290

6

of the Penal Code, which requires registration throughout

7

the' state.

8

of molesters as they go through the courts.

9

In almost every instance of plea bargaining, we

We are therefore losing thousands and thousands

·Although the law now mandates giving priority to

10

cases involving children, be they victims, material

11

witnesses, whatever, we are finding that more often than

1Z

not, they are given continuances.

13

is used as a packet to produce a lesser or dropped charge

14

by the attorney who realizes that the more it ~s prolonged,

15

the sooner the victim is going to forget what's . going on,

16

that the stress befalls the victim, befalls the family, is

17

going to say, "Hey, we don't want any part of it."

18

they are doing is dropping out of the system.

19

And continuance practice

And what

At this t ·ime present court procedures are a

.zo

deterrent to testifying and reporting.

21

child is put up on the stand by himself, in front of the

2Z

entire· courtroom, with absolutely no support.

23

required to tell their story in open court, and repeatedly

24

so there are cases .-- pardon me, there are laws now across

25

the' nation which are dealing with this.

What happens is the

Some of which we
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1

would like to see in California.

z

exists ·in Texas oat this time, which

3

of the tes.timonY' with all parties present, out .o f the

4

presence ·of the jury.

5

jury.

~llows

the videotaping

And that ·tape is then shown to the

We would like to see something like that.

6

I

For example, one which

The thing that concerns us the most right now is

7

the "catch-22". situation· which allows ·t he release of MDSO' s

8

frbm the mental inst·itution· and back into the community

9

without

ha"vi~g

served their sentence ·time,· or without being

10

released from the MDSO

II

too.

12

prison sentence.

u

released to our communi ties,

14

repeated offenses, especially when we are talking about

15

pedophiles being controlled, probably. cannot cha"nge their

16

sexual preferences.

17

da~gerous

Pr~gram. ·

In other words, they are

and still sick, and unable to serve their
However, they are safe. enough to be
All this is producing·

We found four serious probl·e ms that are presently

18

within the ·law enfor.c ement system.

19

addressed in a written stat·e ment which I have . given to you,

.20

which I am supplementing now.

.21

discuss in just a moment.

lZ

Three ·of which we have

The ·fourth of which I will

First of all, as I stated be.fore, law enforcement

.23

lacks preparedness and understanding of the problem.

.24

is no uniform training,. there. is no uniform procedure across

.25

the state.

There

And this ·is s·o mething you and our community is
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~le

1

trying to push and change.

feel the Legislature can have

Z

a good part in it.·

J

is something that comes from even the Rape Crisis Center.

4

There is a lack of adequate facilities and counseling

5

programs for the victim for an extra-familial relationship.

6

Now I am not talking about incest, and I should have pointed

7

that out in the beginning.

8

situation.

9

someone close to the family, although you will see sometimes

The other is there is a lack -- and this

This is not the intra-familial

We are speaking of molest by someone who is not

10

you will get someone as close to the family as Detective

11

Martin has pointed out. He feel that incest is an entirely

12

different situation.
There is little help to the offender in the public

1J
14

sector.

Certainly there is Atascadero and Patton State

15

Hospitals, but that's only available .for you if you're

16

convicted, and most people don't go there anyway.
The last one I was alluding to, the fourth problem,

17
18

is the lack of education.

The public is not aware of this.

19

And this is something we feel is just of. the utmost

2.0

importance, and that the education program be commenced on

2.1

the state level, if nothing else, and brought down into the

22

schools.

2.1

then they have .some awareness.

24

traditional myth that you· have all been talking about, where

25

there's the dirty old man in a raincoat with a pocket full

Because once a child knows what can happen to him,
We are not talking about the
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1

of jelly beans.

z

are not aware ·of it.
The key to. the solut·ion then, as I said, is

3

•

These people ·don't exist, and our children

4

education, recognition, and concentration.

5

Thank y.o u ·for your time.

'

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

'7

(Applaus.e .)

8

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

9

10

Jesse

Thank yo.u.

Next we have two witnesses,

Kloppenburg of the_group. called S.L.A.M., and Jill

Haddad, president of Mothers ·o f· BakersfieLd.
~1S.

11

KLOPPENBURG:

I have two other people from

12

S.L.A.M. I would like to have speak also.

u

Lineba~gh,

14

also the 'g randmother of Amy Sue Seitz.

15

Gonzoles, who is the mother of another victim of Theodore

"

.Frank.

18

think all the wi tnesse·s. ·can present them

17

which is one of the founders of S.L.A.M., and

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

19

MS. KLOPPENBURG;

20

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

21
22

One is Patty

And Esequia

For now and for then, do you

Yes, they can.
All right, fine.

If there is

no obj.ections, · then.
MS. KLOPPENBURG;

I have travelled this last year

2J

back and forth over the state, talking to people, trying to

24

educate the publ.ic of· the probl'em.

25

most people are riot even aware of exists.

And it is a problem that
They keep asking
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1

me the same questions:

2

this way?

3

children not being protected?

4

for them.

5

talked about, and things ·that we have been thinking about.

'

Why are our children being treated

Why are the laws the way they are?

Why are our

And I don't have any answers

So I have tried to draw up some that we have

We have asked ourselves:

Does America hate the

7

children?

8

ourselves that question and more as we examine the treatment

9

of children today in regards to sexual molestation.

10

And I don•t think they do, but we have to ask

The current prison terms are less to rape and

11

molest a child than to do it to an adult.

12

does not realize the inadequacies of the child victim when

U

they go through the who.l e system.

14

pros.ecuted, child victims must endure the same processess

15

as adult. victims do, without benefit of special procedures

16

or protection.

17

treatment which our society provides to minors and other

18

areas of the cr·iminal justi.c e system.

19

The court system

As child molesters are

This fact contrasts with the differential

The United States is the first society .in the world

zo

to establish separate criminal justice procedures for

21

juvenile offenders, based on the belief that: children have
experiences, capabilities, and vulnerabilities, that are

21

significantly different from adults.

However, - our society

24

has not suscribed to protecting all children involved in

15

criminal proceedings.

Only juvenile offenders.
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If a child is witness to a crime committed by an

1
2

adult, that child is drawn into the adult criminal justice

3

procedures where the·r e usually is little allowance made for

4

the .c hild' s 1 imi te·d .ability to. c·o mpete within the adult

5

system.
If our socie·ty believes that sexual molestation

6
7

of. children is a .serious crime, then there is an obligation

8

to adjust the requirements ·o f the legal system to conform to

9

the special needs and abilities of children. The Legislature

10

must be explored to provide the legal foundation for special

11

protec'tion of the· child witness.

12

child cannot be held· res:ponsible for

13

mo.i est·er.

14

.force is used,- and also 'uses the term "consent" in

15

relationship to. children while being molest·e d.

1C5

should promote investigating advertising,- and its eff.e cts on

17

children have already recogni.zed the need to deal with

18

children: in a very special way.

19

20
21

We must realize that a
resisti~g

a pedophile

The' ·current law s-ays that you must .show that

The courts

Supreme .Court Justice Potter Stewart has said that:
"Children are not pos.sessed of
that full capacity for individual
choice which is the fr.ee supposition
of the First Amendment guarantee."

24

So .c hildren do have right's given by the Constituti.o n, the

25

same as you and I.

We must ·face reality that we have no
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1

cures for the. child molester or pedophile.

We must

2

incarcerate to pre:vent him from molesting.

He needs

3

institutionalized to rehabilita·t e, cure, . or punish.

4

neither.

5

where it's at, and at this time this means keeping the

C5

pedophile away from children.

7

his problem until a cure is found, just as polio victims

8

learned to live with braces and iron lungs as a part of

9

their life.

I think

We have. no proof that either works. Prevention is

He must learn to live with

Some day a cure may be found, but until it is,

10

we have to keep them away from our children.

1t

danger or risk of experimenting with cures in the meantime.

12

Leaving it up to Atascadero psychiatrists who is cured is

13

very expensive.

14

important, and we· must

15

the syst·em been concerned with the criminal and his rights,

16

completely

17

they, the children, are 'the victims in crime·, and not the

18

criminal.

19

they do deserve to be ·protected as a human

20
21

We must put

The innocence and lives of our children are

ignori~g

b~gin

pro.tecting them.

Too

lo~g

has

the child's rights,- and the fact that

They may not vote, and they made be small, but
bei~g-

and child.

We must become a society that constructively opens
sexual abuse and exploitation of children by our behavior
as well as by our abstract principles.

We must . go on

21

national record against sexual abuse and exploitation of

24

children, the same as

25

wasn't so long ago that we didn't discuss the reality of

~gainst

sexual abuse and effects. It
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•

1

child abuse.

z

ugly issue, and it's unpleasant.

3

It's real children, not statistics and percent-ages.

4

take ·the ·leadership role in pubiication, research and

5

fundi~g

'7

molestation.

It's like ·sexual abuse is the same.

It's an

But again, it's a reality.
We must

of prog1•ams to .deal with child victims ·o f sexual
We must pass laws to standardize the penalties

for. sexual mo.lestation of children .

8

Thank you.

9

(Applause. )

10

MS. HADDAD:

For. the record, I ·am: Jill Haddad,

11

president of the Moth·e rs ·o f Bakersfield, and coordinator of

12

S.L,A.M. in ·Bakersfield.

u

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

14

MS. HADDAD:

15

"

What does S.L.A.M. mean?

Stro~ger

Legislation Against·

Moles'ters.
The American people have demonstrated recently

17

thro~gh

18

get back to bas.ics, .and tha't .is certainly .e vident by the

19

·c rowd that ' s here today.

a nationwide erection that they .def.ini tely want to.

20

(Applause. )

21

If y.o u are in office, people .feel that you are· part

22

of. the problem, · whether you are or not, because no one seems

23

to be part of the so·l ution.

24

(Applaus.e . )

25

MS. HADD.Ap:

The community is

outr~ged

The. community is outraged at such
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1

things as a priest in Bakersfield, California recently who

2

visited a 12-year-old paralyzed girl in the hospital.

3

nurse heard something behind the screen, pulled back the

4

screen, and he was orally copulating her.

5

guilty of contributing to the delinquency of a minor, and

6

given probation.

The

He was found

They are also outraged by Mr. Harrell in Ventura,

7
8

who was arrested on 32 felony counts, plea bargained to 7

9

counts, and the judge slipped and in advance suggested that

10

he might be giving the man probation.

And of course,

11

S.L.A.M. reacted hostilely, and he couldn't understand why.
I am outraged in my community by Henry Lyman

12
13

Sexton.

14

up ten years.

15

house. about six weeks ago after he spent ten months;

16

months in Atascadero, and four months in the Kern County

17

Jail.

He was arrested on 12 felony counts, pled straight
I stumbled over him in front of the ·court
six

They let him go on the AB 1229 Outpatient ·program.
I am appalled in my community by Lido Southern

18
19

Tozzi, who forceably kidnapped and sodomized a seven-year-

20

old girl and a ten-year-old boy~

21

in their rectums-.

22

years at Atascadero State Hospital.

21

psychiatrists at the hearing to release him( and the judge

24

said that his hands are tied.

25

feei

a:

He inserted coke bottles

He was sentenced to seven years, spent two
They had five

But he tried to· make S .L.A.M.

little better by telling us that we have strings attached.
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1

That if Mr. Tozzi, who has a 30-year. history of sexual

2

deviancy reofferids, we can ship him right back to Atascadero.
But I would like to info·rm this committee that

3

4

when Mr. Tozzi reoffends, he is not· going to steal someone' s

5

.t elevision .set.

C5

outraged me.'

He's ·going to sexual assault a child. That

7

(Applause. )

8

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

9

point: for the audience.

Excuse me.

Let me make a

I know we· all .feel very strongly

10

about this issue·, but ·t here ·are· many, many witnesses here

11

today, and we are

12

wondering if we .c ouldn't hold our applause until all the

13

speakers are

14

be~ind

schedule already.

So I am just

"thro~gh.

MS. HADDAD:

The "public finds difficulty in

15

relating to comments such as when we attended the .d eath

1C5

penalty phase ·of Rodney Alcala, who murdered little "12-year-

17

old Robin Samsoe· and· dismembered her. When the defense

18

attorney made the ·stat·e ment that the special circumstances

19

that would warrant the death .p enalty was kidnapping, but

20

the death penalty could not be considered in this case,

21

because .he murdered her to further the molestation, not to

22

further the kidnapping, because· you ·cannot kidnap a dead

2J

body.

24
25

Like that should make a difference.
In: Fresno! California, last· week the same problem

with Mr. Griffin.

He took his 12·. .,year-old stepdaughter,
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1

molested her, slit her from her neck to her legs and

2

disernbowe.led her.

3

the death penalty could not be considered, because they had

4

to prove that he penetrated her with his penis.

5

But

~gain,

.the defense was saying that

Now killing her, slicing her up and disemboweling

6

her is certainly enough for me, and it's ·e nough for the

7

people of

8

people in this country.

9

th~

state of California, and it's enough for the

I visited Atascadero Hospital in May.

I took the

10

press, we had a congressi·o nal aide from Jes·se' s area..

11

administrat-or of Atascadero State Hospital said, and the

U

press quoted him:

U

"·It 1 s · my duty as the administrator

14

of this hospital to . get these .people in

15

and out

16

as possi-ble, because· if I keep them too

17

long·, the state will think that my

18

treatment isn't working."

~f

The

this institution as quickly

19

That is unacceptable to me,· and I choos.e · to .c hallenge it,

20

because my children are vulnerable.

21

Recently information came ·to me, AB 23, that was

22

passed through the State Le'gislature, s.p onsored by

23

Mr. Vasconcellos, Commission on Crime Control and Violence

24

Prevention.

25

our taxpayers 1 money to find out why we are violent.

They are spending half a billion dollars of
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1

.p eople may not rec"ognlze this, but a lot ·o f the people in

2

the audience ·w ho are 'familiar with

3

whose motto is:

4

.R enee Guyon: Society,

"Sex by Year Eight or Else

0

~·

~the

5

It's Too Late."

6

You will .c ertainly recognize when Mr, Vasconcellos ·has 13

7

suggestions as to why we are violent, his 9th

8

says:

9

s~ggestion

"Sexual repression: · The more

10

negativity, , guilt, and repression

11

of the human .b ody and sexuality, the

11

more likelihood the .p erson will bec"ome

13

violent."

14

His reference is Jim ·P rescott •·s "Body Pleasures and the

15

·origin of Violence.·"

16
17

18

Well let's go over here and talk about Mr. Prescott
for a minute.

He'· s a neuropsychologist.

He believes that:

"The principal cause of human

19

viol.e nce is the lack of bodily

20

pleasure during the formative periods

21

of lif.e.

22

c.ros.s-cul tural surveys" he says,

21

"demonstrates that violence in soc.ieties

24

which experience and promote physical

25

pleasure are also peaceful."

A laboratory experiment in
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1

He believes that:

2

"A nation can reduce crime and

3

violence in the future by providing

4

more pleasure for its infants and

5

young people.

6

affection within the family can teach

7

children and adults that the body is

8

not shameful and inferior, but rather

9

is a source of beauty and sensuality

Nudity, openness, and

10

through which we can emotionally

11

relate to bne another."

12

13
14

15
16

And he goes on and on to say such things that:
"Acceptance .o f extramarital sex
may reduce violence."
He goes on over here to .s ay that:
"Premarital sexual freedom for

17

·young people can he.lp reduce viol.e nce

18

in the so·c iety. "

19

He also goes on to say that he feels:

20

"Nudity in the family should be natural,

21

and suggests that families bathe together

22

in the· Japanese· sty.le· for relaxation and

23

ultimately, -" my husband is _going to be

24

thrilled to find out the state of

25

California is promoting this, "abov.e all,
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9

I

must r.ecogni.ze the equality of female

2

sexua·lity •.

J

men to multiple ·sexual relationships

4

mus·t be ·extended to women. "

5

·That's what the man says, and I' 11 go on to say .

The tradi tiona! right of

'

that the National Institute of Health goes ·o n to say that

7

this is his opinion, and should not reflect on them.

8

Mr. Vasconcellos, and I . caution you, since that's the only

9

reference he ·gave on sexual repression, he didn't ask for

That's

10

anythi~g

11

that the 'Guyon Society, the Childhood Sex Circle, the North

12

American Man-Boy· Lovers' · Association, and the Pedophile

u

Information· ·E xcha'n ge have thousands of members.

14

people· ·are working hard, because they need freedom, they

15

need permission to have sex with children because they are

HS

pedophiles.

on Dr. Roland Summit.

I caution you to believe

In closing, I would· like to say this:

17

These

Everything

18

that goes around comes around.

19

through the sys·t em and come back out into the community,

20

your children and ·grandchildren are just as vulnerable as

21

mine.

22

And as these peop.le . go

Thank yo:U.

21

(Applause. )

24

MS. LINEBAUGH:

25

and gentlemen of the committee.

Mr. McVittie, Mr. Ullman, ladies
My name is Pat Linebaugh.
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1

I am one of the organizers of S.L.A.M., but I am also here

2

today as a representative ·of my daughter who lost her child

3

to a child molester.
Amy Sue was my only granddaughter, and her only

4

5

child.

6

took that right away from her.

7

unfortunately not able to speak, and I think you will

8

understand why.

9

She is no longer a mother because a chi.ld molester
She is here today, but

Amy Sue was brutally raped, sodomized, tortured.

10

She was two and a half years old.

11

model patient from Atascadero.

12

afte·r being released and paraded before his

13

a model patient.

14

first time.

15

molestations in 20 years.

16

but only incarcer·ated three times.

17

Illinois, he fled the state of Louisiana.

18

for murder there.

19

The man who did it was a

He was taken back there
colle~gues

as

He had bee·n arrested 20 years ago for the

He had admitted to at least 150,000 child
He had been arrested 17 times,
He fled the state of
He was a suspect

He was released from Atascadero,. and when he was,

10

Dr. Rutche wrote to Illinois and told them and asked them to

11

drop the charges against Theodore Frank, beCause he had

12

shown , great progress, and they felt he was rehabilitated.

13

Six weeks later, he killed Amy Sue.

24

. was still under the. AB 1.229 Program.

25

after killing my

grandda~ghter,

During the interim, he
He continued to molest

he was finally arrested in
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1

July for the mo·l es·tation of two young _girls, the mother of

2

one of whom is next to

3

had· Esequia' s daughter for 10· hours.

4

this ·c hild endured for 10 ·.hours fr·om a model patient

5

released from Atascadero?

6

me~

He. br·ac;Jged at that t'ime .that he
Can you imagine what

In 1970 he was linked to· murder in S.t. Louis.

But

7

he alluded incarceration.

In 1973 after seven years of

8

rehabilitation by your institutions, it was apparent that he

9

was a dangerous sadist.
In 1972,. 1973, he took an eight-year-old boy,

10
11

s ·t ripped him, held a cigarette:

12

But :this man, the:re was

nothi~g

l~ghter

underneath his penis.

wrong with him.

In May of 1973, he 'kidnapped a little four-year-old

13
14

girl.

He fo.rced her .to drink be·e r, as he· did Ill'J granddaughter.

15

He slashed her body from the .abdomen to her chest.

16

forty slashes.

17

as he did my _ grandda~ghter, mutilati~g - her, pulling her

18

little breasts away from her body.

19

then he fled the state after he was declared a da~gerous

20

sex offender.

21

time· in Bakersfield, be.c ause· he came to our great state

22

where we are very lenient with ch_ild molesters.

23

declared an MDSO and he was committed to

24

25

Thirty,

He took v.ice grips and he used them on her

He was pros·ecuted, but

Six months later, he was· arrested again, this

He was

Atascader~.

In 1977 he was declared by Atascadero as a patient'
patient.

And this, word· for word from Dr. Rutche, who
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1

diligently participated in the program.

Dr. Rutche

2

declared that he had recovered from the psycholog.ical

3

problems.

4

He wrote, and I have cop.ies ·of the lett·e r to the Illinois

5

authorities,

6

rehabilitation program.

He was a .sensitive, involved, fee.ling person.

them to drop the charges because of this

aski~g

Illinois authorities' response was:

"How can we properly convict him

7
8

in Illinois when California authorities

9

declare he's cured?"

10

That was all before he 'killed Amy Sue, my two-and-a-half-,

II

two-and-a.-half-year-old baby.

12

sitting here.

13

protect my child, the children of these peop.le in the

14

audience?

15
16

You're parents, you're

Why do I have to sit here and beg you to

You're representing us.
(Applause . )
MS. GONZALES;

I'm Miss Gonzales.

And the

17

question that has haunted me for the las·t two years has

18

been what kind of a system do we have that justifies the

19

vicious killing of innoc.ent children?

10

Since 1978 I have been coping wi:th .t he lifelong

11

ef.fect of an abused child, unnecessarily, mind you, with the

22

kind of system we have ·created.

23

Legislature in '78 and '79, so I am not unfamiliar with

24

this comini tte.e or any· membe·r of the State Legislature.

15

have subjected myse·lf to press conferences and hearings and

I came to you:r State
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1

everythi~g

2

involvement on this issue has ·left me with bulging· files of

3

statistics and repor.ts on how this state deals with .t he sex-

4

offender population.

5

else under the sun.

My per.sonal two-year

It is imporant that· you, as. our elected

C5

representatives, · look at the .system from our point of view.

7

We, · the victims, are outraged over the coddling and

8

releasing of child moles·ters, and this outr.age will not be

9

·easily pacified.

10

we see ·. the child victimized by ·the sex offender

II

and by the criminal 'just~ce syst·e m.

12

victim relive t}?.e. htimi·l iating ordeal, but he :must survive

13

the cross-examination ·o f the· d·e fense ·attorneys ,who try to

14

break down the testimony of the child.

15

changes ·in the 'law.

ICS

here today need to drastically

17

total

18
19

disr~gard

Not only must the

We need drastic

The· criminal justice advocates present
cha~ge

the-ir attitude and

of v.ict·ims' rights.

(Applause. )
MS. GONZALES:

The

kidnappi~g

law is a disgrace.

20

How can kidnapping with robbery be subj'ect to life in

21

prisonment and kidnap for. child perversion carry a three-,

22

five-, and seven-year ter.m?

23

The .r equirements that a child must resist the

24

child molester. before the crime is considered dangerous is

25

patently absurd. . A child is not capable 'of giving consent.
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l~gal

1

Even when a ·case survives through. the

2

price do :we pay for justice :when we consider the lenient

J

sentences and the granting of probation ·that our judges so

4

fairly _give?

5

The MDSO Program is outrageous.

sys.tem, what

A simple

6

psychiatric evaluation will house an MDSO committed to five

7

years for an average of 18 to 20 months in a state

8

hospital, either Atascadero or Patton.

9

For a budget of almost $30 million a year,

10

Atas·cadero gives us early .releases for patients who have

11

committed criminal :acts

12

you gentlemen, they call them "patients," not criminals in

1J

the hospital system.

14

~gainst

:o ur children, and I remind

Nith no evidence ·of. cure, · Atascadero psychiatrists

15

are allowed to .act as parole agents, releasing both A status

16

and B status offenders.

17

the B status they release as still a danger to society.

18

Whi.le the.se desensitized people

19

responsibility from pro.t .ec.t ion to· society, they claim they

10

cannot predict future behavior, nor. can they make the

11

determination of dangerousnes·s.

ll

therapeutic bias.

11

The A sta·tus they called cured, and

are

·. left to .shove off any

In short, they suffer from

How many times ·can a child molester be dec'lared a

14

mentally disturbed sex of."fender?

There doesn't appear to

15

be ·anywhe're in our law that says a child molester can be
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1

treated and put through the "MDSO Progr·am once or twice or

2

10,000 times.

3

use· it.

4

•

It's a revolving door, and they know how to

This $30, 000-a-yea:r-per-pati.e nt program does not

5

appear to give us any better protection from recidivism.

6

Prel·iminary data, which has been taken from the 1973 study

7·

req.uested ' by the ·state 'L egislature with huge statistics,

8

mind you, seem to indicate that moleste·rs who go to prison

9

and are not treated reoffend at the same rate as offenders

10

who are deemed cured by Atas·cadero.

11

go into.

12

s:ecurity ins·t itution, and I understand that people who

13

compare both say Atascadero is a thousand t 'i mes better than

14

Pat·t on, if that gives you any indication of what the system

15

really is.

16

Pat ton, 'I won' t even

People are walking out of Patton.

It's a minimum

Gentlemen:, we suffer from a misconception of

17

freedom, and the solution is quite simple,· at leaat· from

18

our point of view.

19

actions have wai.v ed their

20

society.

21

than anything, we need to. get .o ur priori ties in order.

zz

are ·asking you to care about protecting our children, care

21

enough to make victims' rights and child molestation cases

24

your top priority this coming legislative year.

25

There are some people who by their very
r~ght

to function freel.y in the

We need lengthy .and mandatory sentences,· and more

(Applause. )
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1

2

MS. FARLEY;

EXcuse 'm e.

I believ.e you went .o ver

anothe·r person.

3

CHAIRMAN MCVITTIE;

Donna Farley?

All right.

4

Mrs. Farley, we did skip you.

I apologize.

5

MS. FARLEY:

6

Ladies and _geritlemen of the committee, I would also

That's all right.

7

like to give up part of my time to a gentleman that I feel

8

will be ·very effective in speaking to you.

9

Vaughn will share my time, along with Mariann Fraser, who

Mr. Robert

10

was the mother o£ Robin Sainsoe ,· who was ·so. br·utally

11

murdered and muti:lated in Orange County.
OUr time is limited, and we have cut on everyone,

12

13
14

15

so .. -.
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

It ' ·s 10:45 now.

Do you think

we ·can finish with ·all this. by 11:00 o'cl:o ck?

16

MS. FARLEY:

17

Robe"rt, Mar i ann?

11

I am distributing a fact sheet to all of you. This

Yes' r we can.

19

is a very limited ·fact sheet.

10

started compiling.

11

you in the problem we are facing.

l2

It's one .that we have just

I hope it will be of some benefit to

There are so many things to talk about. .

I know we

23

are not going to cover them all.

24

president of S.L.A:M. of Orange County, but also as the

15

mother of three victims.

No·t

I am speaking not only as

just one, but three·.
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...

1

involved in the case with us was a fami·ly friend that we

2

cons•idered a grand·fathe.r.

3

25 years ·of sexual deviat-i on, started out as incest with

4

his own children, and af.te·r he ·w as

5

slapped on the hand with probation -- by the way, in tpese

6

25. years, this man has on'ly se·r ved county time.

7
.8

After raping two of my

·ca~ght

da~ghters

at that and

while they were

unconscious, unable to give consent, molesting

s~eep.ing,

9

my 12-... year-old daughter, ·taki~g porn~graphic pictures ' of

10

them while they resisted by the way, trying to. get them

11

drunk, which they both refused to drink, this man is out

11'

and by the way, orally copulating.

u

possible to my children that a man can do.

He did everything

This· man was put :on· $.15, 000 ba-il, which the next

14
0

We find out that he· has had over

15

morning -- he· was: by the way also on probation.

HS

probation from the las-t offense 'that he ·served county time

17

on.

18

bail, was released by a jud9e on $5,000 bail, probation was

19

not revoked, there was no hearing

10

within six weeks, had reoffended with not one, but three

21

other children.

21

mentally retarded child.

21

has only serv:ed county time.

24

definitely wrong.

25

He is

stil~

on probation.

Three years'

This man was given a $15,000

scheduled. This man,

The youngest of which is a six-year-old,
This man, with a 25-year history,
Now there is

somethi~g

Mine is not the only case, believe me.
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1

County right ·now, we are facing a 71 percent increase of

2

child moles·t o.ver last year, and these are .just .the

3

reported ones.

4

others ·have said, it's th( 'duty of the

5

of the people of California to make sure that children. are

6

a number one priority.

7

can even be reasons for murder.

8

my heart.

9

But ·there can never be· a reason for the molestation of a

10
11

And I feel as Lloyd Martin and so many
L~gislature,

Not robbing, nothing · else.
B~lieve

the duty

There

me, I feel them in

But I am trusting this t9 the judicial system.

chi.ld, ever.

The. ·v ictims keep going on.

How many different parents have had to put their

12

children: into a psychiat-ric hospital as I did and li.ve with

II

that ·on a day-to...:day basis?

14

and wondering why.

15

Hopefully, they. can be' cured.

"

with it the rest of their lives·.

17

So many don't, so many don't.

18

Of your child looking at you

Why me, why am I in this place?
But they are . ·going to live
Thank God I have my child.

One of the thing·s tha·t has been brought to' my

19

attention by the district .att·orney that could really help.

20

so· many cases· are 'thrown out.

21

in a psychiatric hospital, that had the preliminary hearing

22

not been: continued, she would not have been able to testify.

23

Thus, there would have been no case.

24

have been dropped.

25

incompetent at the time to testify was because of the acts

My daughter that had to go

Thtise charges would

The only reason she was mentally
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0

There should be

cha~ges

1

of this man.

2

this is from our pro.secutors.

3

this way.

4

sta.t ement that the ·child has _given him, a therapist, a

5

social worke·r, where the 'child has made .a statement that

6

they are unable 'to .test·if.y.

To allow :t he

I believe .they also feel

inves. ti'gati~g

officer to. use the

How many ·rape victims will not get on a witness

7

8

stand and tes't ify?

9

their plac.e . ·

10

in :the hearsay rule,

How about a. child?

Put you·r self in

That's all .we ask, is put· yourself into our

place and into their place.
s ·ome

11

.ch~ges·

·have ·to be' made, and we have no one

And· we expect that these

ch~ges

12

to tuJ;n to but y.o u.

U

going to be changes' made.

14

The state of California and the .w hole nation needs these

15

cha~ges. ·

16

Our children are ·our number one priority.

We ne·ed th'e m.

are

Y.ou need them.

And we' ·re not ·going to quit unt-il we _get them.

17

(Applause. )

18

In clo·s ing, I also· feel, and this is supported by

19

everyone that I ha'v e spoken to, that youth O!ganizations,

10

pedophiles naturally want to work with children.

11

to be·come in an area where 'they are ·put in a position of
trust with children·.

In my own organization in

They want

Ora~ge

11

County, we have several· members whose children were

14

molested by soft ball cO:aches, soccer coaches, boy scout

15

leaders, and so on.

This does happen.

Right now, the
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1

Privacy Act will not allow the youth organization to check

2

into those people as volunteers or as employees working

3

with children in a position of trust.

4

These organizations should have the right to check in --

5

not into a man's complete history, his rap sheet, anything

6

else.

7

with children.

8

children if he does.

We want that changed.

Just to find out if this man does have sex offenses
Because we don't want him working \vith our

9

(Applause.)

10

HR. VAUGHN:

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.

11

I don't pretend to be here as an expert, but as a deeply

12

concerned citizen and father who is becoming increasingly

13

a\>/are of the gross. injustices in our state regarding

14

crimes against children.

15

who are being used for the sexual pleasure and gratification

16

of adults.

17

is right, I think we all agree that this is the most heinous

18

of crimes.

19

walking on the streets, out on probation, seeking new

10

victims.

21

who have been convicted of violent crimes against the most

22

innocent and helpless members of our society, our children,

23

and our babies.

24

25

Host particularly, children

Child molestation.

I uon't think any of this

And yet, as we sit here today, there are men

And it's happening every day, and these are men

Some as young as two or three months old.

And what they do to these children is so
unspeakable that it's never fully reported in the press.
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Now .it 1 s

1

bedomi~g'

clear to me that if we .don 1 t put

2

laws· on the books to punish ,: and I mean punish these people

3

who have ·been at work "in our system of justice for a long

4

time,: and yet for some reason we "find it unacceptable when

5

we are dealing with se.X crimes·.

6

these ·people at least as we do robbers and bu?=glars and

1

perpetrators of far less heinous crimes, because if we

8

don 1 t, we are te·lling our children that their lives· don 1 t

9

count, · that they aren l·t as important· as we are. ·

I think we should punish

Now constitutionally, we are guaranteed equal

10

11

r~ghts

12

d-ares to remove thos.e ·rights ·from the child should be dealt

U

with ·by society in exa-ctly the s ·a me

14

that has been c·om:mitte.d against an adult.

15

the way it is.

16

before, a sentence of three-·, six-, or eight years for the

17

crime of rape against a woman.

18

seven for the molestation of a child, and this is not fair.

19

All women started out as little girls,· and· I ·am certain they

20

w.o u·l d agree that the ·crime against them doesn't be.c ome more

21

heinau·s simply because they . grew older.

22

which must be interpreted to mean that anyone who

mam~er

as an equal crime
But that 1 ·s not

Currently the law requires, as was mentioned

But only three or. five or

Now we allow these MDSOts to walk on the street on

23

an outpatient progr·a m.

Now note the phrase "patient."

24

thought they were criminals, by virtue ·of the fact the act

25

that they have been found guilty of is a cr·ime as defined by
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1

our current law.s.

We don't allow bank robbers to· roam the

.Z

streets before ·they do 't heir time just to find out how they

3

would do, to try the·ir luck on the outside.

4

I keep hearing .the· arg'u ment that you can't

5

differentiate between ViOlent ·crimeS in t ·e rmS "Of Sentencing 1

6

due to equal protection under the law.

1

clear to me that we are doing exactly that.

8

already violating that concept by overly protecting that

9

particular criminal who commits sex crimes.

But it seems crystal

a

And :we are

We simply treat

10

him as a sick person who is in search of.

cure.

Now when

11

are we going to wise up and· stop being bound by old

11

conc·e pts and- old laws written by, I might add, men and

11

women no different than yourselves?
You people on ·this coimnittee are in a unique

· 14

15

privileged position, and a very powerful position,

1.S

all ·o f' our lives and our very safety in your hands.

11

you consider yourselves less: capable of enlightened thought

18

or perhaps less educated in the· matters of justice than the

19

persons who have preceded you whose writ.ten words we are

.ZO

now living by?

I think not.

You hold
Now do

I think not.

Now please· recognize that we ·have a growing problem

21

22

relating to child molestation and abuse, ·a nd it mus·t be

21

addressed here and now.

24

help: us·.

25

concepts and laws that govern them. Now face it, children

This is your moment, your chance to

Time has ·changed, needs change.

And so· must
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1

are different.

2

incapable of

3

are .phyS:ic·a lly inc.ap.ab:le ·o f bei'ng raped or sodomized

4

wi thtiub incredible· ·bane :and emotional damage.

5

may never lead a no·rmal l ·ife physically again.

6

ha"ve the· emotions. or psyc:hol~g.ical ability to deal with the

1

crime.

0

•

They are not adults, they are phY.S:ically

.deferidi~g

the'r riselves· against an adult.

They

A raped child
They don't

But why s.hould the'y ?· And who does?

8

(Applause. )

9

MR. VAUGHN;

Grown women take .years to· rec.over

of

10

psychologically ·from the ·crime

rape.

But 'just· magnify

11

the impact ·of that cr'ime :on a three- or four-year-old who

12

does·n tt even know· what-'s. happerii~g to him.

U

reality of the crime.

14

concerning ourselves with the probl-e ms of the molest·e r and

15

the torturer, wha'te:ver his reasons and his· motivations.

16

I want you to understand that I am -sorry for them. · Somewhere

17

a li·n e must be drawn.

That's the

.Now. we ·cannot :stand by any longer

And

We mu-s-t protec't the· chi.ldreri.

18

(Applau-se··. )

19

MR, VAUGHN:

20

incarcerate a man at

21

might recommit :the crime.

22

to. .let him. go until we· are 99 percent certain he· will not

23

rec.ommit and risk the ·l .ives and innocence and multiple

24

victims?

25

her.e •·

Now we he-ar that we have no
le~gth,

r~ght

to

because it' :s a _good chance he

But I ask you, have we the right

I underst·and we haven't got a wonderful cho.ice

There is no one

al1-encompassi~g

just· answer to this
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I

problem.

But we have tried it the pres.ent way with therapy

2

and hospitals,. and it doesn't work.

3

hasn't worked.

4

their sanity and even their lives to get us to .seriously

5

reconsider our approach to this problem?

6

are . going to have to be deprived in order to protect the

7

rights ·of other.s.

8

crime· and punishment.

9

make it simple .

Discretion of judges

How· many children do we have to sacrifice,

Someone' s rights

This is a fact of life in matters of
So I contend to you that we .should

Let's go with 'the

la~gest

numbers, the

10

kids, whose only crime is that they are ·smaller, newer, and

II

more vulnerable.

12

There are more :victims tha·n molester's.

13

need is one The'.odore Frank 'with 'his 150 victims to prove

14

how:· vital it is that we 'dontt take anymore risks w:ith .these

15

people.

16

But all you

We cannot, and we· must not . go on as we ar.e .
And in closing, ladies' and geritl·e men, let- me .r emind

17

you, all that is necessary for· the triumph of evil is for

18

goo.d men ·a nd women like yourselves to do nothing.

19

(Applause·.}

20

MS. FRASER:

21

It's kind of hard to top. everything

he's said, except to say that my daughter was a victim.

22

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

23

MS. FRASER:

Wi·ll you identify yourself?

I am Mariann Fraser, my daugther's

24

name was Robin Samsoe, who was also killed by a previously

25

convicted murderer.

His first ·o ffense, he rece'i ved one to
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1

life; he ended up doing ·tw.o years, was .set free. · He was

2

picked up again on a kidna·p ping charge, but he had marijuana

3

in his possession, so he plea:ded guilty to

4

which· was marijuana.

5

.Conse:queritly, the marijuana was dropped too, because i:t was

6

a parole violation, so· ho.thing happened.

Q

7

kidnappi~g

:less·e·r one,

was dropped.

But-this ·has been going over the years,· arid had

8

something been done, had there been laws, my 12 year old

9

would be here.

She wouldn't have had to die by this man.

10

She was tortured,· mutilated.

11

and we will probably be. victims the rest of our lives,

12

because "the ·law wasn't done properly.

u

·-

The

the

We' ·v e been v.ictims ever since,

It's not· fair.

There ·are othe·r Robins walking around, and they

14

·have . ·got a right to· lif.e.

15

r~ght,

16

rights?·

17

the ·law on their side.

18

right does my· Robin have?

19

Robins who can still benefit by laws· being cl)anged.

20

why don't ·the"y ?

We are living

Why do

the

r~ght,

we·•ve got a

cr'iminals get ·all the

No matte·r what it is, they're protected. · They have
What do our victims have?
None.

What

But ther·e ·are a lot of

There will always be 'kids, · and we ·are all involved

21

wi:th kids. ·

22

there are children all around us and they have been put

21

into such a minor bracket in the law system, I just don't

24

understand that.

25

Ne~ghbors,

get involved.

nieces, nephews, ·g randchildren,

If more is done, if more people we·r e to

I look around this room, and in one sense I
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1

am so proud that I am a part of it.

2

I- am angry as he.ll that it takes this to save our kids.

3

(Applause.}

4

MS. FRASER;

5

happen a few years

6

it as well.

I ·am also .angry that this didn't

-~go

1

That·' s all I

8

(Applause.}

'

MS. FARLEY:

And in another sense,

whe·re· ·m aybe· Robin .could have enjoyed

~ ve

got to say.

Excuse me,· may I ·say one :thing in

10

closing that I ommitted because the time was so short? It

11

might not make any of you comfortable, and I hope it makes

12

all of us very uncomfortable.

13

As I was

stati~g

about the· man in my. case is out

14

on $5,000 ·bail, has :reof."fended with thr.e e more children,

15

well guess what, he's out on· bail again, and· he's walking

16

the streets of

17

is he going to get before he' is kep't away from s'ociety?

18

have ·to do ·s omething about ·it.

Ora~ge

County

1.9

CHAIRMAN 'McVI-T TIE;

20

(Applause-.}

21

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

22
23

r~ght

now.

How many more kids
We

Thank you very much •.

Next we have 'Barbara Biehn,

pres'i:derit of VICTIM.
MS. BIEHN;

We are sharing our plank with .Geri Fox,

24

Jim Wells, .and myself-, Barbara Biehn.

We are par.e nts of

25

victims that are dead by a known incurable sex offender.
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1

And· als·o , with Richard Farnell, the prosecuting at·t orney in

.Z

Robin Samsoe' s: ·case· :and Rodney

3
4

...

CHAI·RMAN McVITTI'E;

Alcala~

·can we finish in .1 5 minutes

with 'this group of witnesse·s?

5

MS. BIEHN:

6

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

7

MS. BIEHN:
to~

Pardon me?
We have 11:15.

It would seem the state has advocated
.p olice the·

pr~gram

of the ·MDso·• s.

8

their authority

9

don·• t understand it,- so· they have turned it ·over to the

10

psychiatrists that are ·employed by our state mental

II

:ffacility.

They

· There ·is such a thing as an incurable MDSO.

12

There

13

are st·a te instituti·o ns to house criminals, such as prisons,

14

and there are state-run facilities to house ·.t he mentally

15

r.etar.ded that have been disturbed, over to. the state, and

16

there are 'facilities for the mentally il.l.

17

facilities that· house· the :uncon-trollable·, incurable MDSO?

18

We are

19

program to find out why it isn't

20

have a facility to house .the incurable and untreatable

21

MDSO, to keep them from

pleadi~g

~'V'her.e are the

for a joint house investigation ·o f this

returni~g

:worki~g,

and why we can't

to the streets of our

communi ties and among the children in · our s·ociety.
23

If an MDSO is incurable and untreatable, and has

24

committed heinous sex crime·s ,- such as mayhem, sodomy, oral

25

copulat-ion, and .e ven murder and mutilation, and he can't be
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1

detained in the. state institution because he is untreatable

2

or uncurable, then where should they be detained?

3

definitely should be detained.

They

If they serve time in prison and are eventually

4
5

released on parole, then they are sent ·back into society to

6

c~mmit crimes again.

7

do so.

8

of.fenders that fit into that ·category; however, they should

9

be detained.

And they do, and they will continue to

There may be a small percentage of those sex

The MDSO that is determined cured should serve

10

II

their .sentence in its· entirety upon release from the state

IZ

ment:a l facilities.

U

an out for sex of.fender.s.

14

reof.fend because they have. nothing to fear from the law.

As it stands now, the MDSO

Pr~gram

is

They know they. can continue to

We are all here today because we desperately need

15

u;

new laws to pro.tect the innocent children of society from

17

he.inous sex crimes on innocent,. helpless children.

18

sex offender receives the maximum benefits· of the· MDSO

19

·pr~gram,

20

prog.ram the second t'ime.

21

first time, it certainly doesn't ·take much common sense to

22

figure out that the sex offender· can achieve benefits the

21

second time.

24

25

Once a

he should not have the right to cop out :on the
If the program was ineffective the

To detain the MDSO indefinitely is :considered
cruel and unusual punishnient.

Is it not cruel and unusual
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'

punishment on the hel'pless children -when the sex offenders

2

use their bodies· for se·lf':"'9'ratif.ication?

3

psy.c hological

4

that ·have not .c·o mmitted the crimes, but suffer indefinitely

5

for .the rest of the'ir. liv:es·?

d·am~ge

What about

done to .t he children and the families

The Leotis Heaters can -dream about the sexual

6

1

satisfactions they ·have had from their victims, but .the

8

victims for the'ni, there ·w ill be nightmares for the rest of

9

their lives.
(Applaus.e . )

10

MS. BIEHN:

II

We are si:ck and tired of

heari~g

about

12

the ·.c riminal's

U

are

14

happy and law-abiding.

15

turned upside down by a tragedy that could have been

16

prevented.

11

actions of a known

18

had been kidnapped, _ sodomized and murdered.

19

this victim is now. in des.p erate need of inpati.erit mental

20

care for at least 30 days at .$160 a day.

She ha·s not been

21

able to .a ccept .t he way. her brother died.

She 'is now

22

suicidal, and has to be watched every minute.

23

has not the financial ability to provide .the innocent child

24

with 'the mental .health :care she desperately needs.

25

.is in '<!anger.

bei~g

r~ghts· .·

We,· the· innocent in these matters,

punished inhumaneLy.

I know a fami·ly who was very

Then one day, their lives we.re

They are s.ubjected to the results· ·o f the
r~gistered

sex offender..

inhuman~

A child meniber
The .sister of

This family

Her life

Wher·e are the· ·rights of this family and many
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1

more like them?

2

she ·could be receiving the mental health care she needs.

3

Maybe 'if she had comnri tted a crime,· the'n

The only rights ·s.o c.i ety seems to have left .is to

4

work and pay the taxes that go for the incarceration for

5

the MDSO's in the state mental facilities.

6

renders mental he·al th care for the MDSO, but does not

7

provide 'funds for the victims and their families ·that need

8

the mental care after they have been victimized.

9

The state

It saddens us to think that the mother of one

10

victim can say, '" Gee, I think it •·s ·so nice that the city

II

has takeriupon itself to plant a tree in, my son' ·s memory."

12

How on earth can this be considered a ·happy event in a

U

mother'· s life?

14

inriocerit and st·a rt punishing: the criminals.

15

pro.t ec'ting the crimina·ls· from society, ·i nstead of

16

protecting society from the criminals.

17
18

It,.s about t 'ime to stop punishing the
The laws are

(Applause. )
MS. FOX;

I'm Geri Fox, and wha·t I really ·am going

19

.to do here, mainly is read you some facts that we have

10

looked up in some 'b ooks that we came across, the Penal Code,

~~

and Welfare and Ins·t itutions . ·
Number one:

A person can perform .l-ewd or lasci vim: s

13

acts upon the body of a child under 14 years o.ld and

14

rec'eive a ·s entence of three, five, or seven.

15

Number two :

A person can co'mmit oral copulation or
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1

a child and receive a sentence of. only ,t hree, s.ix,. or ei.ght

2

year.s.

3

Number. three:

A person can commit the act of

4

penetrati.on of genital or anal openings by a foreign object,

5

and only receive a sentence of three,· six, and

6

e~ght

years.

A per.son· can commit ·the act of sodomy with a child

7

under the age of 14, or mo.re than 10 years younger than

8

himself, and only receive a sentence of three, six, and

9

eight year.s.

10

A person who is a registered sex offender, who

11

fails to register, is guilty of a misdemeanor, and will

12

only rec'ei've' 90 'days in the: county jail, or one year

1J

probC).tion.

14

A

r~gistered

MDSO doe.s not ·h ave to register in the

15

community he is r.el.eased in if he recei·. ves. a certif.icate of

16

rehabilitation.

17

The ·st·ate of California has. 4, 000 regist·ered sex
offenders on file at .this t'ime.

19

offender does. not have to

20

then there are at least· 80,000. victims in this state alone.

21

Something must be. done.

22

If a

r~gistered

18

r~g.iste·r

.sex

for the first ·o ffense,

In the numbers 1 .to 4 are the sentences if the

21

offender .is sent to prison.

If he is not sent there, then

24

he is sent to the state. mental facilities.

25

r .e c'e ives trea'tments in the state mental hospital, he will

If the offender
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1

most likely be out in 6 to 14 months, and never serve time

2

in prison for his crimes.
Ladies and gentlemen, I

3

could go on and on with

4

these facts, and I know you probably read them t ·ime and

5

again.

6

Institutions Code, and they are full of them.

1

newspapers are full of facts about people who don't serve

8

half their sentence.

9

take .the killer MDSO Outpatient Program.

They' are all in the Penal Code and the Welfare and
But the

They take the easy way out, and they
This lets them

10

get through ea·sy.

Then, they get back on the street, and

11

they start the game all over again.

12

It's a game to them.

13

inflict the pain that they inflict on their he'lpless,

14

unsuspecting victims, that the·y will be able to use this

15

out, and they have nothing to .los.e.

16

are their victims and the families of their victims, because

17

we also become victims.

18

of us.

19

Thank you.

20

(Applause. )

21

MR. WELLS;

Because it is a game.

The.se· people know before they ever

The only one·s that lose

We lose, ladies and gentlemen, all

Mr . Chairman, ladies .and .gentlemen, my

22

name is Jim Wells.

23

but I would like to ·s peak to you as an individual.

24

the father of six children, one of which has been murdered

25

in a sex-related crime.

I am here to speak on behalf of VICTIM,
I am

I also have seven grandchildren,so
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1

0

I .have a vest·e d 'interest in what's going on.
I am aware 'o f the· £.act tha·t - august bodies·, such as

2

0

3

the' Legislature ·and .the Criminal Justice Committee,. et

4

cetera, pr.o bably dontt like· to be told what their job is.

5

But in my study of the ·law, it oc.curs to me that the

6

attitude of the state is, and the law is, that children are

7

wards ·of the state.

8

·o f· course, is the 'Legislature.

9

.in the law that are crea-ting prob.l'ems, that are. enda~gering

And the first responsibility for lives,
I think .we. ha·v e inequities

10

our children, who in turn, of. cour.se, are wards of. the

11

state;

1Z

to do something abou·t ·it.

13

is building, and because of .the leniency or latitude that's

14

given within the law, there are groups that deal with form,

15

a lobby, to even make the laws les.s restrictive in the area

16

of sex between adults and children, or pedophiles ·o r

17

whatever.

So it's incumbe-n t upon the Legislature and the state
This is a problem, I think, that

I would like to ask at this time 'that you, the

18
19

Criminal Justice Committee., who of course would review any

20

legislation that is presented before the Legislature, take

21

a profound interest in this type of legislation, and try to

22

see what you can do .in the ·coming session, or possibly

23

what's left in this session, do

24

probTem.

25

by people who are interes.ted in VICTIM or S.L.A.M. or some

somethi~g

about this

And I'm sure that l~gislation will be introduced
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1

of the other organizations to change this and take this

2

problem away.

3

I just would like to say that in our opinion, the

4

MDSO Program, as it stands right now, is a killer program.

5

It's killing people, and we have the responsibility to stop

c5

it.

7

(Applause.)

8

MR. PARNELL;

9
10

11
12

Parnell.

Good morning.

I would like to talk for just a few minutes about

Rodney Alcala.
CHAIRMAN 11cVITTIE:

Before you do, what organiza-

tion are you with?

1J

MR. FARNELL;

14

the "County of ·o range.

15

killed Robin s ·amsoe in 1979.

16

My name is Richard

Mr. Al:ca1a,

I am a deputy district .a ttorney for
I prosecuted Rodney Alcala, who

in 1-9 68, was driving down the street,
·e~.ght-.yea'r-.old .

17

and he saw a little

girl.

And this littl.e

18

girl was walking on her way to school, in pigtails and a

19

little dress and books.

20

this little girl from cros·s ing the street.

21

to the little girl.

A citi.zen saw him stop and keep
He began talking

The citizen drove on, and he thought

s 'o mething doesn't look right.

He turned around,· and he

23

came back.

24

the hack of Rodney Alcala's car.

25

followed the car and he followed it to a residence.

t.fuen he . got back, he saw this little girl in
Keeping his distance, he
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I

0

the. man, Alcala, get :out· of the car and begin luring the
little girl into a house.

0

•

He· went, ·called the police.

3

Within a few minutes·, the police ·arrived at the residence.

4

When they got there, they knocked on the door.

5

to a window, partially dressed.

6

moments while Alcala said he was going to.. get dres.sed and

7

op.en the door.

8

in the door.

9

little 'girl on the floor of the kitchen, bleedi~g from all

10

They waited for a few

He didn t t .c ·o me· back to the door; they broke
They went :in the kitchen, the·y found this

parts 'Of. her body, totally nude.

II

Alcala came

Alcala wasn't to be found.

Initially, the'y gave the little· girl no first aid,

12

because they

U

a hea·vy pipe.

tho~ght

she was dead.

Across her throat was

Alcala went ·o ut .the back door, warrants were put

14

15

ou·t for his arrest, and three ·years lat·e r, Alcala was

1C5

arrested in New Hampshire,· working in a . girls' school.

17

was brought back to Californi·a , he pled . guilty to child

18

molest, and he ·w ent to prison.

19

years.

.zo

he had picked up another little girl .in

21

Took her to the beach :in Huntington Beach,· forced her to

Z2

smoke marijuana, began talking to her in sexual overtones,

ZJ

whe·n some . guards came

24

·arrested

25

violation for another three years.

He

He went to prison for three

He got out of· prison; within two and a half months,

Alcala ~

alo~g,

Hunti~gton

Beach.

saw them smoking marijuana,

He went back to prison on a parole
After three years, the

)
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1

psychiatrist in prison said,
"Well·, .f\1r. Alcala just made some

2
3

bad judgments.

4

has learned his les.son ,· and whe·n he

5

picked up that 12·- yea·r-old girl .:j..n

6

Huntington Beach, he really didn't

7

have any sexual overtones, sexual ideas,

8

it was just a matter of bad judgment."

9

He was· okay, he really

So they let him out of prison again.

10

Hithin ten days, he. had filed a request and gone

11

back to New York and New Hampshire ·w here he had spent the

12

three years while he was evading authorities.

13

in the East, within just a few days after he got_out of

14

prison, he met a 23-year-old . girl.

15

portion of the Rockefeller estate where he killed her.

When he was

He took her out to a

In the early par·t of 1979, he .'t ook a 15-year-old

16

17

girl, who happened to be a hitchhiker, to the hills of

18

Riverside County where he engaged with sex with this girl.

19

That was partial·

20

almost killed that girl, and he was eventually arrested for

21

that.

22

consent

on the part of that . girl.

He

With this history, he was released on $10,000 bail,

23

and during the time he was released on bail, he went to

24

Huntington Beach where after several attempts, he got Robin

25

Samsoe to go with him.

After that, he killed another girl,
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1

and he is now pending trial for another murder out of

2

Burbank.

3

The reason I bring this up is in e.ach of these

4

cases· he lured these little . girls into his car.

5

these cases, he got them to in eff.ect consent to go with

6

him.

7

for.ce ·or fear is used.

8

with a little child, because little children do what adults

9

say.

And under our law,

kidnappi~g

In each of

does not apply unless

And you don't need force or fear

So I think our law is antiquated,· and I think the law

10

needs to be changed.

11

into account the fact that with children you don't need to

12

use ·force.:

u

I .think that

kidna-ppi~g

needs to take

At the sentencing· and at the trial of. Alcala, his

14

attorney

15

kidnapping, because she voluntarily . got into his. car."

16

as a result of that, he

17

no death penalty in this case, there wasn't even first

18

degree murder, because there was no . forceable

19

further, because

20

provides for first degree felony murder.

21

changed.

22

does not require

21

a~gued,

"Hhy, you can·'t find him guilty of

a~gued

kidnappi~g

And

to the' court that there was

tak·i~g.

And

is not one of the crimes that
This needs to be

Kidnapping, we have to recognize, with children
· ~orce.

Secondly, we have to realize that kidnapping should

24

be one of the crimes that is ·-- that constitutes first

25

degree murder.

A person found guilty of kidnapping, and

D
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1

this would have applied to Alcala, except that we were able

Z

to prove premeditation and deliberation for the first

3

murder.

4

tha·t would have been a second degree felony murder.

5

think that 1 s wrong.

6

the realistic situation.

7

nee'ds to be changed, and this applies not only to children,

8

but to women.

9

this is - not object rape.

If he had been found guilty only of kidnapping,

· 10

misdemeanor.

11

obj.e ct rape.

I

I think it doesn 1 t take into :tccount
I think the area of obj.ect rape

If a· man puts his finger in a woman 1 s v~gina,
It's an assault and battery.

A

Because the hmnan body is not included in

I think 647(a), the misdemeanor child molest, child

12
13

annoyance section needs to be .changed.

14

now is six l'lonths·.

5

d~gree

The maximum penalty

We probably need misdemeanor, but we

need to have strict·e r penal ties for many other crimes.

The

16

penalty for misdemeanors are a year, and I think that should

17

increase.

18

I would ask you to take a hard look at this

19

legislation.

10

covered that will be covered by other speakers, and I trust

21

your judgment in coming to the conclusion ·t hat our laws

Zl

defini te.ly nee'd to be changed to comply wi.t h what happens

23

in the real world with these kids so that we as prosecutors

14

can prosecute these ·cases successfully.

15

There are a number of areas that need to be

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

Thank you.
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1

(AJ;>plause.)

2

CHAIRMAN

3

McVITTIE~

Next we have Mr. James Kent,

State of California Ps·ycholog.ical Associati.o n.

4

Mr. Kent?

5

All right.

In lieu of Mr. Kent, then, we have

6

Geri Hatcher, the proj .e ct supervisor for the .Child Sexual

7

Abuse Program, D.P.s.s. · of Los. Angeles County.

8
9

MS. HATCHER:

Good morning.

I'd like to say that

the cases that we· most·ly hear and read about are those

10

where children are subjected to. violent abuse and/or murder.

11

I agree that

12

children and adults

13

·o ur. zeal to provide protecti:on, we cannot lose· sight of

14

case·s involving child molest·ers we seldom hear or· read

15

about·.

16

of the·. case·s of child mol.es·tation oc.c urring in this state

17

and country.

18

father, who betrays his parental role in favor of sexually

19

abusing his chil.d •. ·

10

stro~g·

legislation must be enacted to protect
~gainst·

this kind of harm.

How.e ver, in

This child molester accounts for. more than .75

percen~

This child molester is the father, a step-

Presently, if cha.!ged, this fathe.r, a s .t epfather,

11

is lumped in the same pattern as the. 'p edophile.

12

testimony today

1J

included with the child molester who maims and murders.

24

submit that we must make ·a dist·inction between the pedophile

25

s~ggests

The

that he should continue ·to be

. and the incestuous father, a stepfather, or we ·w ill have
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1

lost the ballgame.
If the only recourse to these men is long.-term

2
3

imprisonment, we will again draw this major problem under-

4

ground, therefore providing little protection for the vast

5

majority of sexually abused .c hildren we are seeking to

6

protect.

7

or no reporting of this crime, to family denials, and to a

8

lack of treatment resources for these families.

9

victims of in-family sexual abuse· feel that their parents

We will have also turned the clock back to little

That is, if

10

are going to receive long-term imprisonment with no

11

treatment· or cha~ge for family -- or chance for family

12

recons-ti.tuti:on, most will submit to. the abuse until they can

13

find other alternatives to g.et :o ut of. the home·, such as

14

running away or criminal activi.ties which will bri~g them to

15

the· attention of authorities, requiri~g their removal from

16

the home.

17

In res·ponse to .these chaotic conditions ·surrounding

11

in-family sexual abuse, the Los Angeles County Department of

19

Public Social Services several years ago began

10

therapeutic alternative to these victims and their families,

21

called Parents United and Daughters .and Sons United.

12

this treatment

23

essential therapuetic tool in providing help for the family,

24

and a to·ol for keeping families in treatment.

15

component, or very crucial component of this program is that

pr~gram,

pr.ovidi~g

a

In

law enforcement· is seen as an
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1

the offender take full res·. pons:ibili ty for the crime, and

2

that he maintain all court orders, both of the .Juvenile

3

Court, as well as the Criminal Court.
In the three years ·of operation, we have

4

5

successfully treated over 150 :families, with .t wo cases of

6

recidivism.

7

operation in Santa Clara County for over nine years,

8

treating over 2, 000 families with 100 .p ercent recidivism.

This same model of treatment has been in

Along with reliance on ·law enfor.cement and strong

9
10

.cooperation with

11

pro.fessionally trained therapists, along with families who

12

have· been

thro~g-h

13

victims.

Therefore, there is a strong self-help component

14

built into the

.the~

court syst·em:, this program employs

the system to help newer families of

pr~gram.

15

During the first year· of treatment, most of the

HS

of.fenders -are out of the home, with the. victim remaining

17

wi:th his or her family or .relatives.

18

rec~onsti tute

19

work on remaining family problems.

20

program, as in oth·e rs thro~ghout the state .and country, that

21

sexual abuse -- in-family sexual abuse, is a problem of

22

serious disfunctions· within the family. · We are also finding

2J

.t hat the offenders, prri marily sexual or.ientation, is not

24

towards :c hildren.

25

Most ·families wish to

af.·t er this time, and remain in treatment to
.We are finding in this

As incongruent as this sounds, these offenders are
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1

as strongly offended as we are towards people who .sexually

2

abuse out of the f·amily.

3

which includes group therapy as well as individual treatment

4

has been the built-in st·ructure of strict limit setting,

5

which provides an environment where individuals and family

6

members can safely work on and change the disfunctional

7

patterns of the family.

8
9

The success of this program,

For instance, offenders are

he~ped

to improve

their poor · impulse control, to assume greater res'p onsibili ty

10

for their own actions, to increase their awareness of the

11

ef.fect of their action on others, to find more appropriate

12

outlets ·for anger and frustration, and to 'f ind more

13

effective and appropriate means of achieving gratification.

14

If no improvement is .seen in the course of

15

treatment, this information is reported back to the

16

refe·rring parties,· ·a nd the recommendation is made that the

17

offender not be returned to the home.

18

major.ity of these cases,· we find the family wants to change

19

and work very diligently towards that goal.

But in the vast

20

The Los Angeles and Santa Clara Treatment Program,

21

along with several models throughout the state and co.u ntry,

Z2

has demonstrated that incestuous fathers and stepfathers can

2J

be treated successfully in an Outpatient Program where there

24

is strong cooperation with law enforcement, protective

25

ser-v ices, and a treatment.

pr~gram

that provides structure

I
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1

and alternatives to incestuous behavior.

2

r .e coinmend that· a decisi·on is made and

3

treatment avenues of case'S ·o f in-family sexual abuse.

4

Tha'nk you. ·

5

(Applause·-.-)

6

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

We therefore

l~gislation

to provide

Next on the agenda we have

1

Rol.a nd Summit, the head physician for the Community

8

Consultant .se:r vices ·a t .the Harbor UCLA Medical Center.
DR. SUMMIT:

I am Roland Summit.

I am a

10

psychiatrist employ.e d by the Los Angeles: County Department

11

of· Mental Health.

12

consultant to pro-grams

U

I have also tra.velled through much of the c.o untry in the

14

·las-t two. years as a -t rainer and as· a speaker for c ·o mmuni ty

15

progr·a ms

16

of children.

11

are ·bas.ic to the

18

centers.

I have worked for .some 15 years as a

or~ginat-ing-

offeri~g

services for child abuse.

against child abuse and the mistreatmenl-

The publicati.on·s ·t hat I have. written are used,
·traini~g

programs of most such treatment

I am cons-u ltant to the County sexual Abuse ·

19

20

Trea'tment Proj'ect, · repr-esented by Mrs. Hatcher, as well as

21

a simi·lar program at UCLA.

22

enro.rcing the

21

United.

24

whi-ch. is a self-help_ group for abusive parents, and the

25

institute for the community as an ext·ended family, which is

-pr~grarn

I am very much in ·favor of

of Parents United, Daughters· and Sons

I ·am also a bo-ard member of Parents. Anonymous,

D
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2

the support board for the Santa Clara County Proj.e ct.
I am not

representi~g

officially any of those

3

programs, and I am certainly not

4

position of the County Department of Mental Health.

5

tryi~g to bring my experience of 15 years as an advocate for

6

the protection of children, and for appropriate recognition

7

and control of sexual abuse of. children.

8
9
10

II

representi~g

an official
I am

I would like to express four positions and some
recommendations.

I will list them, and· then give as much

support for those positions as time allows.
Number one, and primarily, I be.l ieve our present

12

syst·em of recognition and adjudication and incarceration

13

and/or treatment is simply not working in protection of

14

children from risk.

15

of .the need to change :the ·laws·, I don't mean to .d etract from

16

the .positi:on expressed by Det·ec.tive Martin, by the people

17

from S. L.A. M. , and I certainly don' ·t mean .to modify the

11

highly committed and very emotional tone tha't' s been ·

19

presented here by .people immediately inv.o~ved with loss ·of

20

their children, and los·s of the children' s mental health to

21

victimizati:on in .sexua~ offenses.

22

Whatever else· I may say· in moderation

It's obvious that the most obvious, the most

23

heinous, gruesome, . gro.t esque offenses are presently kept

24

under the table, or handled in a way that returns offenders

25

to the streets and runs offenders to repeat their offenses.
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The second point is somewhat at odds with that, and

1

0

-

2

I would like to re-enforce Officer Goldstein's position

3

that the most obvious, these cases that include physical

4

mutilation and murder, are only the tip of the iceberg, are

5

the smallest number of offenses in a broad spectrum of very

6

damaging offense against children.

7

Officer Goldstein said, 99 percent of the incidents go

8

unreported.

9

recommended and considered, not drive that part of the

Ninety-nine percent, as

I want to be sure that any legislation that is

10

problem further underground.

11

recognizing and

12

and thousands of children who are currently being sexually

13

·abused by men who will never physically mutilate or provide

14

any physical evidence on which ·criminal laws ordinarily

15

operate.

16

improvi~g

We must have ways of

the reporting for all the hundreds

The third position, and probably the most

17

controversial from my position, is that I believe that

18

psychiatric testimony, psychological evaluation and

19

testimony presently occupies a biased position.

20

more often protects the offender at the expense of the

21

victim,. and that it often stigmatizes the victim with the

22

blame for the offense and the victim's own suffering.

21

would like to elaborate on that point a bit.

24
25

That it

I

The fourth position is a re-enforcement of Miss
Hatcher who spoke just before me.

That while most, if not
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1

all, lifelong chronic patterns of sexual abuse and behavior

z

are untreatable, some are very treatable, and that treatment

J

of that segment of the

4

the incest sex offender or man who offends against his

5

children within his immediately sphere of authority,

6

treatment of this population has advanced our knowledge of

7

sexual abuse, and provides a better advocacy and witness

8

preparation than any other avenue of learning we have had

9

available to us before.

popul~tion,

most simply generalized,

10

I would like the law not to jeopardize the progress

11

and the knowledge that those people in the programs can give

12

The recommendations follow with some of my

11
14

comments:
In the first position that the system isn't working

15

I will rest the case with those who have preceded me, with

16

the successions of prosecutors and the fact that even with

17

physical evidence, we seem unable to make

11

for the protection of children.

19

l~gical

decisions

The second position I would like to spend a little

10

more time on, that we are not detecting and we are not

11

acting on most of the sexual abuse that occurs.

2Z

for that would require much more time than we have allocated

11

for that kind of discussion.

14

helplessness of the child, the fact that the child has not

15

only very little legal advocacy to speak within the law

The reasons

But they have to do with the
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1

enforcement and court process, but virtually none to speak

2

against the positions of power advised by trusted friends

3

and family members.

4

that are ever recalled have been initiated by people who are

5

well known to and trusted by the child.

6

these cases, the child has no power to complain, no power to

7

press charges, unless the child's immediate caretakers

8

re~enforce

9

identified with other ·adults and so upset by the possibility

0

0

Seventy-five percent of all incidents

that position.

In virtually all of

And in most cases, parents are so

10

that the children are somehow trying to get those other

II

adults in trouble.

12

to suppress and repress any reports from the child.

13

But sometimes, the parents are the first

On the other hand, if the child is heard and

14

believed, that's a minority of unusual situations.

Usually,

15

the child is forced through intimidation, fear, and

16

affiliation, sometimes through the offender, usually the

17

child is forced to say nothing.

18

if the parent hears and takes protective steps, then the

19

system we have of processing child witnesses and their

20

families, the cross-examination that incriminates the victim

21

with the blame for trying to ruin the reputation of a good

22

man, that kind of process in the criminal courts is so

23

intimidating that it regularly leads to acquittal, to the

24

stigmitization of the child, and certainly re-enforces to

25

the parents that there is no way under the law that they can

If the child says ~omething
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1

speak for the children without being humiliated.
That leads to the third point, perhaps the most

2
3

important contribution I can make, is as a psychiatrist in

4

these proceedings today, that expert opinion, and expert

5

clinical evaluation simply does not detect and does not

6

speak to pattern of criminal sexual behavior against

7

children.

8

to recognize criminal patterns of behavior.

They are

9

trained to recognize disorders of thought.

Tests and

Psychiatrists and Psychologists are not trained

someon~

10

clinical evaluations have some validity in evaluating

11

who expresses concern for being disordered, being disabled.

12

The criminal offender never goes to a psychiatrist and

13

cqmplains that he has a problem that he wants to be put in

14

jail for.

15

penetrate a man's deliberate life, no power to diagnose

''

behavior that the man chooses to conceal, no clinical test,

And the clinical specialist has no power to

17

psychological examinations, or even polygraphs can penetrate

18

the comfort of the sexual offender who knows in his heart of

19

hearts that he is doing the best thing he can for a child

20

by giving that child love and companionship, and the chance

21

for a different point of view in contrast to the child's
own uptight and unaffectionate parents, recognizing, I hope,

23

the irony of what I am saying.

24

The child offender presents himself very often as

25

the child's best friend, and deliberately subordinates the
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1

child's relationship to want him against the parents. Under

2

those circumstances, clinical evaluation will describe a man

3

who is a caring, decent guy, who has been employed, who

4

seems like a pillar of the community.

5

training at the present time for clinical specialists to

6

recognize that normal men who are presented that way are

7

capable of offensive acts against children, and I have seen

8

any number of psychiatric reports come into courtrooms at

9

each of the three levels of the court system, saying that

Q

b

And we do not have

10

the defendant could not have committed the acts charged,

11

because he is (quotes) "normal," when it's very obvious from

12

all of the testimony and all of our knowledge that the

13

charges are valid.

14

Not only do we not have --

15

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

16

17

Excuse me, Doctor.

Mrs.

Bergeson would like to ask you a question.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Yes.

.I would like to

18

qualify that furt;.her.

19

certain treatment programs and have been fairly successful,

20

according to the family counseling testimony.

21

seem to be the most difficult area to

22

determine as far as predictability, if you will.

21

The indications have been there are

Pedophiles

di~gnose,

or to

Doctor, what you say, then, is there any indication

24

from your experience that rehabilitation is indeed possible

25

as far as potential -- and if it is, is there a pattern you
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I

can follow.

2

way that we can get ahold of this problem and deal with it

I

either medically, or legislatively, or whatever the most

4

appropriate means would be?

5

Does it start at an early stage; is there some

DR. SUMMIT:

To answer your question, I would like

6

to anticipate from that question some of the things I just

7

said in my fourth point, that some are treatable, most are

8

not.

9

Nicholas Groth,

And I can't do more than refer you to the work of A.
who is a psychologist who has worked with

10

institutionalized offenders and written extensively on the

11

differentiation between dangerous -- I'd like not to say who

IZ

is more dangerous than others, but to say as simply as I can

11

that pedophiles, and what Dr. Groth. describes as fixated

14

offenders, represent a lifetime of adjustment to a more or

15

less exclusive sexual desire toward children.

H5

in their life experience can match the appeal of a very

11

young, specifically immature child, as a sexual object.

18

These people are not necessarily defective in other areas

19

of their life.

20

mentally disturbed persons.

21

object choice, they have a highly eccentric set of values

.z.z

that convinces them that they have a right, and even a duty

21

as well as a privilege of seeking children for sexual

24

purposes.

25

He may be forced into celibacy through sufficient force or

Nothing else

They don't come across as criminals or as
They have a variance of sexual

Such a person, as far as we know, is untreatable.
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1

repeated experience that he has in fact no right to approach

2

children, but there is no treatment program I know,

3

Inpatient or Outpatient, that can give any guarantee that

4

such a man will not continue to seek children, if allowed.

5

The other thing, of course, is that most of the

6

best adjusted pedophiles are never caught, because their

7

victims never complain.

8

type who is caught, treated and released, we have no way in

9

the world of telling whether the treatment is effective,

So if we have ·a pedophile of this

10

because the man is all the better prepared to avoid

11

detection after this.
Now Miss Hatcher mentioned the incest offender

12

13

which corresponds in Dr. Groth's

research to the regress

14

offender.

15

seems in most all of his beliefs and activities to be a

16

normal man, often highly committed to normal life and to

17

adult -- normal adult behavior.

18

time to try and elaborate, the stress and crisis of adult

19

adjustment, which he is not making, combined with the

20

availability of the child who loves him and who is

21

unquestionably obedient and available and within his own

22

family, leads him to develop a strong attachment, sexual

23

desire, or a need to control -sexually that child in his

24

control.

25

grotesquely dangerous, and can be highly explicitly sexual

Someone who has developed in a normal way, who

The reasons I won't take

These men certainly commit offenses that can be
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1

that are very dangerous to the children for the most part.

2

The only thing that distinguishes the offenses from the

3

street offenses is that these are men who are acc essible to

4

treatment through their previously normal adjustment and

5

through the willingness of family members to cooperate in

6

their prosecution and treatment.

7

both the availability for the supportive services and ve·ry

8

careful prosecution of the law without loopholes, because

9

the family offender, the regress offender, the incest

And these programs require

10

offender, will be just as eager to lie his way out, or

n

conceal his position as the lifetime adjusted pedophile, if

12

he is given a chance.

u

The only thing in my awareness that makes the

14

difference is the ability of the community to create a

15

treatment program which will be so supportive of the child

H5

and the mother, that they will participate in the crime

17

prosecution against the offender, as well as the avail-

18

ability of specific services which will previal on the

19

of;fender to plead guilty and take his punishment under the

20

law, rather than sending his child into a criminal courtroorr

21

to try and convince a jury that her own father could do

22

such a thing.

23

The practice, as it is now in the absence of

24

specific treatment facilities, is that any man who is

25

employed, who can be said to be psychologically normal,that
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1

includes most of the pedophiles as well as most of the

2

incest offenders in the community, any such man who will

3

take the advice of his defense counsel and deny that he has

4

any interest in children, deny that he approached any child

5

sexually, will not only not be convicted, but usually will

6

not be charged, because of the difficulty of trying to

7

convict an adult on the unsupported testimony of a child.

8

We're talking for the most part about crimes which leave no

9

marks and leave no physical evidence.

Q

10

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

I hate to belabor this,

11

but it is important to me as far as solutions of this very,

12

very difficult problem.

1J

who mentioned that the judges' hands were tied in dealing

14

with some of these cases.

15

interpretations such as you make them, or is it because

H5

judges aren't acting forceably enough?

17

interpretation of legislation, or not having legislation,

18

or whatever?

19

to help in this area?

20

I think it was Mrs. Kloppenburg

Now is this because of the

I mean,what is your

In other words, how can we help legislatively

DR. SUMMIT:

In my experience in the courtroom, I

21

have seen several factors operating.

22

don~t

23

fact that prosecutors can't act forceably

24

can't speak forceably enough, because the adult community

25

generally does not believe that crimes of this nature are so

act forceably enough.

One is the judges

But that's also related to the
eno~gh,
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1

common, or that they can be carried out by people who don't

2

appear to be criminals, or mentally disturbed.

3

uphill battle trying to demonstrate that normal people do

4

this kind of thing, and therefore belong in the criminal

5

justice system.

6

It•s the

I can't stress too strongly enough of obtaining a

1

conviction of a man who has no prior criminal record, on

8

the testimony of ·a child.

9

see one of the greatest impediments to prosecution is the

And again, as a psychiatrist, I

10

fact that the defendants can always bring in learned

11

psychiatric testimony that is well qualified, impressive

12

credentials, who will say this is a normal man, normal men

u

don't do this sort of thing; .this is a normal child who is

14

' obviously traumatized for
preoccupied with sexual matters,

15

some reason with a . great deal of fear of sexual thinking,·

16

but that's normal for a child.

17

we have within psychiatry.

11

their first day in residency that one of the most important

19

factors of psychological development is that children

20

normally desi.J:;'e eex· \'lith their parents,

21

fantasies of sexual seduction towards affectionate adults.

2.2

And that in these imaginings, they are subject to guilt and

23

fear, and the fear that they will be punished for these

24

imaginings, and that children normally develop a whole lot

25

of conflicts from these kinds of fantasies.

'"

And here comes the problem

Psychiatrists are

ta~ght

from

and have active
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Everyone knows that, everybody seems to believe

1

And when a child is evaluated, who is making

2

that.

1

complaints of specific sexual acts with an adult caretaker,

4

or an affectionate adult, this includes many pedophiles who

5

have this kind of approach.

6

first to argue that the child is making these things up,and

7

the child has a problem.

8

incriminated.

0

The psychiatrists will be the

And that the adult is unfairly

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

9

I see this as looking at

10

the children where say, five years ago with the problem of

11

rape.

12

eventually get into recognizing this.

So perhaps maybe we can progess in the manner we will

DR. SUMMIT:

I think one of the things that he

14

can •·t really cope, say in the pros.e cution of rape, was the

15

simple acceptance of the fact that a woman had a right to

16

be believed in what she said, without psychiatric

17

contradictions.

18

sexual acts allowed no relevance for discussions of her past

19

sexual life and her sexual activity.

20

apply to the child victims at the present time.

21

victims tend to get psychiatrically evaluated, and their

22

sexual fantasies become the very things which are evaluated

21

by anybody.

24
25

And that her testimony relating to the

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Those solutions don't
Child

Now can the prior offenses

be brought into trial, then, in the case of this type where
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1

2

we are dealing wi th a chi l d mo l estation case?
DR. SUMMIT:

There are some verygrotesque

3

solutions , one of which was supported by Rose Bird about a

4

year ago , that any prior convictions or any pr ior testimony

5

has to be directly relevant to the acts charged, and in the

6

case a year ago, even the fact t hat an o l der sister came

7

forward to disc l ose that t he father had violated her in

8

much the same way as described by t he younger child, now ·at

9

the very same age at which the chi l d wa s now.

That

10

testimony, in review by the Supreme Cour t , was excluded as

11

prejudicial, because it wasn't sufficientl y relevant to the

12

acts charged.

13

given to the accused exclude a vast amount of evidence that

14

any common sense woul d demand is relevant.

15

offenses may or may not be admissi:Ple under the present law,

16

depending on whether the rules that this is directly evident

So the criminal protection, the protections

17

ASSEMBLYWOMAN. BERGESON:

18

CHAIRMAN McVI TTIE:

19

DR. SUMMIT:

So prior

Thank you very much .

Thank you.

I would like simply to emphasize on

.10

that point of the role of the expert physician in the·

21

justice process, that clinical evaluation, inc l uding all

2Z

available psychological tests and i nstruments that we know

· 21

cannot detect or pred ict criminal behavi or.

And that we

24

have certain l y no way of predicting a person' s behavior in

25

the future, and whether or not an i ndividua l is safe in view
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1

of what he tells us, or what our tests can determine.

0
We have discussed most of the points ·o f my fourth

2

Q

D

3

concern, and that is the potential for treatment.

4

be very carefully screened through, I emphas-ize again, that

5

my concern for families involved in sexual offenses and for

6

the treatment and prosecution through work with the families

7

He is only competitive with our larger concern that our laws

8

must first be protective, and must protec.t as many children

9

as possible against this wide diversity of offenses.

10

certainly am not arguing that because we have a good

11

treatment program for one class of offenders, that that

12

should prevent legislation that would reach another class of

13

offenders.

But I think we do have some guidelines that woulc

14

be helpful.

One is that mandatory sentences, if they are to

15

be used, and if this will in fact cut down on the street

16

•crime and create a better cl'imate of justice for victims,

17

that mandatory sentences be appl.ied for anyone with a

18

previous record of any kind of sexual offense against a

19

child.

20

(Applause. )

21

DR. SUMMIT:

This must

So I

There are undoubtedly many first

22

offenders who are just as dangerous on their first detection

23

as someone who has had multiple offenses.

24

define some way of recognizing those offenders, but I am not

25

sure we can reasonably do that in most cases.

I would like to
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1

many dangerous repeated offenders who will e.scape prosecution

2

on their first offense simply because the case that can be

3

mobilized against them is too weak on the basis of the

4

child's testimony, and that's grotesque.

5

child can be raped and intimidated over years and years,

a

dozens, maybe hundreds of times, and will not be allowed to

7

testify in a way that is considered relevant.

8

grotesque in itself, but we are not here today to revise the

9

Constitution, or change the criminal law.

10

The fact .that the

That's

So in many cases, an offender may go free on the

11

first offense and may go free ·again and again for the

12

failure to obtain convictions.

u

everything possible to obtain some kind of conviction for

14

everyone justly charged with an offense, that we not impose

15

too many restrictions or definitions which would require

1a

mandatory prison sentencing of a first of.fender, if those

17

restrictions . then discourage

11

conviction.

19

So my concern is we do

·testi~ony

or discourage

Some areas that seem to be indicative of repeating

20

dangerous offenses,which are subject to ordinary rules of

2.1

evidence,don't require psychiatric evaluation we

2.2

apologize for, or to imagine more harm than we reasonably

2J

can, would be that prison terms would be mandatory if

24

physical violence was involved.

25

use of force that is physically damaging, and/or physically

If there is an
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1

intimidating to the child.

2

there was rest·raint or

3

or otherwise confined.

4

these are not only

5

theoretical reasons in support of those.

6

characteristics found to be most typical ·o f repeat offenders

7

and violent sexual criminals as well.

8

9

The same would hold true if

bond~g.e.

The child is held, tied,

And there is some theoretical --

l~gally

definable, but there is some
Those are

If the child is engaged through whatever mechanisms
not. necessarily through force or intimidation, but through

10

the kind of ingratiation and pres.sure .t ·hat offenders can

11

bear on the. child, if the child is involved in prostitution,

12

that is the sale of sexual experiences for money or favors,

U

if the child is involved with other partners in some sort of

14

_group activity, some sort of pornographic scene, or if the

15

child is used in the production of pornography or

16

photo:g raphs, these characteristics are sufficientl-y telling

17

in themselves, and sufficiently identifiable in terms of

18

physical evidence that they might be recommended as

19

characteristics to be used in determining maximum or.

20

mandatory sentencing, even on first offenders.

21

Thank you.

22

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

2J

(Applause. )

24

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

25

gentlemen.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, ladies and

I am sure you will agree we have had a very,very
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1

successful session this morning.
At this time, we will take our noon recess, and we

2
3

will return at 1:30.

4

session.

Mrs. Bergeson will start the afternoon

5

Thank you. very much.

6

(Thereupon this session before the

7

Assembly Committee on Criminal

8

Justice adjourned for lunch at

9

12 ;30 p.m.)

10

--oOo--

11
12

13
14

15

HS
17
18
19

20
21
22

23

14
25
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AFTERNOON SESSION

2

--oOo--

3

0

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

4

with the hearing at this time, and our next member to

5

testify is Dr. William Vicary, Assistant Clinical Director.
Dr. Vicary is with us.

7

-

If we could, let's proceed

DR. VICARY;

You may begin.

I think I'd like to make a few general

8

comments, and then make some specific comments about the

9

Outpatient Treatment Program that I am involved in at the

10

USC Medical Center.

11

Comments in general first:

I would say that I woul

12

have no significant disagreement with some of the, if not

13

all of the previous testimony that the committee has heard

14

this morning.

15

myself.

HS

I was here for a large part of that testimony

I would say that child molesting is a serious crime

17

in that the mo·st extreme cases which are molesting ,one

18

percent involving the portion of murder, are outrageous.

19

Stiffer punishment may be in order,

20

taken to distinguish between cases such as a grandfather's

21

over-involvement with a grandchild which may involve mere

22

fondling or touching, and quite different cases involving

23

sexual penetration by a stranger, who is a habitual offender

24

I must tell you that statistically there is just as many, if

25

not more of the grandfather type as there are the latter.

However, care should be
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1

And we do make a serious error in grouping all these people

2

together.

3

My second point:

The public perception of sex

4

offenders, including child molest~rs, like it or not, is

5

largely based on the publicity emulating from the most

6

extreme cases.

7

reference that I will share with the audience as well as the

8

committee at the end of my remarks.

This has been documented, and I have

Now again, like it or not,and Dr. Summit testified

9
10

to this extent this morning, the reality is that we are

11

learning about child molesters, just as we had to learn

11

about rapists.·

11

unlike the rest of us who nevertheless, and this is a point

14

I think the audience would agree with me on, nevertheless

15

commit foolish, self-destructive and dangerous acts.

That most are human beings not that much

16

(Negative response from the audience.)

17

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

11
19

Let's hear the testimony,

please.
DR. VICARY:

Now the third point:

I might say that

10

I appreciate the reaction of the audience that we have here

11

today, because it's based on some horrible, horrible cases

12

that have received wide publicity.

11

concerned about that type of individuals who are repeat

14

offenders, and who are using force, and who are having sexua

15

penetration.

They are also generally

And as a professional person as well as a lay
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person, I am in deep sympathy with that concern.

2
3

psychiatric hospitals:

4

we are no better at predicting dangerousness than lay person ,

5

than probation officers, than judges, than attorneys, or

6

members of the Leg-islature.

7

punishment, length of incarcera ti·o n, are ·social policy

8

decisions, not medical dec'isions.

9

or psychologists for such decisions is punting the ball in

10

an area where there is no justification that it be punted.

0

•

The fourth point about the role of psychiatry and
First, as Dr. Summit this morning,

Second, decisions on

Relying on psychiatrists

In many ways, psychiatrists have allowed themselves

11

12

to become the scapegoats· and the punching bag for social

13

policy decisions better left to the Legislature and to the

14

Judiciary.

15

Thirdly, again, I notice in the brochure that

16

S.L.A.M. handed out to the audience, we are in agreement on

17

one point.

18

controversy would be to provide equal incarceration time for

19

MDSO's and prisoners.

20

would be a lengthy agreed-to period of treatment· at a state

21

hospital with a return to prison for the finishing of the

22

sentence.

A possible way of. el'iminating much ·of the

That is to say, the only difference

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Let me ask a question on

In. the event that the sentence is determined

24

that point.

25

to be 1or a criminal offense, specifid criminal offense for
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1

a mentally disordered sex offender, at that point in time

2

when they have finished their criminal therapy, then it

3

becomes the judgment as to whether or not that offender is

4

to be released.

5

whether or not those individuals should be released when

6

they have -- if you're dealing with it in criminality, or

7

whether you're dealing with it say, from a medical or a

8

psychiatric perspective.

9

how do you --

Now isn't that the crux of the question,

How do you rationalize that, or

I mean, there has to be a relationship as to

10

what happens, what is the next step for that offender,

11

rather than outright release upon the community.

12

U
- 14

DR. VICARY:

Under the determinate sentencing law,

for those criminals which have determinate sen~ences, a
person is released at the conclusion of the time that they

15

were ·punished.

HS

then that decision is made by a parole board.

17

case with murder, that the individual might be kept in prism

11

for life; at least for first degree murder, up to 15 years.

19

But after that, it's up to the parole board.

20

If we have an indeterminate sentencing law,
That is the

If the parole board or whatever is the authority

21

that is making the decision,as to release·,wishes. to ask

22

psychologists and psychiatrists if we can provide any useful

21

information, if we have any comments to make about the

24

medication the person is on, about the particular mental

25

illness that the person is suffering from, we would be
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happy to do that.

.Z

predicting dangerousness, or at the point of assuming the

3

ultimate responsibility as to whether the person is

4

released, that is a social policy decision, not a medical

5

one.

6

water and a lot of adverse publicity by assuming that

7

responsibility.

8

people in the profession.

9

and in my opinion, by the Legislature, because this is a

0

Q.

10

However, I think at the point of

And we psychiatrists get ourse·lves in a lot of hot

It is not undertaken voluntarily by most
It's best taken •b y the Judiciary,

hrirendous responsibility.

II

And you can let 100 or 1, 000 men out of a maximum

12

security facility, whether you call it a state hospital or

U

a prison.

14

handful commit the most horrible crimes than the news play,

15

the publicity, the amount of public reaction to those cases

''

is going to be o:verwhe:lmi~g· .

17

in the: L.A. :Ti'mes· or any, other paper in this state about an

18

individual that has rehabilitated himself, has returned to

19

his family, is not molesting, is not doing dangerous· acts,

20

has a fulltime job, and maybe even contributing voluntary

21

services?

22

and rape and murder a young child, and that will be in every

23

paper in ·californ·ia, as well as acros·s the United States and

24

many foreign countries, to say never of the individual

25

versus the newspaper.

And out of that thousand individuals, only a

Who cares?

How many times have you read

But let one or two individuals go out

!>
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Many of the problems I

2

think we are facing now, though, seems to be the tremendous

3

increase in the happening.

4

think that's what the Legislature should try to get at.

Something isn't working, and I

5

(Applause.)

6

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON;

I will reiterate, that

i~

7

the purpose of the hearing, to try to dete·r mine exactly

8

where it is that we are going to be able to apply whatever

9

measures we can to seriously put a stop.
DR. VICARY:

10

All right.

I am in ·total

~greement

11

with .that.

Those individuals that know me pro.fessionally as

12

well as personally will tell you that I am strongly in favor

U

of holding individuals responsible for their conduct.

14

anything, one of the major sou:r.ces of support that we get

15

is from the Probation Department, from the Police ·Department

"

in placing so much pressure on individuals so that they will

17

make their change.

II

Now let's

~o

If

back to .the point that you were

up about when a person is about to be released. If

19

bri~ging

10

they. have been through a treatment program, or if they

21

haven 1· t been through a treatment program, I think that

2.2

psychologists and psychiatrists in terms of outpatients

21

provide the valuable social control, if they are released,

14

as opposed to just opening the· gates at Soledad State Prison

15

and saying, "So long.

Good luck."

I think the modern view
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1

would be if the person is ·g oing to get out anyway, why not

2

put him in a monitoring program where he could have not only

3

for the Parole Department, but maybe a drug abuse .program,

4

some kind of a family support ·system, vocational relocation,

5

et cetera.

6

the more we can monitor that .person's behavior, as opposed

7

to just losing him in the sea of ordinary people.

8

9

The more contacts he has with other individuals,

Now a last general point:

Is there any hope in

terms of treatment for these individuals?

Let me bring up

10

an example or tw.o .

11

ago when a woman that could not have a climax, or men that

12

we.re impotent by -- this is not having the ability to get

U

an er.ection or having an eJaculation, that in psychiatry or

14

psychology, these people were a joke.

15

bothered it so much in the sense they couldn't do anything

H5

to help them, that we joked about it amongst ourselves. Then

17

along came a couple of people called Masters and Johnson.

18

Dramatic

19

researched it, and they tried new therapies.

10

are very depressing.

11

s·uccess rate.

cha~ges

It was not that long ago, 10 ·. or 20 years·

took place.

That is to say, they

They studied the problem, they
And the result

Sixty-five percent to 85 percent

Now is that relevant when we are talking about

13

sexual offenders?

14

a third to two-thirds of the sex offenders are sexually

15

disfunctional.

Well, the studies show that anywhere from

'

That is to say, they have problems with

D
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adult females.
Now if these women couldn' .t have a climax, and men

2
3

could definitely he helped, the same treatment can be appliec

4

and has been employed with these sex of.fenders.

5

part of a modern treatment program.
Another example:

That is

program~

I know that the treatment

7

have not been able, in t ·e nns of .sex of.fenders, to produce

8

what I would consider convincing results.

9

professional on that point.

And I speak as a

But as my · mentor pointed out

10

recently, we haven't cured cancer, either.

II

not mean that we should throw in the towel.

But that does

Now we are making a distinction here between

12

U

incarcerating peop.le and adding treatment on top. of that.

14

I am not --. I think the people in the audience here want

15

stiffer Legislation -and want more incarceration.

16

arguing against that.

17

that we have to close down the treatment programs.

18

means that that would be in addition to the incarceration.

19

I am not

I am jus·t saying that doesn't mean

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

That

Let me interrupt you just

10

a minute.

At least the efforts now, say in experimentation

21

as far as trying to deal with these problems, what kind of

22

controls are now being asserted over these programs to

23

determine that there will be some expected results, or

24

certainly that the processes that are being used are going

25

to be effective and/or aimed at doing what we expec·t to be
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Q

0

done?
DR. VICARY:

2

That's an excellent question.

An

3

excellent question.

That's the bi9gest failure, the biggest

4

fault that I see in all the progr·a:ms, not just those· in

5

California, but .across the country.

6

underfunded that they have to spend most of their time

7

trying to hire people, and not enough of the time· following

8

individuals that have been through the program.

Is that they are so

Now maybe you will say well, the simplest thing

9
10

would be we will cut the funding in half, ,all right?

11

c.los.e down half of them, and the other half we will provide

12

with

13

individuals that have been through the treatment program to

14

see if they can document their results.

15

with ·that.

fundi~g

We' 11

so that the.y can adequate·ly followup these

I have no .quarrel

Now let me go on to a brief fina·l remarks about our ·

Ui
17

relatively sma·ll outpatient program at USC Medical Center.

18

It .involves only about- 75 individuals, and most·ly we are not

19

talking about the kind of of.fenses we are talking about here

10

today.

11

sexual misconduc.t.

22

on parole, or who have been released from the state hospitalE,

11

or who are ·o n probation from· Los Angeles County.

24

interes.ting thing' you· might find is that 10 percent are

25

totally there voluntarily.

They are indecent exposure and misdemeanors

involvin~

However, we do have some people who are

An

That is to say, they heard about
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1

the program through some other person, and there is no legal

2

reason why they are .t here.

3

doing-, because they realize that they are going to be in big

4

trouble unless they do stop it.

5

believe.

T.hey want to stop wha.t they are

That is difficult to

6

(Negative reaction from the audience.)

7

ASSF.MBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

8

DR. VICARY:

9

Maintain order, please.

There are such individuals.

this relates to that thing I mentioned at first.

But maybe
If you

10

look at most serious. cases, you get the impression t -hat

11

these individuals are monsters.

12 ·

hospitals and work with these individuals, you find out they

U

aren' ·t something out of a horror movie.
All right.

14

Whereas, if you visit the

Another interesting thing, 20 percent

15

of these individuals, the wife comes wj,th them each

16

session and works in ·the therapy.

treatmen~

Twenty percent·.

17

(A MEMBER FROM THE AUDIENCE):

18

DR. VICARY:

Wonderful.

That's one out of plus five.

The

19

initial results:

10

awaiting going to jail, . going to prison, or going to

21

hospi ta.l.

12

program as an outpatient, but they are scheduled to go clear

13

on that basis.

14

15

one--third of our patients are merely there

a state

That· is to say, they are beginning the treatment

But they come anyway.

Another third we feel are under control to stop
redundance, that they are kind of asexual.

They become
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1

asexual.

And another third I would say we have a

2

change that is taking place.

~eneral

3

Now I can also· point to certain things that one

4

could look for which indicate a favorable indication for

5

change.

6

have ·testified thi's morning, with those cases that are

7

intrafamily, that is to say, the victim was a child and this

8

i.s a stepfather or father.

9

women pedophiles.

One, the best results are, as I think witnesses

By the way, the.re are some

Very rare, probably one percent.

And we

10

have one or two of those· women in treatment in our program.

11

Again, those were intrafamily cases.

12

pr~ghostic

U

That•s a very good

sign.

Second, when the wi·fe will come and participate,

14

that•s a very important supportive monitoring type of

15

assistance.

16

The third thing, the legal pressure, the pressure

17

of probation, of concern involved.

18

when they get a report fr'om us the individual is. not

19

offending, then it's time in terms of long term, to get the

20

man •· s attention.

21

time at the county jail, or worse.

A probation officer,

And that may very well mean a period of
The legal pressure is

helpful therapy.
23

And then a last thing, that if this is a voluntary

24

epis:ode, rather than an occasion of a lifestyle or lifelong

25

patt·e rn, there ·is a much better chance of working with the

{)
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1

individual that did something repulsive under the influence

2

of alcohol, rather than a career of this type of behavior.
Now I mentioned tha·t I was going to, for the

3

4

benefit of the Legislature and the audience, mention two

5

references out of several hundred .which are availabe in this

6

field.

7

standable terms that most lay persons could get quite a bit

8

out of them.

9

Sex Off:e nders, written by th~ National Institute of Law

And I would think that these are written in under-

The first one is called Treatment Programs for

10

Enfo.rcement and cr·iminal Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance

11

Administration and the United States Department of Justice.

12

Very excellent.

13

pages.

I think the entire booklet is only 75

14

Now another book ~-

15

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

1'

Will you leave a copy of

that with the committee?

17

DR. VICARY•

11

A second reference deals with ·rapists, but the

I would be happy to.

19

rapist can -- those involving trials can have much more on

20

them than we previously thought.

21

over and over in this book., altho~gh the title deals with
rape.

And they are referred to

Called Clinical Aspec·ts of 'R ape; the author is

23

Richard T. Robbins.

Both of those are relatively new books.

24

I think the publishing dates are 1978 and 1979.

25

happy to leave a copy of both with the cominittee.
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2

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON;

Thank you.

Does that

conclude your testimony?

3

DR. VICARY:

4

ASSEMBLYWO~~

5

I would like to introduce a legislator who has

6

7
8

9
10
11

That would include my testimony.
BERGESON:

Thank you very much.

joined us, this is Assemblyman David Sterling.
(Applause.)
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

At this time, I would like

to bring Dr. Captane Thompson of the California Psychiatric
Association.
DR. THOMPSON:

Thank you, Madame Chairperson and

11

members ·o f the Cabinet.

13

psychiatrist.

14

and I am here representing the California Psychiatric

15

Association.

16

I am Captane .Thompson; I am a

I am dir.ec.tor of mental health in Yolo County,

The Cal,ifornia Psychiatric Association and the

17

California Conference of Local Mental Health Directors put

18

together a joint pos.i tion paper on the mentally disordered

19

sex offender last year, and we asked Senator Nielson to

20

a bill· last year which he did, which would have carried out

21

the .r ecommendations that. we made.

carr~

Very simply, we are recommending that the mentally
2J

disordered sex of:fender. law be abolished.

our reason is that

24

we feel that it'-s bo.th ·.o verinclusive and discriminatory. The

25

terms mental defect, disord-e r, are so broad that they include
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1

many social failures who are. not serious'l y mentally ill, and

2

for whom no adequate treatment methods now exist.
The law is discriminatory because it diverts the

3
4

treatment to persons who are charged with sex offenses, while

5

excluding seriously mentally disordered persons. charged with

6

other crimes.

7

report of the Group for Advancement in Psychiatry, 1977,

8

which included that the sex psychopath and sex offenders can

9

best be described as approaches, but it fails.

10

In our criticism we echo the results of the

The task panel on legal and medical issues for the

11

1978 Pres.ident' s Commission on Mental Health also

12

recommended the repeal of laws authorizing the involuntary

u

commitment of sexual psychopaths and other special

14

How.e ver, it has a tradeoff for elimination of the MDSO

15

statute.

H5

treatment provided for in prison that the j.ustification for

17

involuntary treatment· in prison be the ·same as that in the

18

community, and that persons who are seriously mentally ill

19

in prison be transferred to a mental hospital where they

10

could receive more adequate treatment than they can in the

11

prison sett·ing.

11

off~nders

We believe that there needs to. be more .a dequate

So while we are happy to do away with the 'MDSO

2J

special category, we believe that all prisoners who wish or

14

need psychiatric treatment should be provided that treatment

25

in the prison.

And those who cannot be treated in short
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1

term, .t hose seriously ill people that cannot be treated in

2

a short period of time in prison, ought to be transferred

3

on to hospi ta·ls ·for further care.

4

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

5

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:
thro~gh

7

I ·have asked you before .

8

have serious mental problems that cause them, or that give

9

them a propensity ·t o commit serious sexual offenses, whether

10

it be against children or whether it be against women, that

11

they can be. treated in a rehabilitation sense?

12

can be. cured, the sexual psychopath?

this before, ·s o I wo·n ' t ask you the same questions
But· do you believe that· people who

That they

DR. THOMPSON: . Well, I guess what I'm saying is we

14

don'· t have a specific treatment, that for people with

15

personality disorders, .people .. -

16

ASSEMBLYMAN ST.IRLING:

17

or the definition of an

18

psychopath.

19

'

Captane, you and I have been

6

13

)

Yes, a question?

DR. THOMPSON:

MDSO~

I'm not talking about MDSO' s
I''m talking about truly, a

I don't know of a specific treatment

20

for a sexual psychopath.

21

disordered because of schizophrenia, we can treat that with

22

medication.

23

~epress· ive

24

medication. .

25

his propensity to of.fend children or others is based on some

If the person is mentally

If he's mentally disordered because of a manic
'illness, we can treat that with specific
If he t s depressed, we can treat that.
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1

personality quirk or disturbance, we don't have ·a specific

2

treatment.

3

treat him as you would any- other offender.

And I think it would be· more appropriate to

See, at the moment we give special treatmen·t,

4

5

psychiatric treatment to people who offend with a sexual

6

offense, but not if they commit a nonsexual offense such as

7

burglary, assault, or robbery.

8

offend should be treated similarly, and if they are also

9

mentally ill, that that mental illness should be treated.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

10

We think that people who

Again, we get into areas

11

that we have been through before,· but if a person has a

12

propensity to corrani t burglar-i es, and at some point they get

13

caught and they are pros.e cuted and they are convicted, and

14

if they. commit enough of them, th'ey may go to prison.

15

if they have served their time and we release them, in a way

16

we give them the benefit of .t he doubt that they have been

17

punished, and now may go out and perhaps they will do it

18

again, and perhaps they won't.

19

committed-- let's ·say they don't have a mental -- true

20

mental illness, they have a character disorder as comes out

11

under the .definition of an MDSO.

2.1

propensity to comrni t sex of.fense·s against children or against

13

adults, .e ven.

14

burglar?

15

And

But a person who has

But the·y do have a

Do we relea·se them the s·ame as we release a

Please, folks, this is a psychiatric

que~tion.
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1

Q.

2

DR. THOMPSON;

that's what I'm having trouble with.

3

4

0

It's not a psychiatric question,

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

It's to the psychiatric

association.

5

DR. THOMPSON;

I agree with the last speaker. This

6

is a social policy decision.

7

punishment people who .commit certain offenses should receive

8

and they should receive that sentence.

9

the psychiatrists should be involved in deciding what that

10

You decide what kind of

I don't believe that

sentence should be.
If a person who is ·sentenced to prison is also

11
12

mentally ill, then I thi-nk he ought' to be treated

U

psychiatrically.

14

think he ought to be transferred to a mental hospital from

15

the prison.

16

punishment he should receive should not be up to us as

17

psychiatrists.

And if he·•.- s se·r iously' mentally ill, I

But I think the decision to what kind of

(Applause. )

18

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

19

Just to. ·carry this on,

20

because I think this is. critical to what we are· really

21

tryi~g

22

tho.se-, say that· have filled their criminal eommi·t ment, you

21

know, at what point in time are they judged fit to be

24

returned to society?

25

predictable, that the behavior is not predictable.

to get at, and ·t hat is how are we going to deal with

And yet, we are finding it's not
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1

also hearing that in many cases they are not even treatable,

2

nor do we -- whether they would be treatable, whether we

3

have the facilities or· ·capability of tr.eati!lg them.

4

perhaps a rhetorical question, but are we pe.rhaps turning

5

out -- I don't like to use the word criminals-, but are we

6

turning out individuals. or those that have perhaps been

7

sentenced under the determinate .sentencing law that may not

8

be fit to be turned out at that point- in time just by lack

9

of definition of .w hatever our system now provides, or doesn'

10

So

provide?

11

DR. THOMPSON:

Of course we. are.

We are

doi~g

the

12

same thing with ·b urglars and robbers- and murderers

U

with ·m urderers, that's a ·l ife sentence.

14

determinate sentence crimes, people are being released who

15

may well reoffend.

18

But other

The question, then, becomes how do we predict who

16
17

not

is going to reoffend and who is not.

And we find we are not

we. have no - .... that .t he ability to predict future

19

behavior, future dangerousness has never been .s cientifically

20

proven.

21

been able to demonstrate with any degree of accuracy that

u

they can predict ·future -dangerousness.

23

you a·sk us to, and we will be right perhaps one time out of

14

ten.

15

particular category for long periods of time, you will be

We as psychiatrists, psychologists, others have not

We will predict, if

The ·trouble, then, comes if you hold people of any
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a large number of .people who will not be dangerous,

1

holdi~g

2

in order to preventively detain the people who. wil.l.

3

you will have to make the· decision at what· .point .do .y ou take

4

some risk· and permit some .people to go? . Anytime you have a

5

determinate sentence, ther.e is always going to. be some

6

people who will . go out and do the ·same thing

0

And

Q_

.

7

8

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Thank you.

~gain.

Does that

conclude your testimony?

9

DR. THOMPSON:

Yes,

10

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Thank you.

11

DR. THOMPSON: : Thank you very much.
(Applause··. )

12

.U

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:
MR. LEE:

14

Don Lee?

Mr, Chairman, committee, !' am Don Lee,

15

Program Chief, Los. Angeles County Department of Mental

16

.Health, Judicial·l:y Co:mmitted Persons· Program.
I would like to. address· four maj·o r issues as I see

17
18

them.

19

already heard that it's not a medical term, it's a legal

20

term.

21

the whole sex offender problem, because the MDSO only

One, what is an MDSO'?

First of all, I think we have

And as such, there is a great .d eal of confusion about

represents one small part out of the total picture.
21

to

24

t~gether

25

-~

We tend

a lot of the testimony reaffirms this -- to lump

one term.

very, very diverse groups of people all under this
And all this tends to do is to really confuse the
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1

issue, to obscure what little bit of knowledge from what's

2

been going on.
I think that a lot of the things that come up with

3
4

the· large numbers of· sex offenders in the community, some

5

registered, some in prison, some just the Municipal Courts,

6

and misdemeanors, shows· the extreme diversity and really

7

confusion in this whole area.
One ·of the most confusing things concerning the

8
9

mentally disordered sex offender, by the. way, is the fact

10

that very little· attention seems to be given to the 'fact

11

that they will be released.

12

these people will be out on the streets again.

1J

as we have that, the only alternative to doing something in

14

the community about this is life in prisonrnent without

15

possibifity of parole.

With determinate sentencing,
And as long

(Applause.}

16
17

MR. LEE:

I do not, in spite of the fact this is

18

welcomed by the audience, I don •·t think that's a pr,actical

19

solution.

10

view of what's been happening, and I think the 'p rotection of

11

the community does demand that a great deal of attention be

12

given to other lines of offense in the community.

It's bound to be passed in our· Legisl-a ture in

1J

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

14

your opinion about one of those points?

15

May I jus·t at this point ask

I propbsed a bill this last year, and I will be
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1

proposing it again in ·this next session, that will extend

2

the civil commitment process· that is -- I will cut this

3

short -- proc.e dures, civil procedures' to pos·s ibly -- - these

4

people, whe·n the:y do complete 'that prison. term, if you will,

5

or ,w hen they are· rele·a sed, are ready to. be released from

6

say, Atascadero, if they are .still, by the ps.y chiatric team

7

at the hospital, still determined to be

8

have a mental probl'eni, but the·y ·have ·served (quote·)

9

years, .. . or that· time· they are supposed to serve presently,

da~gerous

and still
11

those

10

the·y go back tO: .c ou.rt,- and the court can release them if

11

have ·served

12

they can go out on the street.

U

eno~gh

time.

the~

Or they can go back to prison, or

Now would you feel. like perhaps an extension of the

14

civil commitment pro.c es·s to the·se people whereby they could

15

go into the system, and on a periodic review ·basis, perhaps

16

be released or at .least be continued?

17

MR. LEE:

Yes.

I think that- this kind of sort of

18

formal intrusion into the'se peoples'· lives is one of the

19

best protections you can have.

20

that I think is important· to keep the person involved with

21

somebody in the. au·t hority position, because if you don't,

22

it's very easy for them to slip back into the ·old patterns

21

again.

24
25

This is one of the things

But- invariably, you· are :dealing with the issue of
sooner or later they are going to be on the streets, and that
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1

is the thing that troubles me, is peop.le don't seem to take

2

this into account,

3

the differences of these people.

4

instance, you talk about just the child molester, the three

5

types of child molesters, but in each of those categories

6

there is evidence there are many, many subgroups.

7

know, there is so much more that we don•t know that we could

8

use to help control and protect society.

And we really know so very little about
You talk about, for

And you

I think that this ·type of thing that you are

9
10

suggesting of an intrusion and social control is one of the

II

important aspects that has to be exerted in a particular

12

basis.
I think it's very interesting that nobody has

13
14

.rnen.ti:oned to any degree the ·study that was done at

15

Atascadero,. the

16

fascinating info·rmation ·o ut ·o f that study, and I fe·e l has

17

direct implications on our progr·arn, and some of the things

18

you may be proposing into the legislation.

19

that the :three ty.pes of sex off.e nders did not reoffend high

2.0

at first.

2. 1

reo.ffense rate .r eached maximum.

2.2

o.ff and drop so that in five· years, six years, · they were not

2.3

found by the rap sheet to have offended again.

2.4
2.5

1

7 3 Cohor.t.

We got some very, very

And that is,

It wasn 1 t until the third year that their

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Then .we get into a level-

During the five-year period,

what was the recidivism rate?
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MR. LEE;

1

0

0.._

lrlell, I am going from memory.

2

it r.an from about six percen·t· for inces·t, to male pedophilia

3

somewhere around 12 or 13 percent.

4

come.

5

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING=

6

MR. LEE:

7

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

8

10

MR. LEE:

You mean of the 72?

Of the '73 Cohort?
Okay.

Over a period of five

N.o.

It went from about 6 percent for

incest to 13 or so percent for male pedophilias.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

11

· 12

That's .as close .as I can

years, there was only about 18 percent recidivism rate?

9

cat~gories

u

How about the other

of sexual abuse·?

MR. LEE;

.W ell, .the rapist

~or

instance reoffended

14

very high the :first ye:ar, but dropped precipitously about

15

eight ·o r ten years they were not

16

·that.

17

bei~g

at least arrested for

(La~ghter·.)

18

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

But the figure is that of thE

19

72 that were studied over a five-year period, we· are not

zo

talking about· just· 18 percent, we are talking about 6 percen

Zl

incest ·c ategory, 12 percent ·in the other ·category, but if

22

you consider the other sexua·l abuse categories, you are

Z3

talki~g

Z4

we·re recidivists. ·

Z5

about a fairly substantial perc.e ntage of that 73

MR. LEE:

I didn't say 73.

That's the year.
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ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

1

.z

I'm

sorry.

3

MR. LEE!

4

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

5

Oh, that's the s.tudy?

There were 260, I believe.
All right.

Well, what was

the recidivism rate all to.gether in sexual-type crimes?
MR. LEE:

6

I can't r :ecall all that type of

7

information.

I'm sorry, I didn't come prepared to discuss

8

that study, except for the standpoint. it's ·saying ti:at you

9

have a differential here, and you have it coming some years
And this is a

10

down from when the person was released.

1I

group that are not in any community treatment prog.rams. This

1.Z

is a century before .community treatment started with this

13

group, so that it had no impact at all.

14

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

So what you are saying is

15

to keep track of them only two years after their release

16

isn' ·t enough?
MR. LEE:

17

It doe.sn' t mean a thing.

And most

18

studies have done this, and I think most professionals

19

getting into this field thought if you got through the first

10

two .ye·ars, you were ·probably home free.

11

a lot· of differ.ence in our own program, for instance. Ninety!-

Z2

thr.ee percent of the pat·i ent·s, the second offenders in our

13

progr·am have not been rearrested for child molestation

14

grounds.

15

haven-' t gone :far enough down the road yet to see if it means

we·ll, that makes

But I don't. take any number in that, because we
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1

anything.

So early ,r ese·a rch can give us some .very screwed-

2

up

and ideas,

3

Q

f~gures

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Is ·there any evidence

4

that would indicate that perhaps many of the MDSO.behaviors

5

began at a very early age, perhaps early teens?

6

MR. LEE;

Well, one of the things I am concerned

7

with, and I think it affects a lot of them, I can't address

8

that· specifically, but I do find, and I think others have

9

found this as well, that people who have been sex offending

10

also were victims in their childhood.

11

thing to keep in mind' as to what's

12

so that we can break this chain.

13

don't . .get better knowledge, and this is one· of the .t hings

14

I really want to emphasize today,. that we are willfully

15

ignorant .a bout too much in this field.

HS

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

This is an important

happeni~g

to the victim

We can ' ·t break it if we

I find this very alarming,

17

because with the probl'em as significant as it is, and yet we

18

seem to have so little data as far as many of .t he

19

ramifications.

20

fairly obvious and visible, and certainly there should be

21

some efforts at· treatment, if it is indeed necessary to

22

start at an early age, and we should well be incorporating

23

those·, perhaps ·in our juvenile institutions ·and so· forth.

24

And I hear very littl·e of this, and it seems to me we are

25

really well behind the times· in this case.

I should think· that patterns should be
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MR. LEE:

.Legislation didn 1 t come into effect in

2

the last couple of years permitting the essentially the same

3

type of program, and judicially medication and adults with

4

their children.

5

specializing in children are finding out that there is a

6

very large instance of this occurring.

7

know what the impact is.

8

surface of this problem, but we don't know all the

9

implications.

10
11
12

13
14

15

And some of our people in this area

But again, we don't

We are just barely touching the

And .:i..t•s dangerous to jump in too fast with

s·ome conclusions·, · unles·s we 'know what we are talking about.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

But it's also dangerous

not to at least begin some rather serious soul searching.
MR. LEE:

Oh, it's very important.

We need some

back data, 'if we could, but we unfortunately ·can't do that.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

And- I think also the

16

input perhaps on this problem as it relates to a ·l ot of the

17

t ·rash, if you will, that we saw this morning.

18

is really inciting the latent problems that may not be

19

exhibited, or whether those problems would exist with or

ZO

without it.

21

information available, I think, as far as the impact of that

2Z

when we were speaking of soc.ial problems.

ZJ

going to have to .a ddress the social problems.

24

25

Whether this

But I think there should be a good deal more

MR. LEE:

I think we are

It's a very widespread and very complex

pr·.o blem, and we are just addressing parts of it.
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One· other thing that .I heard' mentioned earlier

1

•

2

this morning is something that touched me, and that is how

1

little -- we ·can't find information from the· courts

4

themselves about who the· judicial committed are.

5

trying· to· get some information las·t year, and in Los Angeles

6

they were all lumped togethe:r.

7

the reason of insanity, and consequent ·t rial case·s were all

8

part of one· pot .

And the MDSO's would not get

And this ·leads us again to confusion and no

9

10

I was

info·r mation.
I believe one of my recommendations would be for

11
12

the ·L egislature to perhaps -address the judicial counselor,

u

I . believe, who .is responsible for that keeping in the

14

courts to see if we ·can get some clarification in this area.
Most of these people are identified by specific

15
16

Penal Code Charges.

17

us nowhere.

18

pedophilia, or

19

And we need some specific

20

But with plea bargaining, this leads

We cantt ·sort out incest cases from male
~female

pedophelia.
thi~gs

It's just a mish-mash.
done on that.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGES.ON:

l"lould you agree also that

21

this -also inhibits· registration as far as identifying these

l2

people and having them in the community without very good

2J

knowledge tha't ·they are ·actually sex offenders?

24
25

MR. LEE;

Yes, certainly.

That confuses that whole

picture.
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ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

You're not saying the

2

records are sealed are not inaccessible, it's just .that they

3

are not categorized so you can make any .sense out of it?

4

5

MR. LEE:

That's correct.

The·y are all put

together in one pot so you can't find out the three areas
you need to find out about unless it's apparently specified

7

by the counsel and counties, and they probably haven't seen

8

the need for it.

9

t\1e are talking about now in the treatment of social policy,

10
11

It ·says their purpo.se in a certain way.

we don't have the figures to deal with them.
I have already addressed one of my recommendations.

12

I would like to .address two others.

U

extremely serious problems which was brought out with the

14

long-term, long-hist·o ry sex ·o ffender, and while the new

15

legislation went in, SB 13, trying to address part of it, I

HS

do not think it went far enough in really

11

person with this long histo·r y of a 100, 200 child

18

molestations throughout the United States.

19

to have some legi-slation that really gets to that· so this

10

kind of individual can be kept out ·o f the hospital situation

11

out of the treatment situation, out of the community for

22

really long periods of time.

23

(Applause·. }

24

MR.

25

LEE~

One is, ·I think we have

picki~g·

up the

And I would need

My last recommendation is I think because

of this jumbo and mish-mash that we have in this whole area ,
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1

that it might be well to consider setting up a special task

2

force to try to hold

S

We have infused viewpoints -- I said infused, I think it's

4

confusing the general public to have viewpoints,

5

professionals and law enforcement and the courts and every-

6

body seeing one partial and part of this whole problem. The

7

misdemeanor element hasn't really been stressed enough,

8

except to say as Lloyd Martin was really touching on a lot

9

of things I was saying.

togeth~r

all of the different elements.

We don'· t see the whole picture,

10

except as it impacts on one part that we are dealing with.

11

I think rather than rushing into certain kinds of

12

legislation, certainly in terms of getting quick studies

13

done, that we should shoot for a three- to five-year time

14

so that we can study this whole thing and come in with

15

really a so~d total approach to what society is going to

16

do about this problem.

17

to miss the boat and will defeat us in the end.

And I think that to rush things is

18

Thank you.

19

(Applause.)

20

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

21

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

22

DR. BEERMAN:

Thank you very much.
Dr. Louis Beerman?

Mr, Chairman and other members of the

2J

committee, I am Lou Beerman.

I am a psychologist, and I am

24

director of the Department of Mental Health, Office of

25

Forensic Services in Sacramento.

And with me are Dr. Morgan
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1

and Dr. Mone, who are here to answer some specific questions

2

which you might have.

3

agenda, are located at Patton State Hospital .

Both of them, as you know by the

4

My presentation will be an overview, and then these

5

two gentlemen will be here to answer some questions, as will

CS

I, too.

7

The Department of Mental Health has the mandating

8

responsibility for providing or insuring that treatment

9

services and care provided to mentally disordered persons.

10

This also includes the vast majority of judicially committed

11

mentally disordered persons who are generally committed to

12

state hospitals or other private county facilities.

U

For classification, the term "judicially committed"

14

includes those three classes:

15

insanity, incompetent to stand trial, and the last which we

1CS

are concerned with today, mentally disordered sex offenders.

17

not guilty by reason of

Now given this treatment responsibility and the

18

general purpose of the mental health profession, the

19

Department of Mental Health should only be in the business o

20

of treating persons who are amenable to treatment.

21

mission of the Department of Mental Health is treatment, not

u

detention.

21

The

We accept the fact that the detention is obviously

24

necessary \'Then treating some individuals; however, to

25

detain someone who is alleged to be dangerous and not
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1

amenable to treatment in a mental health facility after his

2

or her determinate sentence has expired, it would seem to

3

circumvent the determinate sentencing law, and as a result,

4

could very well, and this is beginning to happen, clog our

5

mental health treatment system with people who are not

6

treatable.

7

There are some people who are violent, dangerous,

8

and just plain mean, who are not amenable, and do not

9

benefit from treatment.

If detainment is the real answer,

10

and we have heard that today, alternatives to the mental

11

health system should be developed to eliminate the need for

11

costly psychiatric services and staff for persons who are

u

not mentally ill, not treatable, but continue to be

14

dangerous and/or violent.

15

To commit a dangerous person with a sociopathetic

"

personality who is at the end of his or her determinate

17

sentence with a mental health facility for (quote)

18

"treatment" for whom no effective treatment normally is

19

known, and does have a disruptive effect on the treatment

10

efforts of other patients, and will in time destroy the

11

integrity of the treatment system.

11

ASSEMBLYMAN SliRLING:

May I inquire, Dr. Beerman?

23

You have hit on an interesting point.

We have prisons for

24

people who commit crimes and who are considered to be just

25

criminals, and we have the mental institutions for the peoplE
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1

who are treatable and who have mental disorders.

2

saying, I believe, that there is another category of person

3

who does have a mental disease or disorder, who is dangerous

4

but who is not amenable to treatment, or is not

5

is that correct?

6

DR. BEERMAN:

That's correct.

You are

treatable~

I think you have to

7

distinguish between some sort of psychosis here, and I

8

really don't want to get into all that, and somebody with a

9

personality disorder

10

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

I understand that.

I have

II

been that number many times with other psychiatrists.

I

12

understand that.

13

about a group of people who there is no known psychiatric

14

mode to deal with them.

I just -- in genera·! terms, we are talking

15

DR. BEERMAN:

That's correct.

16

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

That leaves us one

ot~er

17

possibility as far as what to do.

18

that are not treatable into a mental institution, you wreck

19

everything that the hospital is attempting to do for those

10

people who are treatable.

21

DR. BEERMAN:

u

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

If you put those people

That's correct.
So would another possibility

23

be, and we hate to talk about it because of its

24

possibilities, simply storage in a crude way, to put it in a

15

crude fashion?

I mean put them someplace where they are not
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1

going to be treated and they are just going to be stored,

2

warehouse them?

3

(Applause.}

4

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Would this be a possibility?

5

I am inclined to agree with that, but what I am concerned

6

about is what happened in the old days, and what Frank

7

Laneman (phone'tic) who is considered to be the father or

8

grandfather of modern mental health programs that we have

9

in the state, he was concerned about the returning to the

10

snake pit, and the concern is that if we create a facility

11

like the one that I am describing, would the.re be that

12

possibility to the point where the publ.ic simply wouldn't

u

put up with that today, in your general opinion?

14

DR. BEERMAN;

In my general opinion, people who ·are

15

dangerous and violent and have some sort of personality

16

disorder, not belonging in treatment if it was not treatable

17

do not belong in mental health treatment systems, they

18

belong in prison.

19

(Applause. )

20

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Well in other words, you're

.zi

saying someone who does not have a mental problem at all is

22

such a person?

23

DR. BEERMAN:

24

ASSEl.ffiLYMAN STI.RLING;

25

Or he has some personality disorder.
All right.

If they have a

personality disorder, they still may have a propensity to
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1

commit the kind of crimes that cause these people to all be

2

here today, which means if they are --

3

DR. BEERMAN:

Right.

4

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Which means if they are in

5

prison, they are going to be, after a determinate period of

6

time, they are going to be released into the system that we

1

have in effect today.

8

DR. BEERMAN:

'

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

That's correct.
So then the question comes

10

again, we come around to it again, what we do with them

11

again?
DR. BEERMAN;

12

13

couple more paragraphs,

Well let me -- may I finish with a
I think I address this.

14

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

15

DR. BEERMAN:

Okay.

Oh, I'm sorry.

Go ahead.

The Department of Mental

16

Health still maintains that a more effective and less costly

17

solution to the problem would be to explore amendments to

18

the determinate sentencing law for specific types of

19

criminals who exhibit continuous and violent and dangerous

20

behavior.

21

effect, and are trying to speed this process up, is when we

One of the things which we have already put into

get people in Atascadero and at Patton, we are trying to do
2J

a quicker job of determining whether they are amenable to

24

treatment, and when they are not, we are sending them back

25

to court with a recommendation that their MDSO status be
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1

terminated and they be sent to prison.

Now this presents a

2

problem, because many times we get these people back from

3

court with the admonishment,"Well, I understand that

4

Progam 2 was a better one than Program 4, why don't you try

5

him on Program 2 for a while?"

6

to what we are trying to do.

7

mistakes, but we think that the treatment facilities, after

8

looking at a person for 90 or 180 days, we have a better

9

idea as to whether he's treatable than two court-appointed

And this really runs counter
Certainly, we may make some

10

psychologists and psychiatrists who spend maybe an hour with

11

him.

12

(Applause.)

13

DR. BEERMAN:

I want to wrap this up and turn it

14

over to the other two gentlemen.

15

questions, certainly.

16

Of course, if you have

The department has a specific suggestion other than

17

.the ones which I have mentioned already, and that is when

18

people are sent back to court out of Patton or Atascadero

19

and staff there saying that this person is not amenable to

20

treatment and he is still dangerous, that the court not have

21

the option to send that person back for more treatment.

22

(Applause.)

23

ASSE11BLYMAN STIRLING:

I think the approval

24

expressed by the audience on that issue is understandable,

25

depending on what the other alternative is.

And I have no
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1

argument with that position, but the point is that if they

2

are sent back to the court -- take the Campella case, is

3

exactly the situation you are talking about.

4

at the end of his term, and Dr. -- the psychiatric staff

5

said that he is still dangerous, and he still has his mental

6

problem.

7

further stay at our facility will be of any value to him.

8

He knows all the games, he knows all the things to say, and

9

so he is sent back to court.

He was almost

But there is not one iota of evidence that any

The court at that point can

10

then put him back in prison for the balance of the term, or

11

can put him on the street.
I guess the question that I asked before, you know,

12
13

do you favor, or do you feel like you could create such a

14

facility that we don't have the simple option of putting

15

them back on the street, or putting them in prison, because

1'

if you put them in prison where they are going to get out,

17

the question is what we do with them again.

18

I

That is what

have asked about.

19

DR. BEERMAN:

Well, I think one of the solutions

20

would be, and I must confess I don't know all the problems

21

and the background of this, but one of the solutions would
be to make some modification in the determinate sentencing
law for certain types of criminals, that's sort of out of my

24

bailiwick, but that would accomplish the end, it would seem

25

to me.

/
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ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Well, we get in the problem

2

between the Department of Corrections that doesn't want

3

these people because they have a mental problem, and then

4

the people in mental health don't want them because they are

5

not treatable.

6

well taken, and I understand that.

7

though, is those two options are not enough.

8

9

And so the public gets them.

DR. BEERMAN:

Your point's

The question again,

Again, let me go back.

These people

are bright people, they are not psychotic, they are in

10

touch with reality, they have a personality disorder that

11

leads them to do these kinds of things, and I don't think

u

that the prison system would say -- I realize, I'm talking

u

for them and I have no right to do that, but I don't think

14

they would say these people don't belong here.

15

think so.

16

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

I don't

No, they'd say that.

These

17

people would belong there for the balance of the determinate

18

term.

19

character disorder.

20

we do with them then?

21

And when that's over, they still may have the
They may still be dangerous.

What do

That's the issue.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

I think we're becoming a

22

bit redundant.·

23

point out that for three years we have had the determinate

24

sentencing law, and yet there have been no substantial

15

recommendations on how to deal with this problem, which

It's been brought up repeatedly, and I would
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1

obviously is a very real problem.

And I go back to the

2

point why aren't we doing something, or why haven't we had

3

recommendations that in some way are going to help mitigate

4

this problem.

5

serious problem.

6

We do have a number of people who wish to testify, and I

7

think in order to give everyone their fair chance, we should

8.

try to limit our remarks.

9

go over and over, and I think the question we really feel,

We all recognize it's significant and a very
And I'm going to ask

brush along here.

As I said, we have a tendency to

10

which is the basic problem, and that is how to handle these,

II

you know, back on the streets, and so if you have anything

12

to add to that, or solutions, we would be very pleased to

13

have any of your recommendations.

14

to limit any questions here we should explore, but let's try

15

to keep our questions on these subjects as brief as possible.

16

DR. MORGAN;

I certainly don't want

My name is Dr. Steven Morgan.

I am a

17

staff psychologist treating MDSO's at Patton State Hospital.

18

I have been there approximately a year and two months, and

19

this is a quirk of fate, because several years ago as a

20

graduate student, I wrote one of the first federally funded

21

grants for· battered wives

22

myself working with the other population altogether.

in the country, and now I find

There were several remarks I need to make, and then

23
24

I would like to address the question you raised as to what

25

to do.
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For the benefit of the audience, I would like them

1

Q

2

to know that as a professional, and I hope I am speaking for

3

many of the other professionals here today, understanding

4

our client does not mean we forgive them.

5

job.

'

stand and hopefully we can try to reconstruct and repair

That is not our

We are not there to forgive, we are there to .u nder-

7

their personality so they can function, if that's possible.

8

In light of that, treatment is not a punishment, although

9

the criminal court proceedings seem to suggest that treatmen

10

is a punishment.

11

marital problems, adjustment problems, whatever, know that

12

psycholc:>g-ical help is sometimes a blessing when you are

13

disturbed.

14

Those of us who have been in treatment for

The ques.tion has been raised about dangerousness.

15

And from all that we can determine at this point in

16

particular, all dangerousness is past behavior. Similarly,

17

we also know the treatment that we cannot -- we are not able

18

to treat people who do not wish to be treated, who don't

19

want to be in the institution, who are there primarily to

2.0

avoid doing hard time.

2.1

They see the hospital as a way out.

I think I need to share with you some realities

2.2

from the trenches, if you will, and I say that seriously,

2.J

because I feel sometimes that we are not unlike people who

24

fought in the Vietnam War, that we are out there fighting a

2.5

war while people are back home debating whether the war
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1

should be fought or not.

2

One of the biggest problems we face in the

3

reconstructing and helping people change for better is they

4

go .through a court proceeding, an adversary position or

5

system if you will, and what oftentimes happens, and I have

6

had this on numerous occasions, is a resident will show up

7

at the hospital and say, "Well, I'm only supposed to be here

8

for 90 days.

9

to be here for.

Ninety days and back on the streets. "

And I'm saying, "Sorry, you're here for seven years

10

11

My attorney told me that's all I was supposed

what are you going to do about that?"
Well, treatment often involves getting over

12

13

resistance.

14

person's feelings about being betrayed by his attorney befora

15

we ever get down to some of the problems that have brought

16

him to the hospital in the first place.

17

that the hospital has very little to say about the decision

18

on who we treat.

19

or a perpetrator is seen by two court-appointed psychologist~

20

who then determine if in fact the perpetrator is an MDSO,

21

and then he is sent to the hospital.

22

a 90-day-evaluation period, and in reality we have 60 days

23

in which to make our decision before a report has to be sent

24

out .

25

amount of time, we do come up with a determination,

We could spend a year just getting through a

The reality is

It's been mentioned before, a sex offender

And we get them for

So in 60 days, which is not at all together a long
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1

that the person in fact is not an MDSO.

2

recommend that he _go back to court and face prison.

3

find that the person is seen by the judge and sent back to

4

the hospital anyway, even though we have determined that he

5

is not. an MDSO.

'

And we will
And we

When our .d ecisions of sending the person back to

7

prison are not honor.e d, raises the question of whether there

8

isn't a conflict in the community about whether in fact

9

these people ought to be treated, sentenced at all, or

10

whether in some cases some people don't feel that incest is

11

not at all that big a deal.

12

segment-s of our population that practice incest with an

u

alarming rate of freq.uenc.y.

14

broadcast in which the British Government was advised by an

15

appointed body that they ought to revise their sex laws

16

and allow for marital rape, and discontinue incest as a

17

crime.

18

community as represented by the representatives in elected

19

office . leaves the hospital with their hands

20

There are, unfortunately,

Recently I listed to a radio

This kind of vacillation on the part of the

a~ost

I will make my last comments very brief.

tied.
I have

21

heard people speak before, Dr. Bailey was one who I

22

heartily endorse.

23

panel needs to understand, this has been mentioned several

24

times, we are dealing with different categories of

25

offenders as the most obnoxious of which, the most

But I think that the audience and the
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1

detrimental of which are the child murderers.

2

principle, have no objection to the death penalty for

3

convicted child murderers.

4

(Applause.)

5

DR. MORGAN:

I, in

I have no objection to the choice of

6

chemical suicide versus life imprisonment for repeated

7

offenders.

8

how few or how many they are, we are left with a large body

9

of offenders who we have to decide whether we will treat or

But after we have dealt with those, no matter

10

not.

And it's clear from my experience that we haven't made

11

that determination.
Until recently, I was the only psychologist for 200

12

I

13

mentally disordered sex offenders in our program.

14

see how you can call that treatment.

15

have we ever treated these people?

1«5

rate of psychologists in state service is approximately 30

17

percent.

18

hospital.

19

they can start to be of value, because the first two years

20

are oftentimes a learning experience, and they are, if no

21

one addresses this issue.

22

I don't

The question remains,
The rate, the turnover

We can't keep trained people in the state
By the time they get two years of experience,

When I went to graduate school, there was nothing

23

in the course material about sex of.fenders, personality

24

disorders, criminal personalities.

25

undesirable clients, and those people in graduate school who

These people are
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1

were studying in the health professions tried to avoid these

2

people.

It seemed to me -ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

4

· programs changing now to .acc·o mmodate this?

5

DR. MORGAN:

'

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

7

Are these training

No.
There has been no change

at all?

8

DR. MORGAN:

There has been no change, because as

9

far as I know, these are the first hearings, or hearings

10

like these that ·are willing to address these issues, and

11

eventually it will filter down to the schools, once we

12

decide on a policy.

13

a shame and a sham.

We have no policy. It's confusion, it's

14

(Applause~)

15·

DR. MORGAN:

The fact that there is no educational

16

opportunity in ·this area S?ggests· a couple of hoped-for

17

changes.

18

available paid education to those people who are willing to

19

give state service, to work in state hospitals and prisons.

20

We have no research going on in our hospital that I am aware

21

of at the present moment.

22

obviously have 200 clients or potential clients, and so

One, I think it would be of benefit to make

There is no time.

If I

much of my time is spent in administrative paperwork, when
24

25

am -r supposed to do res·earch?
There is very little contact between the mental
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I

health field at the hospital level and our judiciary.

2

will often go to court to testify, and I will find that the

3

attorneys don't understand the issues, nor does the judge,

4

from a mental health point of view.

5

with the use of government grants that we pull resources

6

and the courts and the mental health profession at the

7

hospital level get together and find out what each other

8

does, and find out ways to augment and be responsive to the

9

law, and not to remain confused and ignorant and uncertain

10

as to what to do.

I

I

suggest that perhaps

This does not make sense.

11

(Applause.)

12

DR. MORGAN:

.<)

u
14

15

I'' d like to just say one more thing,
J

/

if I might.

Being responsible for one's behavior should not be
considered a punishment for the privilege of adulthood.

I

think that we have our own view that for a long time we have
17

not held people who .a ct out inappropriate.ly to be

18

responsible for their behavior, and oftentimes have used the

19

·mental health profession for avoiding responsibility.

20

(Applause. )

21

DR. MONE;

I

just have a couple comments.

22

is Bob Mone, and all I can do is attack the program

23

statistically.

24

25

I

My name

essentially do research.

A few findings, recent findings.

Far and away of

the lowest reoffense rate across all categories of offenders
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1

are produced by those people who after treatment are sent to

2

prison, all right?

3

prison reoffend less frequently than those people who do not

4

go to prison.

5

Will you expl-ain -- you

mean they get treatment, they are determined by the staff

7

at the hospital that they no longer need treatment --

9

10

-

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

6

8

:>

Those people who get treatment and _ go to

DR.

MONE~

That's

r~ght.

They -- in order to be

cured or not .cured, they go back to court and ·t hey get sent
to prison.

11

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

12

DR.

MONE~

For the balance of the term?

For the 'b alance of the term.

n

have .t he lowest reoffense rate.

14

case 'for a rapist.

15

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

HS

DR. MONE:

And they

That is essentially in the

For the what?

For the rapis.t.

Now far and away of

17

the highest reoffense rates· are those people who were to be

18

unamenable to treatment, dangerous, are sent back to the

19

court with the recommendation they be sent to prison, and

20

are set free by the courts.

21

percent reoffense.

Among the rapists, they run 80

22

ASSEMBLYMAN STrRLING:

2J

DR. MONE:

24

ASSEMBLYMAN .STIRLING;

25

DR. MONE;

Eighty percent?

Eigl1ty percent, all

r~ght?

For what period of time?

This is for all people who were released
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1

from the program at Patton as adult sex offenders in 1976,

2

~77,

and '78.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

3
4

But how long do you track

them to determine these statistics?
DR. MONE:

5

The main length of time and risk is 18

6

months.

7

other fellows were at risk for only a month.

8

length of time is 18 months.
ASSEMBLYMAN STlRLING:

9
10

Some guys were out of risk for nearly three years,

How long did you track them?

Three years?

11

DR. MONE:

12

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

13

The mean

I'm still tracking them.
So it's a. continuing

program?

14

DR .. MONE:

That' s correct.

15

At Patton originally when I arriVed. in '75, there

16

was a · 60 percent positive recommendation rate, and this is

17

to say we determined· 60 pe.rcent of the people who arrived at

18

the program to court with a positive recommendation, and we

19

did that within 15 to 20 months •

.zo
21

Recognizing how .serious the matter, and in learnin~
from experience, we now return to the courts 10 percent of
people who arrive with positive recommendations, and we do

23

so now between 60 days and four months.

24

positive recommendations, and it takes a lot longer, and it

25

seems to be affecting our reoffense rate.

So we give fewer

They are going
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1

down, all right?

2

That's all I have to say.

3

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Question;

One category that

4

hasn't been mentioned, is people who are put on out,patient

5

status, do you have any information as far as what happens

6

to these people when they are put on outpatient status?

7

often they recommit during outpatient status?

8

9

DR. MONE:

Yes, I do.

How

We have reports from the

outpatient providers on all the people who were sent to

10

outpatient.

The number of -- you look at this in terms of

11

.on.e reoffense for every X number of at risk, those people

12

who .g et "B" recommendations, are found to be unamenable, but

U

still dangerous, but manage to .get out on the streets, have

14

one reoffense for every 40 mean months at risk.

15

people who get positive recommendations, "A's, .. have one

16

reoffense for every -70 mean months at risk, and those

17

people with outpatient reof.fend for every 157 mean months

18

at risk.

19

receive followup treatment and support in the community.

20

Now outpatient is more effective with some sub-

So far, our best record is those people who

21

groups of offenders than with others.

22

all that as well.

23

reof.fense rate so .far.

24
25

Those

And we are following

But outpatient produces the lowest

ASSEMBLYW0!4AN BERGESON:

Do you have the data

available that you could provide the committee?
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DR. MONE:

1

I am in the process of having it all

2

typed up, all right?

3

and it's all in pencil.

4

5

I came here with

· scratch paper,

I will certainly send it to you.

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

Just a question as to your

capability of your computer, if you use one.

6

DR. MONE:

We are looking into the welfare --

7

Health and Welfare Center in Sacramento.

8

IBM,

9

Do you?

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Oka.y.

It's a massive

Referring to the

10

AB 1229 Report a.nd the funds that were granted to have this

11

kind of a reporting system, is there a particular tracking

12

on all the people that have been released since '7 3?

U

mean, are there statistics that can tell us in the various

14

cat~gories

15

last seven or eight years?

H5

that you mentioned, just what

DR. BEERMAN:

happ~ed

I

over the

Currently, we have all the raw data,

17

and we have looked at some of that by hand, and what we are

18

trying to do now is get up on line on the computer, and it

19

will probably

that's probably going to take us a.nother

20

three months.

But shortly after the first of the year, I

21

hope to have that.

22

to get all that massive data up and going by the time -- oh,

21

probably around February.

\'le' re working on it right now, trying

14

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

25

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Good.
Thank you very much.
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1

(Applause. )

2

MR. WHITE:

Madame Chairman and members of the

3

committee, I am Steve White, and I am eXecutive director of

4

the California District Attorney's ·A ssociation.

5

substantially edited my remarks, having heard a great deal

6

of them which has said in a great many ways what I intended

7

to say to you today.

8
9

I have

I do want to discuss with you in a very brief and
general terms the part of how we perceive the problem as

10

prosecutors, and a few proposals or suggestions as to what

11

might be done legislatively.

12

legislatively, don't offer .these as positions we have yet

13

formally taken in the association.

14

legislation which we may support or sponsor, but we will

15

not take formal positions on them until December of this

16

year.

And as to the suggestions

These are pieces of

First of all, the major threshhold which mus·t be

17
18

crossed and has been discussed in many ways earlier, is that

19

y.ou have got to .define by one means or another, and it's not

20

now in the Penal Code, one kind of child molester from

21

another kind of child molester.

22

elaborate on that, because a great deal of .testimony has

23

taken place in this ·a rea already.

24

are bad.

25

severely by the system than is now possible under the law,

And I don't need to

But all. child molesters

Some .child mo.les.ters should be treated much more
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1

and I think before you get to that step, that is treating

2

the serious child molester as severely as he or she should

3

be treated, you have got to somehow segregate out those

4

child molesters who are not in that· category.

5

ways you can do this, and this gets into a legislative

6

proposal area, is to define child molesters in terms of

7

their background.

8

take child molesters who have previously, for. example, been

9

convicted of a known child molest, you could then

One of the

In terms of a prior conviction, if you

10

legitimately as a policy-making body decide that that child

11

molester should never be released from prison again, or

12

should be sentenced to prison with a certain minimum, 15 or

13

20 years.

14

kind of child molester in any fashion .you will.

15

important fact is that you somehow segregate that child

16

molester from ~he large body of child molesters.

You could by making these jud~gments. define that
But the

The second consideration or threshhold concern I

17
18

have in this area that the association has is the

19

therapeutic track of the child molester.

.ZO

these child molesters in terms of dealing with them in

11

therapy?

n

as a prosecutor myself, and I have pros.ecuted a number of

23

these· cases, is the particular level of emphasis this kind

24

of approach gets.

25

listening to the testimony we have heard today, and from the

How do we handle

A concern that prosecutors have, which I have had

For example, it seems to me from
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1

reading· I have done in this area, and that many of you have

2

done, I'm sure, that ·there are some child molesters who can

3

benefit from therapy.

4

categorically take the positi-on that MDSO has no place,

5

that there is no reason to have therapy.

6

concerns has been and continues to be that the focus on

7

these kinds of child molesters, and many of them are very

8

serious child molest·e rs, serious offenders we are talking

9

about today, has been therapy first and protection of the

The association at least does not

But .o ne of our

10

community as a se·c ondary consideration.

That .should be

11

switched immediately.

12

attention· of the. cominunity, and then if therapy seems

13

appropriate and there are facilities available, ought to be

14

provided.

15

L~gislature

1'

therapy ought to simply be a subset of the minimum

17

sentence.

18

child molest, is if he is found by a number of people, or

19

whoever should appropriat·e 'ly make that decision, to be a

20

child molester who is amenable to treatment, ought then to

21

be transported to a treatment facility.

The focus ought to be the most

In that direction, I think there's something the
ought to consider in this, is whether the

In other words, the person who is convicted of

And at the

conclusion of that, rather than returning to the court for
23

further determina·t ion or consideration, ought to be

24

summarily moved to a: corrections facility, where he serves

25

out ·the' remainder of his determinate term.

That protects
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society at least in so far as we know how long this person

2

will be off the streets.
This doesn't solve all of the problems that

3
4

Assemblyman Sterling and others have raised.

I have

5

prosecuted a molester in Sacramento County about three years

6

ago who was convicted of 23 separate counts of child molest,

7

occurring over a three-year period, all involved

8

kidnappings and forceable molests on paper carriers in that

9

county.

He was found to be a gravely disordered, mentally

10

disordered sex offender, and he was sent _to Atascadero.

He

11

was treated for a little 'over a year, and he is now in the

12

prison system.

U

scare stories in the sense that they just released him on

14

the streets.

15

sentencing case.

ICS

Prison Terms, and he will be released within this decade.

17

In fact, and I believe ·six years, he is now 25 years old,

18

if I remember correctly, and so at the conc·lusion of this,

19

he will be a 3! year old who is released back into the

10

streets, and there is absolutely nothing in the law right

21

now that will stop him from going back out in the streets.

In other words, this is not one of those

But he was a pre-SB 42, or predeterminate
His case has now been set by the Board of

Now I don't know anything about his case anymore.

21

I don't know whether there is reason to believe he will

24

recidivate, whatever.

25

will.

I personally, intuitively believe he

And I am not telling you from looking at statistics
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1

or from looking at specific cases he went.

But I have a

2

·sincere concern that he will.

3

So I think one of the things we need to do is look into

4

something like Assemblyman Sterling· has talked about, and

5

which he has introduced into legislation before.

6

it is appropriate now to say that we had some concerns, the

7

district attorney has had some concerns about that

8

legislation only because we were concerned about reinvesting

9

psychiatrists even further into the system.

And there are many like him.

I think

We believe that

10

these psychiatrists that have come before you today and

11

testified, that they know as little or less than the rest of

12

us know about whether somebody is going to repeat.

U

I would like to .see another

And so

(Applause.)

14
15

provision that would still protect

MR. WHITE:

16

the .public · and still allow the system, our system of

17

prot.e cting the ·public, to take these people and keep them

18

off the streets for a longer period.

19

that's life, that's what it· ought to be.

20
21

And in some cases, if

The last suggest·ion ·I have on this therapy concern
is

22

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

23

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

Excuse me.
Yes, Mr. Harris.

Excuse me,

24

ladies and gentlemen.

To my left, here, we have Mr. Elihu

25

Harris, who is the Assemblyman now from Berkeley.
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1

Elihu?

2

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

I just want to ask Steve, if

3

you take the psychiatrists out of it, then how are you going

4

to determine if they should stay in for life, if necessary,

5

should I say?
MR. WHITE:

There are many ways to do it, and I

7

don't offer any as a perfect solution, but I would s~ggest

8

that one way to do it would be to have a trial or some kind

9

of proceeding where you have a jury, you have people from

10

the community, and you ·can do it exactly the way we do a

11

criminal trial now.

11

correctional facility or from Atascadero, whoever is working

U

with this person, and you allow the person, of course, to

14

get on the stand himself, and you allow him to bri~g in any

15

evidence he would like to, including that he would like

1C5

psychiatric evidence.

17

asked the question;

18

recidivate?"

19

court at the conclusion of the proceedi~g· :

20

"You go in and determine the

And you bring in the people from the

But you don't have the ps.y chiatrist
"Do .you think this person will

You simply let .these jurors be asked by the

21

follm<Ting:

22

the evidence you have heard that this

23

person will recidivate, and do you

24

understand why, based beyond a reasonable

25

doubt -- "

Do you think, based upon
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ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS;

1

Q

2

What you are basically saying,

then, ·i s a ret'urn to .indeterminate sentence in that case.

3

MR. WHITE:

4

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

5

commitment program.

6

MR. WHITE:

In that particular category, yes.
Or go to. the civil

Or go to the civil commitment process.

7

But I don't want to get into a semantics thing.

8

we are all talking about the same

9

thing is that you somehow .set up a vehicle to ho'ld people

thi~g.

It' may be

The important

10

:Ln beyond their determinate sentence.

11

many. people-, and judges will tell you, doctors will -- I was

12

at Atascadero about six months ago, and to inany of the

u

doctors there who will tell you that we are

14

Be·cause there are

_go all the time,· consistent- with the law.

letti~g

people

Not breaking the

15

law here, they are following the law.

16

them go.

17

are _going out, and it's

18

everybody knows, or at least intuitively feels very strongly

19

that this person is going to do serious damage in the

20

community again.

21

them in whatsoever, and the LPS procedures simply don't --

22

are unworkable in that framework.

23

Judges are letting

The determinate sentencing period concludes they
consis~ent

with the law, but

And yet, there_ is no mechanism to keep

And se·c ondly, or· the last thing· I want to say on

24

that is that one way to .c hange the emphasis is to move the

25

jurisdiction of these people who are in therapeutic
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1

facilitiesr to the corrections people.

Take it out of

2

mental health, make it corrections consideration in which

3

mental health 'has some input.

4

I would be glad to answer any questions.

5

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

6

{Applause.)

7

MR. WHITE:

Thank you.

As I leave, I wanted to tell you I have

8

been speaking with the ·n.A.'s throughout the state, and in

9

close contact wi't h almost· all of the offices.

One of the

10

offices that has done a tremendous amount of work is the

11

Ventura District Attorney's Office, and

12

Saoo, and the D.A., Mike Bradburry have done a great deal

13

of that work.

14

and the Problems and Proposed Solution, which 'I would like

15

to present to the committee and ask if you would incorpor.at

1fi

it in to the record of this proc.e eding.

Part of it has resulted in Child Molestation

17

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;'

18

(Applause. )

19

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

20
21

Irv Prager and Ron

I .c ertainly will, thank you.

Next we have Mr. Adrian Panton,

who ,is with the California Attorneys for Criminal ·J ustice.
MR. PANTON:

My name is Adrian Panton, and I am

22

with the California Attorneys for Criminal Justice.

23

is a criminal defense bar, and my only purpose in being

24

here today is sort of to provide a legal perspective on som

25

of the recommendations that have been made here, and I alRo
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1

wanted to -- I have a couple of important things to say

2

that -- so that the audience will have an idea of what

3

r.econunendations are really ·legally feasible, and those which

4

are not.

5

also on the same topic.

I also intend to move to the next speaker here,

First of all, one of the recommendations I heard

6
7

today was one that I can really sympathize with.

I have had

8

the problem myself.

9

amendment to .the United States Constitution, and that was

But one which would .r equire an

10

the one· where peopl.e recommended that the child victims in

11

the ·child molestation cases· not be permitted to testify

12

against the accused, but just as.a basic fundamental problem

13

right there, that . goes --definitely goes. against the

14

United States Constitution

15

clause.

16

the bench, I don't think .legislatively that tha.t is at all

17

feasible, and I dontt think you will see any such

18

enacted.

19

And

I'

involvi~g

the confrontation

think I know Mr. McVittie, who is to sit on

l~gislatiol

Getting .to the one other area that I just wanted

20

to touch upon in terms of reality, and it's really the crux

21

of what's been recommended here today, and that is what do

22

you do with the

23

There is a big problem here.

24

a lqt of people .felt .should be the remedy, that is warehouse

25

that person indefinitely and forget about him until that

da~ger.ous

but non treatable .child molester?
Before 1975, you could do what
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1

person, some determination is made that the person is no

2

longer dangerous.
Well, in 1975 there was a California Supreme Court

3
4

case which ended that program.

That was the ·.a ctual program

5

which was available up to 197.5.

What happened was a person

6

who was a mentally disordered sex offender, and who was

7

determined to be still dangerous, but not amenable to any

8

further treatment, what they would do, they would take these

9

people out of the state hospital setting, put them in what

10

they call treatment units in state prison, and just ware-

11

house that person indefinitely.

12

The problem was that they

no decision was made in really housing dangerous as well

U

as nondangerous people.

14

situation where the person whose. case after the .changing

IS

situat-ion, a man named Mr. Fagley, who he was a child

16

molester, but not a violent child moles.t er.

17

was a type of person who went around touching the hair of

18

little girls and getting some type of enjoyment out of

19

that.

20

are dangerous in the sense that you would not want, you

21

know, your child to go through that.

So consequently, you ·had a

I believe he

And I'm not sayi-ng that that --· all child molesters

But we are talking

about the ·really serious violent offender.

This person had

21

been warehoused about 15 years before it was· finally brought

24

to light ·that he was a person who should not have been in

25

that situation.

No determination had been made to realize
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1

whether or not he was dangerous, whether he was still

2

da~gerous,

3

end of the Department of Corrections was abolished, simply

4

because they said that under the due proc.e ss clause, you

5

could not warehouse these people like that without affording

6

them the opportunity to de.t ermine 'their particular

7

da~gerousness.

8

in the Department of Corrections they knew very well that

9

that person was not

0

0 ..·

..

and as a result that whole treatmen·t unit at the

And they abolished that unit simply because

getti~g

any treatment.

It was not fair

10

to keep that person inside the Depar't ment. of Corrections in

11

a so-called trea·tment unit which was· really

12

felt there was no such thing as treatment

U

in essence, give. him a life. commitment.
So

14

that~ s

use~ess.

bei~g .

given, and

the crux of the problem that we arrive

15

at now.

16

have to look at that case· and· say what do we do with these

17

people in light of. that- decision.

18

back to that ·-- to have such a unit in the Department of

19

Corrections, I think· is going to run up against the same

20

problem that happened in Fagley.

21

the committee wi'l l have to. be very congnizant of in

22

r .e drafting any legislation ·in this area.

That is the problem that you have ·to deal with, you

And the proposal· to go

So that is ·something that

21

I am open to any questions, if anybody has any.

24

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

25

Concerning Pe·ople' ·v,s. Faglel

wa·s :d ue process·?
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1

MR. PANTON;

2

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

That's correct.
The opportunity for the

3

individual to be reasses·sed, possibly an opportunity for

4

that individual to tri9ger a review process on his own, but

5

basically a due pr:ocess problem?

'

MR. PANTON:

Yes, it was a due process problem.

7

The other half of that coin was simply what they did, they

8

put him into the Department of Corrections, wher.e he was not

9

being treated also.

You can't house somebody who was --

10

they made the observation that you can't house somebody who

11

is in essence not treatable in

12

in ·a situation where no treatment is being given. ·

u

you can't house a person

Now I might add that ·part of that problem

we.ll,

14

under the ·sex ·o ffender Act as it exists now, at least that

15

problem wi.ll not o"ccur for those people who still unde~go

16

treatment, because in ess·e nce those people· are under an

17

indefinite .c ommitment.
If they are still dangerous and the determination

18
19

is made that they still be treated, they can be re-·e xtended

20

and extended and· extended and extended indefinite l .y .

Z1

is only one that one crack of people that we are talking
about.

So it

Those peop.le who are still dangerous, but not

21

amenable to treatment.

That's where the. crack is, and thosE

24

are the people where I think that this commi tte·e will have

25

to address their efforts at.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

1
Q

Q.ues.tion;

Of the .recent

2

murders in which there has been a great deal of. notariety,

3

has there been an effort to look at ·t he background profiles

4

in each of the accused in each case as to whether or not

5

those 'individuals had been released because they had been

6

deemed not to be ·dangerous at the time they were released?

7

MR. PANTON:

Well, from what I hear·, that was

8

certainly the case in Mr. Frank.

'

to the hospital.

10

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

That of course was going

Other cases as well, has

11

that not been the· case·, tho?gh, the offender suppos.edly had

12

been considered not to be dangerous .in order to be returned

u

to so·ciety?

14
15

MR. PANTON:

Ye.s.

That psychiatric decis.ion was

made, . yes.

us

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

So I point out again that

17

whatever is happening certainly is not providing the

18

info·r rnation that is putting our youngsters in a safe

19

.pos'i tion.

20

MR. PANTON:

21

ASSE~1BLYWOMAN

22

2J

Right.
BERGESON:

And .t his ·e mphasi·zes the

concern many of us are now .very much concerned about.
MR. PANTON:

Yes.

I understand that, and that

24

again, as a number of people have pointed out, is many

25

people don't feel it's a psychiatric problem.
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1

job for psychiatrists to do that, whereas others do.

2

I -- that's a very, very difficult problem in terms of

3

making· that type of. evaluation.

4

And

· As has been pointed out, the state of mental

5

institutions does not reach that yet, where that ·type of

6

prediction can be made with any type of scientific

7

reliability.

8

ASSEMBLYV70MAN BERGESON:

9

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

10

(Applause.)

It

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

IZ

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Panton.

Next we have Mr. James Tucker

of the American Civil Liberties· Union.
MR. TUCKER:

Mr. Chairman, and members, I am Jim

14

Tucker from the American Civil Liberties Union.

My

15

presentation will be freque:t:ltly interrupted by applause •
...v<>

ICS

(Laughter.)

17

MR. TUCKER:

.-~

I think at a time where passions run

18

so high, we confront the need for dispassion.

And the need

19

for discourse at a level where the decibels are not too

20

high becomes very important.

21

in perspective, I think we have to go back to just a couple

12

years ago and talk about .the end of the indeterminate

23

sentence.

24

community and the district attorney's association and groups

25

like ·that that marched us up the hill toward the abolition

To try and put this problem

And it was the part of the law enfo.rcement
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1

of the 'indeterminate sentence.

.z

probl'e ms.

3

the' public was having in te·r ms of its concerns about law

4

and order.

0

5

This was going to .solve our

This was going to impact the difficul.t ies that

Well, that didn't work too. well.

The district

6

attorneys have come back every year with one more revision,

7

one more final revision in the determinate sentencing law.

8
9

Many of us predicted at the time that the
Dete·r minate Sentence Act wa·s enacted that exactly what's

10

happening today would occur.

11

these debates about well, three, five, and s .e ven really

12

isn~t

13

and we have got to .erase those.

14

attorneys' association every year coming in and saying, "Oh

15

gee, we forgot about arson, we

16

molesting, we forgot about robbery, and we for.got· about use

17

of weapons."

18

me that the first premise that we· ought to look at here is

19

if the.re is a problem, if the people behind me 'are truly

20

irate, and they obviously appear to be,· then obvious·ly that

21

ought to be directed more toward those that took the

22

L~gislature

21

det-erminate sentencing, because obviously what happened, the

24

ca.ses. Steve White des·cribe'd was predictable to anybody.

25

People would be getting released from prison.

That is, that we: wo.u ld be in

enough, particularly when rape is three, six, eight,
And we have the district

fo~got

about child

And it goes on and on and on.

So it se'ems to

down· the path towards doing away with :the
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1

public wasn't told that .a t the time, and they were in effect

2

sold a bill of goods.

3

So if there is a passioned outcry, I would hope

4

that a lot of it is directed toward where it rea-lly should

5

be directed, that is towards those who gave the bad advice

6

way back then.

7

Now in terms of what the Legislature has been, I

8

think that that should not be glossed over.

The committee

9

chairman talked about some of the propos.als that had been

10

enacted into the law," many of which had not had the

11

opportunity to come to fruition yet, so it • s premature to

12

say· whether they ·failed or no.t.

U

be looked at carefully.

14

proposals, including mandato·ry sentences, and an effort to

IS

distinguish exactly what Mr. White suggested earlier, to

14

distinguish betwee·n the violent ·a nd the nonviolent child

17

molesting cas.e .

18

statute of limitations, the elimination of the role of

19

psychiatrists as far as testifying on truth and voracity

20

in child molesting cases,· and of course the elimination of

21

amenability as required of the MDSO .

But I think those should

SB 13 contained a number of major

Your own bill, on the extension of the

22

Now to .c ome up and say that none of these things

2J

have worked seems ·to me as· a untenable position. . Most of

24

the.se did not go into effec·t until last year -- beginning

25

of last year, and some of them won't go into effect until
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1

the beg.inning of 1981.

2

the Legislature as unconcerned or indifferent or lacking

3

s ·o mehow in an effort to respond to these probTems· would be

4

inaccurate, and I think many times that's done by people

5

who have other reasons, political reasons for trying to use

6

this ·k ind of issue for some ·other goal other than truly

1

·trying to sol.v e the problem.

8

9

But I think to try .a nd characterize

Now if we look at some of the proposals that 'have
been made, I think you will se·e that none of them o.ther than

10

thos.e dealing with .e ducation .really address the probTems

11

that· we are talking. about.

12

sug.g ested, yet we. already have mandatory sentenc·es· for the

u

violent child mol.e sting crimes, and apparently the proposal

14

.that's being brought up .w ould also

15

other type of offense·."

16

really throwing out the baby with .the bathwater.

·r-1andator.y sentences have been

cov~r

incest and every

So that would have the impact of

11

In terms of trial procedures, that's -already been

18

commented on, and I want to make the point .that I think is

19

obviou·s , if peopl-e will think about it, but .itls obviously

20

also. unpopular, and that is that there ·are a certain number

21

of these ·cases,· and I won l·t

22

there may only be one or two .pe.rcent, in :w hich the child

21

victim is not telling the truth.

24
25

att~empt

to estimate the number,

(Negat.i ve reaction from the audience.)
MR. TUCKER;

I guess I'm a pretty _good predicter.
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1

Thos.e cases have been documented.

Situations in which a

2

child -- and I think if people are looking back on their

3

own childhood, and they are truly reflecting the fact that

4

they never told a lie as a child, then of course I think

5

they are living in a fantasy world.

6

documented cases in which children for one reason or

7

another have made up a story.

8

the unusual case, I'm not ·trying to characterize all child

9

molesting cases as involving that.

Yet there are

Maybe, and I'm sure that's

But particularly when

10

you have situations· in which there is no physi·c al evidence

11

that the crime occurred, the allegation itself is easy to

12

make.

U

year old, a seven year old that gets ang·r y at an adult, a

14

parent, or· other family member or some :acquaintance or even

15

a stranger, and says that person did a certain

16

think that whether the people· behind me accept it or not,

17

I think if you ;try the.s.e cases before a jury, you will find

18

that many jurors have a diff.icult time ·accepting the word of

19

a child in every si~gle case.

20
21

And if you·•·re

talki~g

about a f.ive year old, a six

thi~g,

I

(Negative reaction from the audience.)
MR, TUCKER;

It is right.

And the reason that's

22

right is not because members of the jury are wrong, it's

23

bec.ause they look back over their own experiences and

24

common sense-

25

(Negative reaction fr·om the audience.)
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1
2

MR. TUCKER:

-- that the.r e are times in which a

child cannot be believed.

3

Now the reason that we have some of the kinds of

4

trial protections that we· have is to insure that the kind

5

of. thing that is going on behind me does· not happen when

6

there is a trial.

7

their passions, rather than trying to evaluate evidence

8

dispassionately,

9

the victim has to come to. court whether the char9e· is

That .is that peop1e don 1· t s.ubn'ii t to

And for that system to work of. course,

molest·i~g,

10

murder or rape or child

or any: other charge, and

11

that victim has to be examined' by the atto:rneys and viewed

11

by the juries.

u

and it's

14

seriously .that we abandon that part of our trial procedure.

.T hat's an eS:s·e ntial part of our process,

·shocki~g.

to ine that ·people really want to su9gest

15

In terms -of sentence differentiati.on, I thirik it

16

would be easy for the Legisla:ture, if .people really think

17

it's going to make a di·fference, to

11

seven years to three, six, eight.

19

can do that.

20

proponents of rape

21

that now puts us behind where we were before, and we should

22

inc·rease that three, six, eight to three, seven, nine or

2J

s ·o mething.

cha~ge

three, five,

I think the Legislature

I assume, then, t ·hat those ·people who are the
l~gislation

24

(Applause.)

25

MR . . TUCKEF.:

will come in and say no,

But if the publ.ic seriously believes
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1

that that change of years is going to provide additional

2

protection, then I think the public has been deceived ei the:r

3

by people who have advised them about the need for these

4

cha~ges,

5

a

'

or their own protections.
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

Excuse me, Mr. Tucker.

Assemblyman Harris has a question.
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

Jim, I would like you to focus

8

on something probably more important.

You say -- when you

9

talk about enhancement because you talk about adding a year,

10

talk about adding two years, talk about adding three years.

11

The .idea is to keep dangerous people from recommitting

12

crimes~

13

(Applause. )

14

ASSEMBLYMAN .HARRIS;

I'd rather have you focus

15

your testimony, if you would, on what we can do to make

US

sure that those who are guilty and those who are likely to

17

r.ecommit crimes, or to commit them in the first .place, if

18

we have some way to predict that, can be kept away from

19

th:eir intended victims, or their potential victims.·

20

what we need to talk about.

21

talking about enhancing penalties is the answer, but I

22

we can talk about what we do .to stop a person from

23

moles'ting a child, and I'd like to focus· on ·that.

24

25

MR.

TUCKER~

That's

I mean, I don't think just
thin~

Well, the Legislature last year

ordered and ·has paid for and has now received a study on the
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1

pos.sibility of having a sentencing commission.

2

reason that the·y come· up, I think, with the idea of the

3

sentencing commission is that obviously if you ha·v e a

4

cat~gory

5

rapist·s or child' molesters or armed robbers or people that

c5

just go around assaul t ·ing other peop:le, et cet·e ·ra, that's

7

the: category of people you want to address.

8
9

And the

of people who are dangerous, whether they are

The problem with 'the approach that I think the
district attorneys ha.v e taken us on so far is that one year

10

it focuses on arson, one year it focuses on some- other

11

crime,: and we are in this kind of perpetual

U

rape'· s gone up now, something else has to _go up.

U

armed robbery has to keep pace ·with that.

14

corrutdssion, I think, would be in a position to· look at all

15

of the· circumstances, · perha'p s come back with the.

us

recommendation that we _go to .a n indeterminate sentence. But

17

I think the worst problem of all would be 'this piecemeal

18

approach of saying well, we are going to have indeterminate

19

sentencing for child molesting, and we ·are going to keep

20

everything else· the way it is.

21

to happen on that.

thi~g

of well,
And well,

The ·.sentencing

Well, you know .w hat's _going

That just means every year for however

many crimes there are, if the.re are 50 cr'imes, we have 50
21

years in which each year we add one more crime to that

24

indeterminate structure,

25

commission comes up with some recommendation in the lines oi

Maybe, if the sentencing
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1

2

indeterminate sentencing

~-

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS;

I'm sorry, you're not

3

addressing my question, you know what I mean?

4

don't want to.

5

not what I'm asking.

6

MR. TUCKER:

If you don't want to, just tell me. That's
I hope you don't misunderstand.
We·ll, the answer is that you have to

1

.go to indeterminate sentencing, I assume.

8

you do it?

9

the'r e are simple answers to these problems .... -

How else could

And you know, I mean that's -- the idea that

10

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

11

asking for something simpLe.

12

Maybe you

MR. TUCKER:

I understand that.

I'm not

-- all· you are going to do then, of

13

course, you have a parole board, and the parole board is

14

going to make the same decisions that were discussed for

15

MDVO, that the dec"ision suggested they couldn't make, and

16

maybe the layman can make tho"se decisions more easily, that

17

they don't feel they are burdened by the bac;rg~ge of

18

professionalism.

19

making decisions, and they ·are going to be. criticized, of

20

cour-se, because sooner ·o r later they are goinc;r to let

21

somebody out.

22

robbery, of rap-ists, or .c hild molesters, et ce.tera, somebody

2J

is c;roing to get released, unless we go to a system in which

24

people are incarcerated for life for all offenses.

25

But you are going to ·have parole 'b oards

And whether it's in the category of armed

(Negative response from the audience.)
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ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

1

It seems to :me

2

that obviously we don 1 t want ·that to be the case that

3

everyone is sent to jail for life, but it s .e ems to me that

4

there ought to be some reasonable ways to minimize the risk

5

of letting someone out who may in fact perpetrate a crime.

C5

And like you said, it 1 s not a simple answer, and if you

7

are not prepared to address tha't at ·this time --·
MR. TUCKER:

8

9

11

Well, I ·have addressed it,· and the

answer is you go back to· indeterminate .seritenc.ing.
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

10

And that's what .you wo'u ld

propose ·as a solution?
~iR.

12

TUCKER:

I dont·t think there is a so'l'ution. I

13

think that would be a proposal that would address what you

14

are asking.

15

which a parole· board would then make a decision -as to when

1C5

people would be released.

17

.....

Excuse me.

You go back to an indeterminate sentence in

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

We have limited options.

18

just ~trying - ..... is .that wha.t you would propose on limited

19

options?·

20

what·?

21

Will .you propose ·nothing, or something else, or

MR. TUCKER:

Well·

~-

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS;
23

All right.

That's all right.

I'm not trying to put you on the spot, but I'm asking --

24

25

I'm

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE·;

Assemblywoman

Be~.geson

quest·ion.
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1

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

I have another option to

2

propose to the question to ask as far as impact su9gestion,

3

and that would be to eliminate, or more drastically modify

4

the outpatient program.

5

What would your re·action be to that?

'

MR. TUCKER;

Well, in terms of the MDSO Program,

7

there are two aspects of it.

8

for -- it's probably best addressed to the doctors, because

9

I assume that one function of the outpatient program has,

I mean, I think that in order

10

and there are certain aspects of it, and .it seems to be

11

pretty successful·, is ·that it ·o·ffers some incent.i ve to

12

people to participate in therapy, et cete·ra, with the

u

knowledge that if they are succes·sful, what will happen is

14

they are not going to go back to prison, but they ·a re

15

to have an opportunity to exist in the outside wor.ld.

16

Whether or not that increases the chances ·of successful

17

ther·a py, · I think it is probably best addres·sed to the

18

doctors, but I assume that that opportunity for outpatient

19

treatment enhances· the participation and ·the opportunity

20

for successful treatment, and· there are success.

21

that's what the· statistics that they were talking about

Z2

involve, were the success·e s· in this area.

23

ASSEJ.'\ffiLYWOMAN BERGESON:

goi~g

I mean,

There also were

24

considerable failures, and that's why I wonder if perhaps

25

some modification, or if you suggest perhaps some abatement,
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1

for instance, of the present program.

2

inherent problems.
MR. TUCKER;

3

There seems to be

I think you could def.ini.tely limit

4

the outpatient access of persons who go .through the MDSO

5

program.

c5

One point tha't was touched on earli·e r that I think

7

was not emphasi·zed, was as far as

8

Program, there's another aspect of it, and this is the

'

reason I think the Senate· did not act on Senator Nie!lsfm • s

abolishi~g

the MDSO

10

bi.ll this last· year, and that is that there are .p eople who

11

are

12

doing their- maximum term as they would under the determinate

u

sentencing law·, and then they are

14

on top of that.

15

On the one hand, we have outpatient ·treatment and ·earlier

16

release, and on the other hand we have extended con-f inement

17

beyond the determinate .te·rm.

18

course·, of

19

-. longer than they would .g et if they went to: state prison.

20

And .the- reason in ·balancing all of this, and the reason

21

that I think the- state was he'.s itant to abolish the program

22

w.as because in abolishing it, you theri take 'these .people

2J

who have been extended, and po.tentially they. can be

24

extended for a lifetime, and they are _going to be released.

25

So you kriow, it 1 s a tricky probl'e m.

havi~g

the.ir te·rms extended.

In other words, they are

havi~g

two-year sentences

So that the program _goes in two directions.

keepi~g

And that is the way·, of

these .p eople· for a

lo~ger

period of time,
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2

ASSEMBL~vOMAN

MR. TUCKER:

,

3

CHAIID~J.\N

BERGESON:

Thank you.

Thank you.

McVITTIE:

4

(Applause.)

5

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

Thank you, Mr. Tucker.

Next we have Mr. Irving Prager,

6

who is with the district attorney's office in Ventura

7

Couhty.

8
9

10

Mr.

Pr~ger?

Incidentally, Mr. Prager, we do have

your office's fine brochure which has been adopted for the
record.

11

MR. PRAGER;

12

Nembers of the· committee, my name is Irving Prager

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

13

and I am the Deputy District Attorney representing Mike

14

Bradburry, District Attorney in Ventura County.

15

Sexual Assault Unit in our office, but perhaps even more so

16

what prompted my involvement .in these matt·e rs is my

17

pros.e cution of Theodore Frank.

11

Mr. Frank here.

19

clearly that 'it isn•t that we are concerned about Theodore

20

Frank and the Theodore Frank's in the world.

21

that the Theodore Frank's in the world, luckily, are few

22

in number, although they do exist.

' 23

to

~ee

I head the

And much has been said abou1

I don't think that point has been made

I will admit

The important thing is

how Frank was handled by a criminal justice

system,

24

and to understand that many other people are handling it

25

the same way.

He is a product of our system.
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I

admit that in all fairness.
Theodore Frank started out as a window peeper, as

2

3

an expos.e r, as a so-called harmless molester who went around

4

touching children.

5

~gain,

6

given a brief period of hospitalization, and finally

7

imprisoned.

he was convicted seven times,· and finally he was

8
9
10
11

He wa·s given probation time and time

Then in California, he was given: hos.pitalization
again.

And after two abductions, kidnaps, and serious

mo·lest· i~g

of a
No\'T

lit~le

girl in ·Bakersfield.

he went to Atascadero State Hospital -- I want

12

to again mention· ·t his ·ca·s e, be·c·a use people want to talk

u

about ·Theodore Frank.

14

Theodore Frank in the. context of what Atascadero Hospital

15

does to these people,· and dae·s with these peopl,e .

16

I want ·to talk, of. course,· about

He told me, and they. had records to. prove 'it, that

17

he had molested over 100 .children.

18

he received by going .to Atascadero, because it was close to

19

his home and the· .c·omi'nuni ty reports to patients at

20

Atascadero, he told me 'that. he had done things like stick

21

knives up the vaginas of his victims, and all the things ·--

22

perhaps I won't belabor the ·p oint, but- all the things were

23

pretty gruesome.

24
25

He told me ·at Vacaville

Neverthe.less ,. of course as you have heard, they
released him as a model patient.

A model patient.
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1

person they pointed to saying, "This is the best we can do.'
He was released, as you might know, on the 1229

2
3

Program.

4

Six weeks later, as you know, he murdered Amy Seitz and

5

several other children, as ·has been mentioned here, - he was

6

caught after abducting the Gonzales girl, as you heard

7

earlier today.
After this case, after the

8
9

A progr·am that I submit to you has been a failure.

pros~cution

of

th~

case

I was asked to look at the ·subj.ect of child molestation by

10

Mr. Bradburry, the District Attorney, to determine what's

11

the cause of all ·t his,

12

Why do we have Atascadero who are releasing these people,

13

why do we have courts releasing these people, why do we

14

have probation for people who. do things like this?

15

am trying to find out whose fault,perhaps if you can put it

1t!i

that way, it is.

17

Why do we have people like this?

And I

At first,· I looked at the district attorney. Maybe

18

it's our fault.

19

looked through ·all our 1979 files, and I found out in 1979

2.0

only one person went to prison in Ventura County on a 1979

2. 1

case.

So I

That's a case that started in 1979 and sentence

occurred in 1979.
2J

Maybe we're 'plea bargaining a lot.

Only one· person in the whole county.

fouhd out -~

2.4

ASSF.MBLYl1AN STIRLING:

25

MR. PRAGER:

What ·crime?

For child molestation, excuse me.
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2

3

4

•

Child molestation, exclusively.
CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

Mr~

Pr~ger,

how many cases

involved use of force?
.HR. PRAGER:

A substantial number.

As ·I recall,

5

SB 13 ·wasn 1 t

6

determine the· facto·r of what the number may be' at that time.

7

I don't have the ex·act number on my fingertips right now .

8

How.e .ver, I found out that ·- -

'

JO

JJ

in effect in 1979.

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;'

As I said, I'd like to

Would your Probation Department

be recommending probation unde·r t·hat circ·u mstance?
MR. PRAGER.;

Generally no.

JZ

hit ·or miss.

u

probation officer is wrong.

14

CHAIRMAN McV·I TTIE;

Sometimes yes.

It's

As every prose:c·utor knows, somet'i mes the

So you are saying the're are

IS

probation of'f icers that would r .e c'ommend probation ·even

16

th6ugh force was used on ·t he· ·child?

J7

MR. PRAGER;

Yes, of. course.

Now it's not quite

18

the law if the 'defendant used force, but that's true. That.

19

is very true.

20

There were cases like that.

But I found .o ut ther.e w.as not .o ne single ·case

21

where the district attorney pleaded to the .lenient . sentence

Z2

given to the molester.

23

hear them if you want, you will hear about cases where the

24

district at·t o.rney plea bargains.

25

something.

There might be cases·, and you can

You have .to understand

That in child molestation, usually you have
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1

numerous contacts between the victim and the defendant. We

2

had cases with eight counts, and we have plea bargained

3

down to four counts.

4

sentencing law, it doesn't matter at all.

5

mentioned before previously early this morning, a case we

6

just had in this county, in Ventura County.

7

involving a qreat many child molests by a molester.

8

charged with -- I don't know how many counts, quite a few.

9

And counsel cut it in half as a

10

ba!gain."

11

prison.

And as you know, in the determinate
And in the case

We had a case

(quot.e-unquote)

He was

"plea

Well, a plea bargain allowed for 18 years in
That was our position, that he should go to prison

12

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

u

MR. PRAGER:

14

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

15

MR. PRAGER:

16

It was our position ·it ·should be 18 years.

Wi·th or without good time?

Excuse me?
With or without good time?

Of course with good time.
In

17

fact, i t was the probation officer that said it should be

18

17 years.

19

judge, howe.v er, said, ''I'm going to give probation."

10

that's a typical ·case.

21

-- ·s.L.A.M. in our county. did appear in court, and the judgE

11

decided to .send him in to diagnostic.

13

own statement.

24
25

It came down a little bit off of that.

The
Now

It so happened that the people who

And he retracted his

However, that is not the way -- in my
that's not the way sentencing should go.

It should not be
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1

a question of who appeats in court, and that people have

2

to appear iri court to look down over a judge's ·back.
The truth of the matter of plea

3

bargaini~g,

I

4

think, is that in fact district attorneys always, as defense

5

attorneys do, look at the· case and say, "What is this case

6

wor.th?"

7

his

8

people, what's he _goi~g to _.g et?

9

then offer .something higher than that, which might be

That· means one 'thing, and one thing· only:

ju~gment

for?

We know he's been

killi~g

What is

a·ll these

The 'district at-t orney will

10

·ca·lled a plea bargain, and the judge wi.ll give s ·o mething

11

much lower than that.

12

By the way, it's very important to understand the

U

child molestatimi cases in the interest of. the victim.

14

that in fact in

15

now where victims are in -a ment-al hospital because of what

16

happened to them.

17

into. considerati.on.

18

would be 'statewide, for the most part, not .one case .in

19

Ventura County exists where we agreed to the .lenient

.zo

sent·ence tha·t was ultimately imposed.

.Z1

·bargaining had no effec.t .:

.z.z

ca~ses

And

whe·n victims· -- we have cases right

And so· very often we have to .take that
But not .o ne case, .and I think .this

In other words, plea

So then I lo·oked to the courts.

I looked .at the

.ZJ

courts, and .we found out tha·t ·as I have indicated earlier,

.Z4

only one :child molest-er we·n t to prison.

.Z5

asked the Bureau of cr·iminal Statistics how many went to

Only one.
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I

prison during all of 197 9, they stated 58.

How.e ver, that

.Z

finding is somewhat misleading, because they are quite

3

unreported, while the findings show trends.
Not all cases are reported for various reasons, so

4

5

the true number is closer to 100.

But we have close to

6

3,000 arrests in Ventura County alone.

And is that enough

7

when only one molester g.o es to prison?

What the Bureau of

8

Criminal Statistics reports is at least 85 percent of

9

convicted child molesters do not ·go to prison. . At least

10

85 percent.

Now you can jimmy· around with figures a lot of

11

ways.

12

cases. end in dispositions :o n other charges.

13

the matter is that .t he Bureau of Criminal Statistics

14

figures show, and we went around the· court he·re, the truth

15

of the matter is at least 85 -percent· do not go to prison.

The truth :o f the matter. is that many child molest
The truth of

We have been trying to address the prob.l'em what do

ICS

17

you do with the dangerous offenders?

18

early release· of the offender?

What do you do about

What about .t he first question, what .do we do about

19

20

the offender in the fir.st place?

Should we put him in

21

somewhere; we. then get to the question of whe·n he should be

22

released.

2J

prison, that's a problem.

24

One hundred is not enough .to protect society in my judgment

25

and I think in everybody's judgment.

If in f.act .only some 100 child molesters went to
Not enough are go.ing to prison.
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ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

1

You said 100 is

2

not enough.

3

number on the number of people that should go to .jail?

4

there 500 child molesters, and only 100. of them are going

5

to "jail.

6
7

9

I don't know how you -- how do you put a
Are

What are you saying'?
MR. PRAGER:

The evidence of how· many child

molesters there are in this state are all I figured --

8

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:
eno~gh,

10

But you said 100 is not

and I 'm trying to _get .that c·o mpared to what?
MR. PRAGER:

we·ll, "if you can be-ar with me, we are

11

going to get to Legislation to what child moleste·rs should

12

go .t o prison, and on what ci:rc·u mstances •·

u

If you want to know what particular n·u mber is

14

enough, of course 'there •·s no magic number, because no

15

record can come up- with exactly or preci.sely 49.6, or 500

16

should go to prison, because it wouldn't make sense.

17

to be based on the· incidents of the crime itsel.f.

18

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

19

ASSEMBLYMAN ST-I RLING:

20
1

Excuse me.

Excuse me· -·May I ·say- -- did you say

100 .statewide that year?

21
22

It has

MR. PRAGER:

In Ventura .in 1979, appr-o ximately.

The. Bureau of· Cr'iminal Statistics --

23

ASSEMBLYMAN SriRLING:

All the counties, Superior

24

Courts. of" all counties in the state, :1 00 .w ere sentenced to

25

prison?
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1

MR. PRAGER:

Approximately.

2

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

3

MR. PRAGER:

In what year?

Four in 1978, I should add.

1979.

4

During 1980, I don't know the figure.

5

ASSE1-1BLYMAN HARRIS:

Do you know how many charges

6

there were?

In other words, how many people were initially

7

charged with child moles·tation that resulted in 100 people

8

going to jail?
MR. PRAGER;

9

We·ll, the Burea·u of Criminal Statistics

10

reports 12 ·-- roughly 1200 arrests, as I recall.

1I

almost 50 percent· unreported.

12

arrests.

u
14

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

There were

So you might figure 2400

So you are saying 1 out of 24

actually resulted in conviction?

15

MR. PRAGER:

Yes.

Prison time, that's· corr.ect.

16

Now a somewhat higher number went to Atascadero

17

State Hospital, but ·the average stay there is approximately

18

18 months·, as I understand, at Atascadero.

19

whether tha·t' s an inadequate answer to the problem.

20

And one wonders

There wa·s a statement made here previously that

11

well, as far as doing something about the problem, it's

22

dangerous to jump in too fast.

23

view .that the fact the Legislature has jumped in too fast

24

on the other side previously, maybe not too fast, but they

25

have jumped in alrea:dy, and there was a situation which I

I want to point out our
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1

think we all recognize now as unworkable.

2

jumped in was to make several conclusions. ·

3

conclusions,- as you have :heard throughout the day here,

4

es.s entially they are unrebutted,

5

child molestation is an illnes.s.

6

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

7

MR. PRAGER:

The way they
These

The conc.lusions are first:

Is what?

Is an illne·ss.

Is a sicknes.s.

8

something we should look at as a sicknes:s.

9

at it as a sickness.

It's

And :we 'do look

In our statutes, it' you read 6250 of

10

the Welfare and Inst·itutions· Code, it ·says precisely that

11

it says mental! disordered sex offenders. are sick. persons,

12

not a criminal.

u
14

I submit to you the·y should be treated as
criminals.

15

(Applause·. )

16

MR. PRAGER:

We assume, when we jumped in too fast,

17 .

not .o nly that there was·· an illness here,

18

t ·han what causes other' ·cr'i mes, but that there is a cure for

19

the illnes.s.

20

heard anybody tell you here there is a cure for this

21

illness?

22

·say you won't.

23

tr.uth of .the matt·er is that everybody appearing before you,

24

there is no cure for· this illne·s.s •·

25

te:lls us that there is no cure for this illnes·s •· .The fact

s·omethi~g

And that was our second mistake.

You haven 1 t.

dif.ferent

Have you

And I don't thi'nk• -- I shouldn't

I hope some day you will hear it.

The

And everything you hear
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1

of the matter appears, from everything that. appears before

2

you, that you ·can't cure this illness that ·causes ·child

3

molestation.
I want to say again that if there is no .c ure for

4

5

mental illness, then the· question really arises, why child

6

rnol.estation if it is treated, gets less time in jail than

1

other crimes?
If you were to ask some of the psychiatrists what

8
9

if we had an MDSO off of. shoplifters, they would tell you

10

we do much better than child molester's.

11

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

12

MR. PRAGER:

They did' much better?

Much better than the child molesters,

13

because we can treat them.

14

perhaps.

15

treat a burglar.

16

effectively to change their lifestyle,· change hi.s or her

17

sexual preference.

We can treat an embe.z Z-ler, perhaps.
~V'e

cannot treat a pedophiLe.

Maybe we can
Not

I think he should be treated as a criminal. Simply

18
19

as a crime.

20

two .reasons for it.

21

because it's not an illnes.s.

22

crime.

21

We can treat a shoplifter,

He should be criminally accountable.

There's

Not :only because there isn't a cure,
But because it's a serious

You have heard of testimony here, I woh't repeat

24

it, as to the great .e ffec·ts of child molestation.

25

effects are highly impressed on the victim,- and for the
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1

victim's parents.

But when you really think .a bout the

2

digres·sion of the child

3

observation, that once someone molests a child, that

4

chances are very _great of becoming a moles.ter himself, or

5

if it's a woman, becoming a child abuser.

.moles~ters

that is inherent in the
child'~

Then you consider tha·t we are in fact as many

6
7

psychiatrists as well as patients in the· count,r y right now,

8

and it's _ going to get worse until we address the central

9

question, whether we want to· treat child molestation simply

10

as a crime.

I think we should.

You know, the 'L egislature passed .all

II

alo~g,

which

IZ

peop:le were ·cynical and saying, indicates. perhaps ·lack of

U

concern with children,' although I know .t hat's not true, of

14

course.

15

that say that bll!glary, residential burglary under certain

16

circumstances,

17

regard our television sets being worth mor.e than our

18

children. '

19

mo.l .e station doesn' :t.

ZO

kidnapping for purpo.se of a robbery, life ·in prison.

Zl

.is it that kidnapping for the purpose of either rape of

zz

child mole·station, the .penalty is only probation, or three,

Z3

five~

Z4

upon what· happened? .

Z5

They have passed laws just recently, · passed laws

mit~gate

the prisoner.

That perhaps we

Tha·t in ·fact burglary ·l eads to prison, but child
Ne. have pas.sed a law .that says
Why

or seven years, or perhaps in the ho.spi tal, depending

There .is no .such crime as kidnapping for the
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1

purpose of child molestation or rape, but the observation

2

is obvious that the crime of child molestation is at least

3

as serious as robber.y.

4

abducting our children and demanding all of our money, we

5

would rather give up all our money than have the .person who

6

abducted the chi.ld molest the child.

7

there is an abduction for the· purpose of ext·o rtion.

8

past laws, I don't know if it's intentional, that say that

9

ifyou create-- if you inflict on your victim.great bodily

All of us agree that if somebody is

10

injury, in serious crimes

11

list serious crimes.

12

burglary.

·it~

Think of the law when

s mandatory firs.t ·.

t-li th

And they

Included in .t hese serious ·crimes is

Where is child molestation?'
Right now, if you -- if a chi.ld molest·er takes a

13
14

child and inflicts· great bodily injury on that ·child,

15

probation is available· as occurs in 85 percent of the cases

16

we see in great bodily injury. cases·.

17

isn't.

18

Is that right?

It

I submit it to you.
We've said if you use a firearm in a se·rious crime

19

mandatory prison.

We listed crimes again.

10

see any child molestation.

Nowhere do we

We've said that if you have se·rious pr.ior of.fenses

21

U

it's mandatory prison.

And prior of.fenses were listed.

23

Where is child moles.tation?

24

course.

25

molestation.

It's not there.

Rape is of

Burglary is a serious prior felony, but not child
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1

We have passed a very commendable law, in my

2

opinion, a law which relates in essence to. especially

3

vulnerable victims.

4

if you are a needy person, a disabl.e d person, a blind

5

person, a

6

injury on them, you go to prison for a very long time.

1

.Where does it say for a child if somebody inflicts great

8

bodily injury, you go to prison?

9

isn ' ·t vulnerable, perhaps. even more vulnerable.

parapl~gic,

if someone inflicts great bodily

The·re •·s no child who

We have done this, and I suggest that it's time to

10

11

cha~ge

12

to pass·ion. ·

it.

Let •·s not j ·ump· in
Thi's is

~ too

.fast.

It's. not

respondin~

l~g.ic.

We have ·passed laws. strengthening the penal ties fOJ

13
14

rape.

15

thr.e e, five, seven.

· ICS

We passed a law that· says particularly

Rape is three, six, ·e ight.

Child molestation is

We have heard that five or six times

today, but that isn' ·t reality.

Reality is that rape, or

17

forceable rape, which is 99 per.cent of all rapes, is

18

mandato·ry prison for three·, six, or eight.

19

goes to prison ·four times as often ·as a child molester,

20

according to the Bureau of cr·iminal Stati·stics.

Now a rapist

Child molestation penalties are :not three·, five,

21

22

seven.

2J

2'88 in the Penal Code, except of co·urse· for the .forceable

24

ty.pes ·that we have discus·sed already, is either probation,

25

which substanti·ally the majority get; state hospital, which

The penalty for child molestation in this state,
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I

a large number get; or perhaps prison for three, five, or

2

seven.

3

three, five, seven.

And even then, let 1 s be candid.

4

Rape and larceny·:

It 1 s twa-.thirds of

mandatory pris.o n.

Very serious

5

of.fenses.

6

crime in the Penal Co.de.

7

serious.

8

one place where the statutes say that prison is mandatory in

9

child molestation offenses. ·

What about child molestation?.
And .w hy is it?

There 1 s no s.uch
It is just as

We take it to be. just as serious.

But there is

That's 288 (:b) in the Penal Code.

10

There it is mentioned if the child molestation if forceable,

11

violent, et cetera, and agains·t the will of the ·victim,

12

prison is· mandato·r .y .

What it really ·say·s then, is that a

IJ

child should resist.

Why do we ask ourselves that?

14

it important for a child to struggle?

15

that the child should have to fight hack?

Why is

Why is it important

We have recently had a couple ·of cases in our

16
17

county where a child wa·s trying to get away as much as he

18

could, the mo.les.t er was _ grabbing his pants, pulling· them

19

off.

20

that's not for.ce.

21

apply laws to the strict .sentence in the sense that perhaps

22

it is not the most harsh on the defendant.

23

concept in most child molestation cases that should exist.

24

A child obeys adults.

25

they fight, they are .defenseless.

The child was trying to get away, and the judge said
The ·courts· are understandably

tryi~g

to

The force is a

They are taught to obey adults.

If

Why should they fight?
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1

They don't know precisely what's happening to them, why

2

should it be against their will?

3

get child molest cases of this sort.

4

perhaps 18 -- child molest victims, perhaps 18 months.

5

Technically, the district attorney has to prove that it was

6

against the will of the victim.

7

attorney has to prove a lack of consent.

a
9

Technically, and we do
The child molester,

Technically, the district

There is nowhere in the Penal Code, incidentally,
that says anything except in the statutory rape category abou

10

a child's inability to consent.

I had that problem, just

11

as a sidelight, in Theadore Frank, the jury came back and

12

asked a question, and we almost lost a case over

13

victim '·s dead.

14

she did not consent to going with Theodore Frank ,

She was two years old.

that ~

The

I had to prove that

15

ASSEr>iBLYMAN ST RLING:

On that count?

16

MR. PRAGER:

17

Luckily, the judge was a courageous man.

Yes.
The law

18

does not say, nor the jury instructions, that a child is

19

capable of consenting under a certain age.

20

It

21

22

shou~d

It's irrelevant.

be irrelevant in a certain age.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

On which count was that,

that the jury asked the questions on?

23

MR. PRAGER:

On the kidnapping count.

24

MR. ULLMAN:

Are· you gaying that the 288, the

25
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1

district attorney has to prove .c onsent?

2

MR. PRAGER:

For 288 (b).

3

MR. ULIJ.fAN:

No.

The mandato·ry

I'm talking about the child

4

mo.lest, lews and lascivious acts on a child.

5

understanding that the consent is relevant to that.

6
7
8
9
10

MR. PRAGER:

It's my

We're discussing 288 (b) , for.ceable

child molestation.
MR. ULLMAN:
Frank's case.

No.

You're talking about Theodore

He wasn't charged with 288(b), because that

law wasn't in effect at ·the 'time.

11

For 288 ·is consent an issue?

12

MR. PRAGER:

There's 288(a) and 288 (b) •

u

MR. ULLMAN'

For .288 (a) •

14

MR. PRAGER: . 288· (a) defines general child

15

molestation, and· one has a prison reference.

H5

mandatory prison of.fense

288 (b) is

17

MR. ULLMAN:

288· (a), is consent an issue?

18

MR. PRAGER;

N.o.

19

10

Lewd and ·lascivious ·a cts against

a child is -MR. UL'IJ1AN:

Okay. ·

The difference between 288 (.a)

11

and. 288 (b) is one court has the discretion on sentenc·ing,

22

or other alternatives .•

2J

MR. PRAGER:

That' s cor.r·e ct.

But what we are

24

talking about he.re is the problem where we talked about

15

force of the child.

Now we can do two things about it. The
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1

Legislature can do two things.

2

meaningful realistic definition of force that would apply tc

3

a child's world.

4

why does that matte·r?

5

child suffers in violence?

6

child' -- if you can't prove beyond a reasonable· doubt it wa!:

7

against the will of a child?

8

young age, what does it matt·e r?

9

shouldn't matter at all.

10

They can try to have a more

But perhaps with the Legislature to say
Why does it re-ally matter if the
Why does' it really matter if the

If a child is of a particular y
The harm is the same.

It

What we are doing in that statute

is applying adult terms to ~child's world.
I think that .under a certain age, we need to have

11

and this is a

s~gqesti.on

here, a . proposal here,

12

a way

U

.under a certain age the ·child should not be· req.ui.red for

14

the. prosecutors to prove

15

.c .onsent.

.the~

.child's testimony for lack of

16

I'd like to talk .about recidivism, because a lot

17

of. people have talked about Atascadero State Hos.p i tal ·has

18

their physicians.

19

Our proposal, according to .o ur figures, we si:de with

20

l-t::'. Guthman,

21

'Office, Atascadero' s recidivism rate 'is. 55 percent.

22

shouldn't really· matter.

We have .ours.

who' I know from L.A. County District Attorney's

23

ASSEMB-LYMAN STIRLING;

24

MR. PRAG·E R:

25

We have sided with them.

It

OVer what period of time?

·Based on their

ow~

findings.

own studies, '73 to '79, 'I think it was.
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I

It shouldn't really

matt~er,

because the recidivism

2

rate is .only one"""thir.d.

3

third is out here moles.t ing- many children.

4

something very important here.

5

about the. criminal justice system understands that .for

6

every. conviction of any type of crimes, there are many

7

arrests.

8

that in that area of child molestation are many offenses.

9

We would still be say.ing that .o neAnd there's

Anyone who knows anything

And for any felony conviction particularly, and

Atascadero State. Hospital and other people only

10

we.nt to convictions·.

11

conviction.

12

over 100' children.

13

could· also it somethi~g li·k e· another status crime.

14

say that there ·are convictions, under the influence of

15

narcotics.

16

the amount of times that 'the five ~guys who were r .e c.onvicted

17

we. would see a high rec'idi vism rate.

18

because a usual addict., because of the convicti:ons he has,

19

uses narcotics only two or three times, when we know he's

20

an addict, and he used it every day.

21

have heard is a person whb has this status, this lifelong

u

status, this lust .for children, has this lust every day.

2J

I don't know. how many times he's committed this offense.

24

None of us do.

25

It takes· sometimes years to get a

Theodore .F rank has a few.

But he's· molest·e d

It w:ould be rational· to do this, if we
Let's

If we ·came up with ·r ecidivism figures based on

It's absurd to .say

A pedophile,' as you

Recidivism is based on. long-te·rm studies

and based on the pedophile's own admissions to the
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1

authorities, · and how many children he's molested would

2

indicate that :the· r:ecidivisrn rate is perhaps· 25 percent for

3

some of these people, bas.e d just on convictions,

4

You will never really know, because this is one of the most

5

hidden of all offenses.
We talk about the child molester, and we still

6

...

\fuo knows:

7

treat him as if he's ·ill, and we still treat him as if

8

there's a cure.

9

mandato·ry prison. for· many child molesters, but if you can

10

al·i gn to something like 'dise-ase, somethi~g like smallpox,

11

you can say that ·first we treat smallpox· befor.e we 'treat

12

the rest of his life.

U

doing.

14

person permanently convicted, who has indicated a constant

15

proclivity to attack children, doesn't have a dise-ase in

16

reality, but· has the same type of problem which he 'should

17

never be around children again.

18

Legislati·on.

19

fit the· crime.

20

should be serious.

21

It might sound draconian to su9gest

The·n he • s innocent of any wrong
r

If society can do that, it would appear tha't the

That's the basis of our

The crime is serious, the· punshiment ·should
If the crime is serious, the ·p unishment

I invite· you to look at the district atto·rney' s
proposed

cha~ges·

·o f the law which is in this document.

You

2J

will see that these .proposals are not, in my· opinion, very

24

stringent.

25

do they make it easier to convict the· child molester.

They are not passionate as mentioned here, nor
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I am not sure whether we even got into that subject with

2

'

these witnesses·.

3

and the experience of most pros.e cutors, is simply not true,

4

that· children make up these· stories.

5

and even if the public

6

I was just telling you as a matter of interest, in the

7

Frank case, I happened to have 200 prospective juror.s.

8

asked what do you think about a child's ability to .t ell the

9.

truth, or to make up stories?

But I should respond with my experience

believe~

It's simply not true,

that, as a matter of fact,

(I had other of.fenses with

10

other children who were testifying·.)

11

them said that we· think the children are more likely to

12

tell the truth than adults.

13

(Applaus.e. )

14

MR. PRAGER;

I

Every single one of

Every single one of them.

There was some discussion of

15

experience here, and we all know about children making JlP

1a

things, and it's true.

17

to see who took .t he cookies out of the cookie jar, my kids

18

might not own up to it.

19

he says that -- he wouldn't say it in these words

20

man down the street made me orally copulate him, of course

21

he wouldn't say that, but I'd believe him.

22

if he went through several months ·o f interrogati.o n, which

23

the criminal justice system exacts from witnesses, and

24

stuck to his sto·ry, it's credible to. me that anyone who

25

believes that ·this is just something· that somebody made up,

When I get home tonight and I want

But if my. child .comes' up to me .and

Because then,
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1

and a figment of his imagination, this is credibl.e .

2

isn't just continuity with experience at al.l.

3

•
.....

We propose various legislation reforms.

That

\~e

do

4

prop.o.se that the offense of. child molestation be_ increased

5

to .the maximum rate, _ three,· S·ix, or eight years.

'

mandatory in many more. cases than we- get to .that· - We do

But

7

propos.e that the ·habitual ·o ffender should be locked up for

8

life without possibility of parole.

9

his :third conviction or se·c ond series of, convictions· -- we

10

11

12

That is a person on

are ·about· to. mention tha·t . .goes: on right now -(Applause.)
~m.

PRAGER;

t'Je propose, and we. read ·from the

u

district a tt·o rney. 1 s subnii tte.d proposal the last two

14

30 and 31, that mandatory prison exists for thr.e e ,. six, or

15

eight years.

1C5

have in 288(b), which is so hard to prove, and which is so

17

unrealistic, but where :the :defendant has· molested more than

18

one victim.

19

molestation, or. any :sex ·o ffense, for that· matter.

20

his :injury, with his kidnapping, with his use· of a we·a pon,

21

and where he ·oc:c upies a position of special trust.

22

that means anyone who molest-e d a child who is ·in a position

23

of .special trus·t .and relationship to him, this. crime should

24

be treated much mor.e. seriou·s ly and· be mandatory prison.

25

Sp-e cial trust would be· any youth groups that pedophiles are

p~ges,

Not .o nly for the -forceable of.f.ense that we

Where he 1 s. had a previous ·c onviction for child
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1

active in for these offenses.

2

youth counselor, .teachers, and we have many cases ·involving

3

that, unfortunately.

4

\l]e have cases where fos.ter parents reque-st to ·have a child

5

just to molest him.

Close friend, doctors, fost·er parents

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:
7

Mr. Prager, excuse me.

.Assemblyman Sterling ·has a question.
ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

8
9

Premeditated offense, any

Nell, the .ques.tion was

raised somewhat earlier, and I'll get to .that.

But the lasi

10

point· you made was certain categories of peop.le who have

11

clos.e contact with children, from a constitutional stand-

12

point, is there a problem of equal pro.tection from those

13

cases?·
MR. PRAGER:

14

I don't think so.

I think that the

15

hallmark of good legis·lation 1should be directed to the .

16

following two .questions:

17

and two, how likely is the :offender to .repeat?

18
19

One, how ·serious is the .c rime,

ASSEMBLYMAN .STIRLING:
Courts also consider?
MR. PRAGER;

10

Is that wha't the Appellate

The criteria?

r:

certainly can't spe-ak· for the

21

Appellate Courts, but I think we should think about what

22

the. Appellate Cour.t is saying and what the Legislature is

13

saying.

14

so .serious that it deserves the same cover as murder.

15

in certain other types of crimes, the incidents ·o f

This is the same :thing as murder,

.T his thing is
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1

repetition is so bad that· we have to do something about it

2

and make the penalties more stringent.

3

The ·q ues'tion here on special trust is whether or
I submit to· you that it is

4

not it's parti.cularly s·erious. ·

5

·par·t icularly seriou·s where a te.acher. who we entrust our

6

children, who molests a child.

1

leader who molests a child under similar circumstances, is

8

clearly a special violation, a violation of that trust. And

9

also a doctor or foster parent.

10

special trust.

11

appropriate.

I submit that the B_o y Scout

They all -have violated a

And I think 'that· mandatory prison would be

12

{Applause. )

u

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Along that line, recently

14

in Orange County there was a member of a Big Brothers group

15

that got into difficulty mo:lesting a child.

HS

are familiar with .that ·case.

11

or· a method by which ~se:X could be made to determine· in

18

those case where 'there would be that proximity among young

19

.p eo.p.le, is it possible to make checks?

20

MR. PRAGER:

21

think there is.

22

interesting· question.

Yes.

And maybe you

Is there a constituti:onal way

I was . about to ment·ion that. I

Other people think there isn't.
I .d on'-t see that it's

frp.med in a way in special

l~gislation

wro~g

sayi~g

It's an
if it's

that all

24

g.roups of people who .deal with childr.en traditionally shall

25

require of anyone who applies for that position that they
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1

waive their right to privacy as to any sex offenses they

2

have be.e n convicted o.f.

3

(Applaus.e .)

4

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING: Irving, on that point, I'm

5

pretty cons·e rvative.

6

that of the large number of people in all the various

7

cat~gories

8

teachers to custodians at scho'o l, and so· many other groups,

9

that there is a significant number who will do this?

But does that not basically presume

that deal with children, from Big Brothers to

Is it

10

not presuming that?

11

each person, you •· re ·basically pres·uming that there are a

12

large number· of moleste·rs ,- and do we have that kind of

13

evidence?

14

statistic which reveals that .c hild molesters of tho.se kinds

15

of professions· or .r elationships, that there are a

16

significant number of molester.s there?

17

that say that?

18

question is:

19

percentage to make that kind of thing appropriate in our

10

system of gover·nment where everybody is presumed to be

21

capable of doing that, therefore, we should run che'cks on

22

everybody that· does this.

23
24

25

But if you're going to :run a check on

In other words, is there ·any way, is there any

Do you have cases

I know there are., I know there .are.

The

Can· you relate the·m to a certain number of

MR, PRAGER :

They could be doing .them, if a study

was practical.
I want to mention one thing.

The psychiatrists
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1

at all times, any of these psychiatrists will agr.ee that

2

the true pedophile will seek out a ·t ype of. employment

3

occupation or livelihood that will put them in contact with
\

4

a lar.ge number of children.

5

.and I thought at one time of course when this ·happens, it

6

reache.s the public eye in such a bizarre manner·, of such a

7

dramatic manner that perhaps people think more of it then

8

really exists.

9

Now I know :What you're saying,

I happen to have reviewed about 25 files with that

10

in mind.

11

files in 22 months.

12

found out that. there were at .least· two. cases. of teachers,

13

strictly public school· teache'r's; that there was at least

14

tw.o. cases· of religious leaders; and I f ·o und out that there

15

was· one case of the man who ran a school for wayward girls;

16

there was a Big Brother case;' there was a Little League

17

coach case.

18

I was really surprised to find out.

19

of every 25: child mo.lest ·cases ends up like that.

10

more study to det'e 'rmine how. common that is. ·

11

I c·o ul:d nlt tell y.o u in all hones·t y.

This of. course· not· a . good study.

Twenty-five

I was surprised, frankly surprised. I

I think there 'must· have been 7 out of .25.

And

That doesn't mean 7 out
It needs

By the way,

22

I would like to mention :that each ·of those .c ases ·received

23

st·raight probation.

24

A lot needs to be done, not .o nly to .see that the

15

child molester .goes to prison so he can be kept away from
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1

our children, but also a lot of discussion needs to. be done

2

to see that he is not released early, inappropriat·ely.

3

appears to me, crystal clear· from all sides tha.t ·have

4

testified here, that no one really knows how to predict

5

dangerousnes.s.

It

The psychiatric profes'sion can't adequately predict

6

7

dangerousness.

Therefore, why do we leave them with the

8

res'p onsibili ty of telling us when someone should be

9

rel.eased?

It' s ·incredibl.e ."

They should no longer, in my

10

judgment and our judgment, have the power to release any

11

criminals.

12

means, that the ·prison term is imposed.

13

soc.iety would not be doing the right thing if they totally

14

abolished all treatment systems.

15

because some day perhaps we· c.ould find a cure.

16

per~aps

17

They should be . given the ability, with their
How.e ver, I think

That would be wr.ong·,
Some day

we could find a method of treatment.
Atascadero State Hospital, in my judgment,. and

18

there are those who would disagree, should exis.t·.

19

exist for treatment.

20

child molester, and he should be allowed to _go .there.

21

if he is convicted since ·p rison, he would have to finish

22

his prison term.

2J

and 18 months, which is unusual, the staff there says, "You

24

are cured.

25

prognostication that it should be ignored.

11

It shoulc

It should exist for the convicted
But

If he stays at Atascadero .for two years

In our judgment,. that's such a risky
We should then
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1

say, as society, "Now .you will do your criminal sentence,

2

your prison sen·te:nce."

3

you ha.ve to se·rve your sentence.

4

outpatient treatment

5

be :an avenue ·o f ·early re.lease.

'

released, perhaps often a parole term, · an outpatient

0

7

program

8

properly.

9

m~ght

Say it 1 s 15· years, whatever it is,

pr~gram

And that ·if any kind of

was kept, then it should not
But after the molester is

be appropriate at· that time if it were done

By the 'way, the· .psychiatrists involved, I think

10

wi·ll all tell you, t ·hat ·th:ey have no way of really knowing

11

what .a molester will do when he ·is on the outpa-tient

12

program.

13

probation. ·

14

possibly conduct the st-r.ict supervision on what things occuz.

15

It needs to be very str.ict supervision, then on
Off.icers, parole officer.s of a sort, they can 1 t

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING;

May I inquire,

Irvi~g.

Tolhat

16

abo:ut the ·situation whe·r e :we :leave that. concept that the

17

individual in this ca·t ego·ry can .b e 'treated and we got to

18

purely legislation.

19

the end of that, whe·r e the· case·s we ·w er.e ·talking about

20

before you test·ified, tho.s.e cases where the · individual

2-1

we •·re no longer talking about treatment- bas.ically, bU:t we 1 rE

22

talking about serving the prison term, finishing the prison

2J

t ·erm, he is now

24

rec'ommend there?

25

bei~g

MR. PRAGER:

The·y 90 to· prison.

What ·happens at

released on the .streets.

What do you

That 1 ·s ·one of the most difficult
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1

probl·e ms that have been proposed today.

2

discussion about being still

3

to ask the psychiatrist if he's dangerous.

4

question is how do we. determine that?

5

about violent offender extension terms, we have talked

6

about indeterminate sentencing.

7

But there was a lot of truth said by Cap Thompson, when he

8

testified that what do we .d o with .t he robber or rapist or

9

the burglar?

da~ger.ous,

There ha.s been
but

~gain,

you have

And the

Therets been talk

I .t' s a diff.icul t problem.

Bec.au..se society, because of the ·nature of our

10

system, sees that· in this particular question. ·

11

agree with him.

12

society says we know· a person's

13

going to reoffend, and still we are going to release this

14

person.

15

I don't know the answer.

HS

I would

I think that there's something wrong when
da~gerous,

That has to be changed.

we know he's

It's a difficult problem.

I'd like to mention that although I've .talked

17

about .legislation tha·t .needs to be, in my opinion, enacted

18

to .see that moles.t ers -are 'first incarcer.ated, and se·cond

19

not released too early, a lot of -- perhaps there should be

20

more talk on several othe·r areas.

21

ver.y briefly.

22

Now I' 11 touch 'them

Along with this, there should be a modest, honest
But not prior to

l~gislation.

23

study of. child molestation.

24

I'm talking about af:ter. st·r.ict .legislati.o n, which would

25

help us answer the questions that can't be answered here.
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1

What causes pedophilia?

2

treat it?

3

answers from ever.y body, that we need to know the ·answers.

4

What can we do about· it?

Nhen· can we treat it?

Can you

There would be different

And if you renie:r.iber the answers with .people coming

0
5

up here and saying well, we think we can treat ·them

6

properly, ·and other p.eop·le saying no, we· ·can't.

7

how it should be .done.

8

concept of treatment.

'

study as closely as possibl.e.

10

That isn't

We should never . give up on the
We ·should always try to s .e e but

I should' mention to· you that if .our
l~gislati.on,

s~ggestions

11

were ·enacted into·

12

Atascadero State. .Hospi ta·l as patients would no longer be

13

tr.yi~g

14

an honest ·basis, they would say,

15

the pe.ople who are at

to talk their way out .e arly.

11

If they are .there on

I know I ·can·t·t ·talk to you,

16

Mr. Psychiatrist, on an early release.

17

I am here for

18

talk to .you hones'tly, bec·ause I know ·

19

you can'· t do

·trea~tment,

anythi~g

and I want to

for me. "

20

I have talked to many Atascadero patients, and I have never

21

talked to· a single· one who .denies that the syst·em at

22

Atascadero is just a cont.inuing· game where they ·try to say

2J

that they think the

24

the psychiatrist 'has· the power .to release them earl.y.

25

I think that psychiatrists ·- - there are ·very few

ps.ychiat~ist

wants to .get him, because
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1

psychiatrists ·on the staff.

2

techs are the majority of

3

th~

There are s.o cial workers and
staff.

There should also be thought of legislation in

4

another area, very important.

5

place of strict legislation against molesters.

6

should be something more done for the victim.

7

have a Victim of Violent Crimes Act, and I believe it

8

applies primarily to physical injuries that require

9

hospitalization.

10

11

This shouldn't take the
There
You know, we

Where the state can pay ·for those injuries

of the victim. ·
I don't believe it applies, and I will be

12

cor.rected if I'm wrong, to the long-term psychological

13

injuries that are the result of child molestation·.

14

think that .legislation should be pas.sed so that the state

15

can help treat the. child molest· victim.

16

{Applause·. )

17

MR. PRAGER:

And I

And although I'll agree with .the

18

.g entleman from the ·c alifornia Attorneys· for cr·imina·l

19

Justice, no law should be passed which of course· is

20

unconsti tutiona·l, or wo.uld make it necessarily easy to

21

convict a· rnoles·ter easier than any other criminal.

U

Ne.v.ei.thele·s·s, the victim is treated very shabbily in court,

2J

not intentionally, it's just because the. victim is a child,

24

and it's a very difficult situation and embarassing.

25

think there should be

I

some thought to legislation· which would
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1

he-lp protect the victim in court.

2

that could see to the victim's

3

that could somehow avoid the- very serious trawnatic effect

4

that ·the court process itself ·has on t;he-. victim.

5

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS ·:

C5

MR. PRAGER:

The vict'im' s advocate

·r~ghts.

Some legislation

Such as?

Very difficult· to ·say.

.The program

7

I believe in Seattle,· Mr. Harris, where they have

8

m~ght

9

call them.

be called Victim Advocates.

they

I don:' t know 'what they

The court· appoints· someone to look out for the

10

interest :o f the victim.

11

walk in court with .the victim, to. counsel and aid the

12

victim, to help the victim when it looks· like the 'v ictim is

u

ready to crack, or is affected by the trial.

14

interfere with .the. cour·t pr.ocess, but to try to make it

15

easier on the v.ictim.

16

time of the interview with the police and the pros.e·cution

17

to t ·ry to see that that v.ictim is ·treated as . gently and as

18

sens-i tively as possible.

That person will be allowed to

Not to

Also, to be with tha·t victim at the
I

19

I think that

20

CHAIRMAN' McVITTIE:

21

MR. PRAGER:

22

(Applause. )

23

MR. PRAG·ER;

24
25

Groth

l~gislation

is es·seritial.

Thank you very much, Mr. Prager.

Thank y.o u.

I neglec'ted to mention that A. Nicholas

wrote .and should be· mentioned here, and perhaps the

primary expert ·in the 'field of child molestation, couldn't
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h~re

1

be

2

sends a letter directed to Mr. McVittie summarizing the

3

testimony he had proposed to give.

4

and I would like to give it to you in summary of testimony.

5
6

today.

He had anticipated he would be.

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

MR. PRAGER:

8

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

We wilr also incorporate

Thank you.
our last witness today is

Mr. Ed Kerrey, the special ass·istant director of the

10

California Judici·a l Council.

11

MR. KERRY:

12

I xeroxed a copy of it,

that ·into the record.

1

9

Fine.

But he

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ed Kerry

with the Judicial Council.

13

I will not be repetitious.

I will not repeat any

14

of the tes"timony you ·have heard from any of the witnesses

15

today.

16

testimony will be perhaps· ·12 .to ·1 5 minutes.

11

statistical in nature.

For your convenience, I should indicate ·I think my
It is ·

18

Prior to· the :scheduling of this committee hearing,

19

the Judicial Council was asked by _y our committee· to ..go into

20

Ventura County with this issue, certainly that has arisen

21

amo~g

22

specific data about the numbers of cases we are talking

23

about.

24

and characteristics of the. defendant.

25

share with you some of the .very specific

many other coun·t ies .. as well, and try to extract very

The types of conduct, characteristics of the victims,
I would like to
thi~gs
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1

2

have lifted from official court records.
tve des'ig.ned a very quick research study in

3

consultation with the executive director of the D.A. 's

4

Assoc.iation and discu'ss:ion· of numbers wi:th .the district

5

attorney'· s staff in Ventura County, and with the staff of

6

Senator Ornar Rains and Chuck Imbrecht.

7

We went in and discu·s sed every action that has beer

8

filed in the Superior Court for a two-year period, every

9

reaction filed betw.e e'n April 1, 1978 and March 31st, 1980

10

wa·s reviewed.

There wer.e '1727, cases filed in .the Superior

11

.Court during that period,

u

ASSEMBLYMAN STlRLING:

u

MR. KERRY:

No.

Child

mo· ~esters?

Total case·s.

Every case filed in

14

Ventura County during that two-year period.

There were 75

15

.chi.ld molestation case·s during tha·t .period in the Superior

HS

Court record·s.

Four of· those: cases wer·e misdemeanors.

17

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

18

MR. KERRY:

Filings?

There were files.

There were .75 files

19

involving child rno.les.t a·tion ·c ases.

Four of them dealt with

20

misdemeanor. charges that :will be served up sole·ly .for the

21

purpose of getting against the MD.SO evaluation.
Subsequent·ly, they went ·.down ·to Muni Court for. dis.posi tion.
Se.v en additional ca'ses dealt with felony charges,

24

288' s, and we.re 647 (a) inc'luded, and the D.A. opted not to

25

file .an action in Superior co·urt.

They were washed out.
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1

In reading the preliminary hearing transcripts --

2

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

3

ASSE1·1BLYMAN HARRIS:

4

MR. l<ERRY:

ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:
is

th~t

9
10

If a parent abuses a child,

classified?
MR. KERRY:

That's not a 288, to

~y

understanding.

I don't know.
ASSEMBLYMAN HARRIS:

11
12

I'm not sure what you mean by child

abuse cases.

7

8

Are child abuse cases filed

differently?

5
6

Excuse me.

273?

So

th~t's

That's classified as what,

not part of the 75?

u

MR.

14

ASSEMB·LYMAN HARRIS:

15

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

KER~Y

:·

That' s correct.
Fine.
Question:

Would this

HS

also mean that reg.istered sex ·o ffenders would not go along

17

with

the

18

19

20
21

case, if it was disposed of in tha~t manner?
MR. KERFY:

Well Mike, you might want to respond

to that.
MR. UL·L..MAN:
r~gistration,

64 7 (a} also requires sexual

if that was· the way the case was disposed of.

22

Nonsexually, or sexually?

23

ASSRMBL~~OMAN

24

MR. ULLMAN:

25

registration.

BERGESON:

Sexually.

If a patient is convicted: mandatory

If he'·s convicted of a crime that isn't
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1

sexual in nature, but .there· ·are sexual overtones for that,

2

discretion of sexual registration.

3

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

Of the cases: that you

4

studied, \>7as that ·part :of the statistics as far as how many

5

of those would remain on· the books as registered sex

C5

of.feriders, as oppos.ed to: having that dropped?

7

MR. KERRY:

I really haven't reached that · stage

8

yet, because you're talking .a bout convictions before you

9

tric;1ger your registration -- I mean, I will explain what

10

·happened disposi tionwise· for those cases.

11

ASSEMBLYWOMAN. BERGESON:

12

13
14

That is part of the

information yo-u will. get· ·around to. eventually?
?-1.R.

KERRY~

Every. conviction requires

registration.

15

ASSEMBLYWOMAN' BERGESON:

Only conviction.

But if

H5

plea ba!gaining or reducing the .charges: could very possibly

17

then, would not require the registration as a sex offender?
?-1R. KERRY:

18
19

of.fense, that's correct.
ASSEM13LY1.VDr1AN BERGESON:

20
21

24

25

Which does happen in

many cases.
1·1R. KERRY:

22

23

If the reduced plea is not a sexual

That 1 s one of the' issues that I will

touch on.
The D..A. did indicate, however, that of these
.seven that were not to be processed, many would be refiled
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I

in the Municipal Court.
In :reading the transcripts there were some very

2

3

different cases for distr'ict attorneys there, because the

4

witness' testimony was mixed up, was unreliable on a cross-

5

examintion, were difficult for defense and district

6

attorneys to really extract the facts.

7

64 cases that were real and true.

8

for the two-year period.

9

647 (a)'s, and many other charges were included with these

10

1I

That leaves us with

That is all the cases

You are 'dealing with 288's and

cases.
Let me tell you something· about those cases. Twelve

12

of the 64 cases involve multiple victims.

13

of the cases.

14

them involved three v.ictirns.

15

That leaves 52 cases where a -s ingle victim was involved.

HS

There were no mult·iple 'def.endants.

That's 19 percent

Seven of them involved two victims.

And one involved five victims.

17

Data on sex and age of the victims --

18

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

19

MR. KERRY ·:

20

ASSEMB·LYMAN STIRLING:

21

Ed, what .doe·s that mean?

I 1 m sorry?
What does that mean?

Where

two defendants were invol:ved with one. child?
MR. KF.RFY:

23

Four of

Yes.

There were no such cases.

Sex and age of victims were 64 girls, ages. 2 to 15

14

there were 19 boys -, ages 3 ·to 15, for a total of 8.3 .'

15

we had 64 cases, because you had multiple victims, you have
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1

more.
The great bulk of these youngsters were between the

2
3

~ges

4

boys and girls.

5

of 7 and 13· yea·rs of. age, and that was tr.ue for both

Now for the· age of· -- sex of de·fendants.

Six of

6

the defendants were 19 to 21 years of age; 15 'were 22 to 30;

7

18 ·were 31 to 40; 14 were 41 to SO; 4 were. 51 to 60 years

8

of age; 2 we.re 61 to· 70; 2 were 71 to ' 80; and there was no

9

data on three cases.

So' you can see this is not a crime

10

.that stops or finishes in terms of the

11

the .defendant.

12

pr~gressing

age of

The next data deals with the relationship of the

13

de.f endant to the· victim.

Si.Xty.- four. cases.

14

cases involved the. father of the victim --

15

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

16

MR. KERRY':

Nine of these

What number?

Nine :cases, for 14 percent of the

17

cases, the father of the ·v ict'i m.

Two .o f them involved the

18

grandfather of the victim, · three pe.rcent.

Fourteen involvea

.19

a s .t ep.father, two .p ercent.

20

additiona-l ·case·s .involved other relatives·, usua·l ly an uncle;

21

could have been a cousin.

Z2

cormnon-law relat·ionship, almost a family situation.

23

leads us to just over half of the cases ·invol:ving a family-

24

ty.pe situation.

25

acquiantance,

a:

Six -- I'm sorry.

Four

Three involved a cohabitant, a
That

TWenty.-one ·cases ·invol.v ed a friend, an
coach, a baby·sitt:e r, someone known to the
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1

victim.

2

nine cases s 'o meone who is not known to the victim, and two

3

cases we simply had no facts on them in terms -of the

4

relationship.

5

Nine cases involved stTangers.

Fourteen percent,

Now a different- category for a moment, if I may.

6

One of the questions ·that has been raised here before by a

7

couple of witnesses:

8

each defendant, 26 of thes·e cases involve a sing•le 'incident.

9

The number of multiple inc,iden·ts in

ASSEMBLYMAN STIRLING:

Just a second.

10

si~gle

11

prosecuted, or in their past history?

incident in the trans·ction for which they were

12

MR. KERFY:

13

ASSEMBLYMAN ST!RLING:

14

Meaning

That's ·correct.
Prior offenses as well?

You mean first -offenses, or prior?

15

MR. KERRY:·

16

the prosecutor transactions.

17

course, we have no way of; knowing whether there wer·e 'p riors.

18

No.

I'm not. dealing with ·priors in
In the cases itsel.f.

And of

Seven cases involved two to three incidents; 30 or

19

almost half of the cases involved four or more incidents;

10

and many of them involve ·incidents over a prolonged period

11

of· months and/or: years.

2.2

One .o f them we have no facts on.

With regard to .t he type of conduct involved, court

13

records reveal this same breakdown.

14

eight of the' cases involve feeling., fondling, touching,

15

rubbing, kissing, or licking only.

s.ixty-four case·s:

In other words, no
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1

intercourse, no oral copulation, no .s odomy.

2

broken down in be.tween,

3

clothes.

4

touching, the

thro~gh

And that 1 s

.the: clothes, or under the

But there we·r e ·ei.ght cases involve just· the
fondli~g,

the rubbing.

5

ASSEMBLYr-1AN STIRLING:;

6

MR. KERRY :

t'li thout force?

That 1 s. correct.

Twe.l ve of the cases

7

involve that .activity, plus s·ome additional to that, which

8

was .n ormally exposure, indecent exposure,· and/or

9

masturbation.

Eleven of. the case·s

invo~ve

the. fond-ling,

10

the touching, the rubbing,- and oral .copulation·.

11

percent.

12

touching, plus· intercours.e .

u

the cases involved the touching·, the

14

And 16 of the case-s, or 25 percent, ·ful'lY one--quarter of

15

the·m, involved the touching, fondling,

16

th.a:n two other of the' above ·activities·:

17

sodomy, or whatever.

18

That 1 s 17

Eleven ·cases also involved the· fondling, the
Ag·ain, 17 pe.rcent.
fondli~g,

rubbi~g,

Two of
plus sodomy.

plus more

oral copulation,

Of the '64 :cases·, there were two. .acquittals, - and

19

there was one dismissed.

20

the district at-t orney on -a plea bargain dismissed .in

21

.exchange for. a guilty on a heavy drug case- involving

22

23

The dismissal occurred .because

c.ocaine dis·tribU:ti:on.
I would like to touch now on ·a question that is

24

very difficult to deal with, I think, e ·f .fectively and this

25

is the injury to the ·y oungst·er.

I think a very per.suasive
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1

argument could be made to virtually every youngster who is

2

subjec't to child abuse is psychologically damaged or

3

injured.

4

on that, and that would involve case studies followed up

5

over a period of years..

6

of that:

7

there GBI, qreat bodily iniurv alleaations?

8

9

There is no, virtually no information on the file

What we tried to .find out in lieu

"Was there evidence physical to the. child?

Is

Of the 64 cases involved, that one of. them is the
Theodore Frank case, as probably you nave already been

10

informed on.

11

moving vehicle to escape her father, suffe.red cuts and

12

lacerations. ·

13

Another one was a youngster jumped out of a

The third, I think, would probably not be a GBI

14

case 1 probably.

15

intercourse with bleeding.

16

The .third one, GBI allegations surrounding

Let me go to the ·issue ·of plea. bargaining, which

17

has been touched on now.

Of the·· 64 cases,· and this. county

18

rec·o rds by filing in the r :ecord what the

19

between the· D.A. and the· defendant, · and it is signed.

20

There were 14 cases whe.re the district .attorney. bargained

21

and agreed on charges.

22

seven charges filed, eight charges, ten, and there would be

23

a plea to the most· .serious charge, or two of the most

24

serious charges.

25

would be dismissed.

~g.reement

.is

And the typical result would be

And the other five, or the other seven
Of these 14 ·case·s, there were :only two
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1

that involved a reduced plea.

2

experience in looking at other court records.

3

unusual circumstance to have a reduced plea in these types

4

of.' cases.

5

guilty, and drop the ident·ical additional charges.

6

And that ·has been our
It's a very

It's usually a bargain to plead innocent or

In two cases tha·t were dealt with by reduced pleas,

7

one of them dealt with an uncle who was wrestling with a

8

niece, and he rubbed her vagina through her clothing and
put his hand under her clothing.

10

That was reduced to a

6 4 7 (a) , and they proc.e eded.

11

And the second case there was a four-and-a-half-

12

year-old victim, and there was very great difficulty in

13

trying to elicit testimony to make a strong case, and did

14

a felony 647 (a) as well.

15

Let me talk about disposition for a moment, if I

16

may.

17

cases were disposed of by straight probation.

18

them, 64 straight probations. ·

19

was ·45 months.

Again, we are dealing with 64 cases.

Twelve ·of those
Twelve of

The average probation time

Twenty-six of those ·cases was probation

10

with jail as a condition.

11

identical, 44 months probation and 5 months and 17 days

12

average county jail time.

1J

S.ix of 64.

14

third years.

15

of.fenders -- question?·

Ten percent.

The average time waS' almost

Six cases were straight prison.
The average .term was seven and a

Eleven. cases were mentally diso-r.der.ed sex
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1

2

MR. ULLMAN:

You say six of those cases were

state prison, were the bulk of them?

3

MR. KERRY:

4

MR. ULLMAN:

I'm sorry?
The bulk of those cases in the first

5

year,rather than in the second year, because we have heard

6

earlier there was only one case.

7

MR. KERRY!

I can check that.

I have got

8

statistics coming out of my head right now.

I will present

9

all of this to the committee in writing, by the way, and I

10

should ha·ve mentioned at the outset, we are doing the

11

identical review in Sacramento County, and we· are halfway

12

through.

13

that is the first year only in Sacramento County.

14

wi.ll give you the same kind of statistical deta·iled review

15

in writing.

16
17

We have review.e d· 2,444 files at this date, and

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERGESON:

MR. KERRY:

19

thr.o~gh

20

these torts.

A two-year period from April 1, '78

March 31, 1980.

MR. ULIJ-11\N:

23

What period of time does

this cover?

18

12

But we

Every action filed in both of

Were any of them sentenced under

Senate Bill 13?
MR. KERRY:

No.
ti~e

There were 11 MDSO cases, and the

24

average commitment

was six and a third years, and

~5

carried to seven and a third years for prison.
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1

one death penalry r.ase, the

2

which was on appeal.

3

sentence hearing is not yet heird.

Th~odore

Frank death penalty,

There was four sentences, yet the

As I mentioned, there ·were two acquitted, and there

4

5

was one· dismissal, and the·re was one incompetent.

One

6

defendant who moved to be incompetent, and is released on

7

.o utpatient care at the present time.

8

Let me· go .n ow brief·ly to, if I can, to priors.

9

Of the '64. cases·, there were four cases in which

10

pr·iors 1...rere alleged.

Only four.

Now on the face of the one we conclude that most

11

U

of these people were first-time offenders.

U

were a number of case·s, and I don't have the number. off the

14

top of my head·, but I have the notion half a dozen cases

15

were priors were

16

in exchange for a guilty plea on some

17

deal·t , they agreed not to plead priors

--

or. .c harg.e .

In terms of thos.e with priors, one of the

18

defendants ·received the death penalty.

19

case.

20

others received MDSO dispositions.

21

However, there

The·. Theodore Frank

One of them received straight prison, and the· two

In teims of multiple victims, none of the 12 cases

22

that .g ot straight probation involved a multiple victim case.

21

We ran a special check on that.

24

25

Let me· qo now to the. issue of the relationship
again, if r may.

This is position cases

questioni~g
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1

relationship.

.There seems to be a ·fairly ·significant

2

correlation .her.e.
Forty-five per.cent ·of the defendants were relatives

3

4

of. the victims.

Yet they received 75 percent of the

5

probation only disposi ti:ons.

6

probation· onlys

7

were stepfathers, and two of them were relatives.

8

them were friends or neighbors, which accounts for the

9

entire 12.

So you had three of. the

were fathers of the vict'i m.

Four of. them
Three of

Converse·ly, strangers and/or friends .a ccounted for

10

11

seven percent ·-- 4 7 percent of the defendants.

12

rec·eived 66 percent of the. prison terms unde-r this.

u

They

Caveat up here, the number of cases we are .dealing

14

with is really not· so great, but I think we. can attach

15

statistical validity to some of these particular. cases. ·

16

The last ·i tern ·I want .to touch .on her.e ·is the

17

ques.tion of the .relationship to .the: .conduct of the .

18

defendant and the di·spositi.on, and I'm just about finished.

1"!~

In

looki~g

over the cases where there was ·

20

probation only, two of the cases ·involved fondling·, the

11

touchi~g

22

involved the

23

lewd act.

24

them ·-- I'm sorry.

25

fondling, with oral copulation, but the defendant was 78

.activity only.
fondli~g,

No other action.

Six ·o f them

the touching, the rubbing, plus a

Usually the exposure or masturbation.

One of

Two..of them involved the touching,
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1

years of age in one of those cases.

2

the fondling, touching·, with intercours.e.

3

defendant wa·s 76 years of ag.e .

4

The other one involved
But the

In terms of probation with jail -- well, let me

5

stop for a s 'econd.

6

four of the six fondli~g, touching, plus two. or· more

7

additional activities.

8

rubbing, plus intercourse.

9

Of the six prison cases, four involved

One of them involved the touching,
The other one involved sodomy.

One :last point I would like to br·ing before the

10

comrni ttee, ·M r. Chairman, and that deals with the. number or

11

pe;rcentage 'of the de.fendants who' were conv.icted and .sent to

12

the· ·state insti·tutions· to serve t 'i me as ·has been mentioned

13

by a couple of witnesses before, the number. of. .defendants

14

sent to state prison is limited.

15

however, who go to either state prison or a mental hospital,

HS

a state institution, is much more substantia.! .

17

you include .the· mental hospital and the state prison in the

18

Ventura study, there is 31 percent· of the defendants went

19

to. one· or the o.ther.

2.0

given county jail sente·n ces· in addition, so the·y were

2.1

committed, you ·have a f:lgure that there is 77 percent. That

The number· of defendants,

And· when

You add those defendants who were

is not out of line with the state's statistics as .recently
published in the Felony Sentencing Practices: as reported.

2.4
2.5

Mr. Chairman, I ha·ve much more information with me.
I will be plea·s.e d to share that with the: coinmitte·e , and we
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1

will present it to you in writing very shortly.

2

CHAIRMAN .HcVITTIE:

3

(Applause.)

4

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE:

Thank you very much, Mr.Kerrey.

If there is nothing further,

5

let' me thank all of the witnesses for be.ing here today.

6

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for your patience today.
The report of the committee will be ready in just

7

8
9

a few -MR. CARMEN:

My name is Fred Carmen. I am a

10

concerned citizen.

11

of us here sitting behind me when I say that,· and this

12

isn't one person's opinion only, because we have been

13

mentioned as a group sever-al times, mostly in terms of

14

emotionality, and I think: --

15

16
17

I think I am probably speaking for all

CHAIID1AN McVITTIE:

we·ll, I think you are

entitled to emotions like eve-r -yone els.e.
MR. CARMEN;

I am not

apol~gizing

for them, and I

18

want to point out that I know the committee will understand

19

that, I know we- are concerned citizens, and we are

10

concerned deeply.

21

ourselves from our intellects.

22

about .this issue, and are simply combining and bringing to

23

you our feelings and hearts.

14
25

That doesn't mean we can· disassociate

CHAIRMAN McVITTIE;

We have already

Thank yo.u.

Your comments will

be· made a part of the .recor.d .
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1

The committee is adjourned.

2

(Thereupon this hearing before the

3

Assembly Committee on Criminal

4

Justice adjourned at ·4: 45 p .m·.)

5

- .. oo:o --

6
7
8

9

10
11

u
u
14
15
16

17
18
19

2.0
2.1
2.2.

2.3
2.4
2.5
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1

CERTIFICAT·E OF SHORTHAND REPORTER

2

I, GAIL BUELON, a Certified Shorthand Reporter of

3
4

the State of California, do hereby certify:

5

That I am a disinterested person herein; that the

6

foregoing hearing before the Assembly Co'mmittee on Crimina l

7

Justice was reported in shorthand by me, Gail Buelow, and

8

thereafter transcribed into typewriting.
I further certify ·t hat I am not of counsel or

9

10

at·t orney for any of the parties to said hearing, nor in

11

any way int·erested in the outcome of said hearing.

12

u

IN
this ·

~TITNESS

J'--~

NHEREOF, I have he.reunto set my hand

day of Dec'ember, 1980.

14
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17
18
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DETECTIVE LLOYD H. MARTIN
THE INTERIM COMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Child Protection Section
Juvenile Division
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The following Penal Code (PC) revisions are submitted for
consideration by the Interim Committee on Criminal Justice.
These proposals are personally supported by Chief of Police
Daryl Gates as necessary legislation by which to combat child
exploitation and molestation.
1.

288. P.C. -- LEWD OR LASCIVIOUS ACTS UPON THE BODY
OF A CHILD UNDER 14; INTENT; PUNISHMENT
Any person who shall willfully and lewdly commit any
lewd or lascivious act including any of the acts
constituting other crimes provided for in Part I of
this Code upon or with the body, or any part or
member thereof, of a child under·the age of 14 years,
with the intent of arousing, appealing to, or gratifying
the lust or passions or sexual desires of such person
or of such child, shall be guilty of a felony and shall
be imprisoned in the state prison for a minimum term
of five years upon conviction for the first offense;
a minimum of ten years upon the second conviction;
and twenty years for any subsequent convic~ion.

2.

Section 288.2 should be added to read:
"Exchange or Exhibit Child Pornographic Materials.
Every person who knowingly sends or causes to be
sent, or brings or causes to be brought into this
state, or in this state possess, sends or causes to
be sent, prepares, publishes, or prints, with intent
to exchange or exhibit to others, or who offers to
exchange, exchanges or exhibits to others, any materials,
knowing that such material depicts a person under the
age of 16 engaging in or simulating sexual intercourse,
masturbation, sodomy, bestiality, oral copulation, or
lewd exhibition of the genitals is guilty of a felony
and shall be punished by imprisonment in state prison
for 16 months, two, or three years, or by a fine not
exceeding fifty thousand dollars ($50,000) in the
absence of a finding that the defendant would be
incapa·ble of paying such a fine, or by both such
fine and imprisonment."

These amendments would strengthen enforcement efforts in the
field of child molestation, exploitation and pornography. The
sexual molestation and exploitation of children is a sensitive
and emotional topic which has received increasing public
attention. These proposals reflect that public concern.

,..
0

z
PROBLEM

0

While children have been sexually exploited for centuries,
only recently have authorities begun to understand the scope
of the problem. Evidence indicates that child sex is a large,
lucrative business of international pr9portions.
0

The sexual exploitation of children is manifested in three
primary categories: 1) the physical molestation of children;
2) child prostitution and; 3) child pornography. All are based
upon the interests and activities of the pedophile; for without
such individuals there would be no demand for the perversities.

PORTRAIT OF A PEDOPHILE
The traditional picture of the child molester as a dirty old
man huddled on a street corner with his trench coat and bag
of candy has fallen by the wayside in light of information
obtained in investigations of sexually exploited child cases.
The pedophile, a person who has a sexual preference for children,
comes from all walks of life and from all socioeconomic groups.
Their methods of operation are generally far more sophisticated
than driving about soliciting children.
They are usually adult males, often middled-aged. They are
usually unmarried, but may have a "protective" marriage. Their
occupations range from unskilled laborer to corporate executive.
They generally relate far better to children than they do to
adults, and often associate with few adults except other
pedophiles. Many correspond or regularly communicate with other
pedophiles. Some seek employment or volunteer programs involving
children of their sexual preference, and most frequent areas
where children congregate (recreational areas, arcades, etc.).
Although most are intelligent enough to recognize their problem
and understand its severity, they rationalize their involvement
with children, emphasizing their positive impact upon the
victims and repressing the harm they have done.
Investigations have shown that some pedophiles were themselves
molested at an early age, and they may seek out victims of
the same age as they were when first molested. In fact, most
suspects in these cases do prefer children of a certain age
group or particular stage of physical development. For example.
a particular pedophile may be only sexually attracted to boys
between the ages of 9 and 11 or those children in that stage
of physical development. As such, he will foster relationships
with boys in this age range, and then sexually exploit them.
When the boys pass the age of 11, the molester will usually
terminate these relationships.

)
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3

The modus operandi (M.O.) utilized by these particular suspects
is usually the same. They spend time developing relat.ionships
with the child they desire to exploit (several cases have
disclosed that they may be familiar with either one or both of
the child's parents). They take them to movies, the beach,
or amusement parks--wherever the child.wants to go. In addition,
they may buy the child gifts, anything from candy or a pair of
skates to expensive gifts.
When these techniques have developed a positive rapport with
the child, the suspect usually makes a sexual advance towards
the victims. Pornographic material depicting children involved
in sexual activities is frequently utilized to stimulate the
chil~ and lower his/her inhibitions.
Suspects also utilize
drugs or narcotics to lower inhibitions of·potential victims.
During this time, the suspect continually provides encouragement
to the victim by telling him there is nothing wrong with it,
"if they (children in the pornographic pictures) can do it,
you can too."
The pedophile often takes photographs of his victims depicting
explicit sexual activities. These photographs reproduced and
distributed both privately and commercially. The sale of child
pornography is a multi-million dollar business, involving an
international network of pedophiles. Today, child pornography
is mostly processed in Europe, but investigations have revealed
that much of it is produced in the United States. One producer,
using an address in Denmark, actually mails his films using a
los Angeles postmark.
Another consequence of pedophilia is its encouragement of child
prostitution. The sexual involvement of children with other
adults for money becomes an extension of the sexual relationship with the pedophile. It is the pedophile who seduces the
child, who acts as a pimp, and provides the economic incentive
for child prostitution.
PORTRAIT OF THE SEXUALLY EXPLOITED CHILD
The most difficult concept for people to understand and accept
is that, very often, these children are consenting parties
in the sexual activity. In some cases they initiate the sexual
activity with direct propositions or seductive behavior. This
does not fit the image of an unsuspecting child being lured
into a stranger•s car with a candy bar and a promise of a trip
to the beach.

0

4

0

0

The reason that pedophiles are able to find "wil)ing victims"
is because they offer friendship, interest and a concerned
attitude that many parents are unable or unwilling to p~ovide.
All too often parents will come home from work too tired to do
much more than eat a quick meal, accomplish· some work about
the house and relax for the evening~ ~ttempts by the children
to get attention . and affection are met with polite disinterest
or, at times, antagonism. The single parents family appears
particularly vulnerable to the child molesters. It seems that
in many cases they are simply unable to provide the psychological
environment that a child needs. These situations contribute
to the success of the pedophile as he can, and most certainly
will. provide the caring and attention, h~wever superficial
it may be, which is lacking at home.
·
They are willing in the sense that they are induced to engage
in sexual activities by more sophisticated encouragements.
The exploit~d child is usually from unstable or broken homes
and is lacking a loving, attentive home environment. In
general, they have no strong moral or religious values and do
not _possess the fortitude to overcome situations wherein they
are sexually exploited. The victims are usually between 8 and
16 years of age, and are often underachievers in school and at
home. They lack proper parental supervision and are sometimes
"runaways." As such, they spend the majority of their time
in public places (i.e., parks, theaters, arcades, etc.).
THE RUNAWAY CONNECTION
The problem of child exploitation is intensified by the huge
influx of runaway children. Frequenting those places at which
other youth congregate, the boys and girls quickly learn that
the key to survival lies in the ability to sell their body.
Committing acts of prostitution are merely a means to gain
economic necessities of life. They become victims of the
child exploiter' who plays upon their emotional troubled desire
for money or for what they interpret as affection. These
children appear to be "hustlers," but they are in fact children
and victims in the truest sense of the word.
The problem of the runaway is made more difficult by the ease
which they can circumvent the judicial system. Only considered
"status offenders," the runaway cannot be held in a secure
detention facility for any appropriate length of time to overcome the influence of the adult exploiter. The transient
lifestyle of these juvenile victims often seriously hamper
investigations against the suspects. The suspects advise the
runaways about non-detention facilities and encourage them
(the runa~ay) to walk away.
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5

AFFECTS ON THE VICTIMS
Emotional and psychological affects on the victims of these
crimes are usually recognizable immediately, however, they
do not necessarily point to sexual exploitation as the causation. Other problems may give rise to the same affects. An
immediate reaction usually entails emotional and behaviorial
problems wherein the juvenile has difficulty in relating to
family and friends. Most children are not equipped to handle
such emotional trauma at this stage of their development. If
the child's friends learn of the incident, the emotional impact
can be devastating.
The long term affects of sexual exploitation could be even
more serious. The victim may have extreme.~ifficulty in
relating normally to a sexuat partner later in life. As
previously indicated, he may actually turn to molesting
children himself.
CONCLUSION
Much has been done to identify and understand the problems
surrounding the sexual exploitation of children. This knowledge
has enabled the Los Angeles Police Department to mount a strong,
ongoing enforcement effort which has resulted in the arrest
and conviction of numerous child molesters. Yet more must be
done. The recommendations submitted are necessary to strengthen
the struggle against child exploitation and molestation.
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The term sexual exploitation of children is not a
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In 1953, a Ainsey study suggested that 20-24X of America's
women had been molested as children. In 1S65, Gagnon,
sampling a college-age populous, found 26t reported
having a sexual experience with an adult before the age
of 13. Yet, another study (Landis, 1956), sugEested
that perhaps 30~ of the men and 35fo of the women questioned
had at least one experience with a sexual deviate durinE
childhood. A study done by Queen's Bench in San Francisco
(1976) revealed 58~ of the victims of molest it found
were under 10 years old. A 1977 California Attorney
General's report suggests the nu~bers seen are only
Hthe tip of the iceberE" and others say 99~ of the
incidents go .unreported. In 1975, it was once estimated
that at any given moment, 300,0CO children are being
sexually exploited in this country. That same Attorney
General's report of 1977, reported that 30,000 children
a year are sexually exploited in Los Angeles alone,
3,000 of them under 14 years old.
A survey the ~ortbern California Juvenile OfficerE
Association recently conducted of law enforcement
aeencies throughout Northern California, shows incidents
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on the rise in many of those jurisdictions which responded
to the survey. That survey also discovered an enormous lack of
recognition of tte problem of sexual exploitation of children.
In addition, we found, contrary to present belief, investigations
conducted by police aeencies throuchout the state are revealing
the fact that as many boys, if not a greater number, are involved
as girls. A San Jose inve~tigator has claimed that 50-90~ of tte
child pornography now being produced and on the market is boy-boy
or man-boy related. In Berkeley, incidents almost tripled in a
2 yr. period and similar results are beinE seen in such conservative
communities as Concord and Eureka.
The state of the problem of sexual exploitation of children at
this mo~ent is very similar to that which t~e cri~e of ra~e was
in the early seventies. Reporting, investigative, psychological
and court ~roble~s which plagu~d the prosecution of rape offenses
still hamper cases of child molest. Our committee has identifjed
tt.e follm'linc problems in the lecal syster.! wl:ich we feel need to
be re:neaied.
At present, prosecuters are reluctant to press char~es in cases
where there is only one victim, where the offender is known to
the child or if tte child is "willing'' (reEardless of age).
It is often difficult to get a felony co~plaint in serious incidents
wtere prolonged and involved -sex~al encounters have occurred with
children who are over the age of 14.
In· a majority of the cases investiEated involving sexual abuse by
pedophiles, photoEraphs of nude children have been taken which
are not necessarily pornographic and therefore not illegal. These
photos'are used to blackmail the child into silence; as a means
of fantasy; sexual arousal by tte pedopt.ile; as well as for trade
and sa.les to other pedophiles and pornoeraphers. As the law is
written today, althoueh illeeal to produce or sell, child pornography
is not illeeal to possess.
Our survey revealed few, if any, convicted child ~olestera are
given prison sentences, both as first time and repeat offenders.
Most are given probation with a requirement that they seek
"counseling". 1tle have found · few programs primarily set up to deal
with pedophiles and we have some serious doubt as to the ability
to alter a pedophile's life style.
We have also found that many cases are beine plea barEained to
lesser charees, quite often penal code sections which do not require
registration under Section 290 of the Penal Code. Ae a result,
law enforcement is loosinE track of many child molesters. We
feel soT.e stipulation in the law must be made to allm.,., as a condition
of probation, any crime involving sex with a minor as one which
requires reeistration under 290 F.C.
Even tbough crimes involvin£ children are to b8 t:1v~n scheduline
priority as mandated by law, tbe reverse is actually the case.
Defense attorneys are constantly allowed continuances which are
being used as a tactic to wear
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the victim down and produce a dropped or lesser charee.
At present, court procedure and rrocesses are quite friBhteninE
to children and parents. Tee children are afraid to take the stand
alone before the court and to tell their harrowing stories.
Parents are, rightfully, afraid of the trauma and negative impact
court testimony brings upon their children. As a result, hundreds
of cases are lost before they be[in, because parents are relucta~t
to subject their children to the double jeopardy of court trial.
To expect children to be able to perform as an adult on the witness
stand is a false expectation. Several states have already codified
.procedures to reduce the negative impact upon these type of victims
and increase incident reporting.
Of great concern to us is the "catch 22 11 si tuat'lon . \{hich allows
danEerous mentally disordered sex offenders (~~SO's) to be released
into . our communities. We cannot eliminate the :r.DSO's, but to allow
them to totally escape criminal accountability, for their actions by
being declaired it.DSO, only to be released on 'out patient" programs,
into · the community, is a totally unacceptable threat to our
co~ounities' children.
The bospital and court's ability to release
such a convicted sex offender T.ust be severely limited. The
safety of our children de~ands it! !I
Our committee has found three serious deficiencies in the manner
in which the problem of sexual exploitation of children is delt
with today. The first is the lack of preparedness to deal with
the problem on the part of the law enforcement community and its
failure to recognize its magnitude. Local aEencies (police,
probation and the courts) are not aware of the magnitude and severity
of the problem. There is a ereat lack of uniformity in police
procedure and traininc across the state and many agencies don't
utilize the training which is presently available.
Second, is the lack of adequate lonE term care and counseline
facilities for victims and families of extra-familial molest
situations. There is much help available for a victim of intrafamilial incest, but little, if any for a stran£er ~olest
situation.
Finally, there is little help available for the offender. If
there is a chance to alter the desires of the pedophile, there
·is little available in the public sector for the~ to avail themselves.
In conclusion, its time we stopped pretending this problem doesn't
exist and address the serious affects it has been, forever, castinE
upon our society. Education, recoenition and concer.tration are
essential objectives to reach to successfully begin to deal
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with this serious plauEe of sexual Ferversity.

fiespectfully submitted,

Jtft.~

Chairman, NCJCA, Co:nmittee on Sexual
Abuse and Sexual Exploitation of Children
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SLAM OF ORANG E COUNTY
THESE ARE THE ACTUAL FACTSI
Rodney, Alcala, 36, convicted of raping a nine year old Hollywood girl in 1968 and kidnapping a thriteen year old girl in
1974. He was free on bail awaiting trial on charges of forcible rape and assault with intent to commit murder on a fifteen
year old Riverside girl. when he raped, mutiliated, and murdered twelve year old Robin Samsoe of Huntington Beach.
Six days after Alcala's arrest for that murder, he was charged with raping a Burbank woman and strangling her to death.
He has been sentenced to death row, which at th is time only means that wrthin a few years he will be upforparol.e . This
is due to the death penalty not being enforced in the State of California.
William Bonin, 33, had been sent to the State Facility of Atascadero on five counts of sex with minors. After
continuing to have sexual relations with the inmates, he was transferred to the penal colony in San Louis Obispo, where
he was released in October 1978. He was released as an incurable sex offender. Five years ago he picked up a fourteen
year old boy and raped this boy at the point of a gun. He, Bonin, was sentenced to state prison for one to fifteen years. He
was released three years later. In October 1978, he was released. Bonin spent five years in state hospitals and prisons
before first being paroled in 1974. It was a year and one-half later that he raped the fourteen year old boy. On June 11.
1980, Bonin was arrested as a suspect of the Freeway Murders. His trial is now pending.
Theodore Frank, served three years in a treatment program at Atascadero State Hospital following a 1974 conviction
for molesting a four year old girl. He was listed as a prime suspect in a 1979 child killing in Missouri and admitted to the
doctors at Atascadero State Hospital that he had molested between 100 and 150 children. He later revealed that he
knew just what to say to persuade the doctors to recommend his release . Six weeks after Frank left Atascadero, he raped,
tortured and murdered two and a half year old Amy Sue Seitz.
Leotis Heater, a convicted sex offender with a twenty-five year history of arrests and convictions for sex crimes, was
found guilty in a Santa Ana Superior Court. He was convicted of nine offenses involving an eighteen year old male
hitchhiker, who accused Heater of making him a "Sex Slavel" The jury found Heater, 49, guilty of six counts of oral
copulation in concern (forcing someone to perform the act with a third person), one count of false imprisonment and one
count of sodomy. He was sentenced to fifty-four years in prison.
Roy Norris, 32, was released on parole after being convicted of assault and attempted rape. A few months later he
began a series of rape/torture murders of young women in the South Bay area. He has confessed to taking part in at least
five killings.
Richard Thomas, described by psychiatrists as" A Menace" during his tnal on charges of raping two young girls, was
on parole for only four months when he molested and murdered a fourteen year old nirl. The parole came despite a plea
by the judge that Thomas never be paroled. His sentence included six months at Atascadero State Hospital.
Warren Clewell was sentenced in 1978 to twenty years for the rape and savage beating of a thirteen year old El Toro girl.
The rape came only two months after being released from Atascadero.
Lousi Barbosa, was tried and convicted in Fresno of seven felony counts, including forcible rape, forcible kidnapping
and oral copulation. He preyed on children ranging in age from seven to fiftoen . He was declared a mentally disordered
sex offender and was sent to Atascadero in 1978. Recently, he was released as an outpaitent and returned to his home in
Hayward, California.
Alameda Superior Court Judge, Stanley Golde, tried to explain the incredible loophole through which he allowed
Barbosa to escape: ''They (psychiatrists) said that he was still amendable to treatment, but he had received all the benefit
the hospital can give him. They said that in their opinion, he was still a sexual offender. but he would never re-offend."
AND THAT'S THE CATCHIIf they say he is still sick, but won't re-offend--WHEN IS HE EVER WELL? But if psychiatrists
had proclaimed Barbosa "Cured", he could have buen sentenced to jail. This is accordrng to Judge Golde. Judge Golde
added, "But, they wouldn 't do that. I could not sentence him. My hands were tied." He is free in an area that has over
twelve schools and 7,000 kids within a MILE of his housel
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Larry Singleton, who authorities say picked up Miss Mary Vincent hitc:hhiking in Richmond in September 1978,
raped Miss Vincent, cut off both of her arms at the elbow with an axe and left her for dead. Singleton is now serving a
fourteen year prison sentence.
Gary Phoenix. 39 was up for parole in August 1980, after he had already been convicted and sentenced to death nine
years ago for the brutal rapes of eight Orange County women. His parole was turned down. A petition signed by Orange
County residents opposing his parole, according to Phoenix, probably had a lot to do w1th the fact that he was denied his
parole.
The State of California has 40,000 registered sex offenders on file. About half return to prison for second child
molesting offenses. and about one-third are convic:ted for other sex crimes. A sex offender does not have to register, if he
has only one conviction against him. It has been pointed out by a reliable source that a child molester does not stop with
one or two victims. Eighty-five percent of child molesters continue to molest children.

(THESE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE FACTUAL CASES, THERE ARE MANY MOREl THERE WILL CONTINUE TO
BE MORE SEX CRIMES, UNLESS YOU AS A CITIZEN DO SOMETttiNG ABOUT THE LAWS REGARDING
THEM. AT THIS TIME. THE REPEAT MENTALLY DISORDERED SEX OFFENDER HAS NOTHING TO FEAR!)
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GUTTMAN AND PAM LTD

120 El Camino Dnvc . Beverly Hill s. Calllorn1a 90212

Public Relations

'Telephone (213) 278-6775 Cable PAMPER

TWX 910 490 2502 -- PAMPER BVHL

FOR IMMEDIA'fE RELEASE:
I don't pretend to be here as an expert, but as a deeply
concerned citizen and father who is becoming increasingly aware
of a gross injustice in our state regarding crimes against children,
most particularly children being used for the sexual pleasure and
gratification of adults -- child molestation.

I don't think any-

one in his right mind will not agree that it is the most heinous
of crimes - and yet even as we stand here, there are men walking
the street, out on probation seeking new victims.

It's happening

every day, and these are men who have been convicted.

Convicted

of a violent crime against the most innocent and helpless members
of our society - our children- our babies - some as young as two
or three months old.

And what they do to these children is so

unspeakable that it is never fully reported by the press.
It's becoming clear to me that if we do not put laws on
our books which punish (yes punish - a word that's been part of
our system of justice since it began - and yet for some reason
seems to be unacceptable when we are dealing with sex crimes),yes
punish these people at least as severely as we do robbers and burglars
and perpetrators of far less violent crimes - then we are telling
our children that their lives don't count.

That they aren't as

important as we are.
Yet--- constitutionally they are guaranteed equal rights which
must be interpreted to mean that anyone who dares to remove those
rights from a child shall be dealt with by society in the exact same
-MORE_
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manner as if an equal crime had been committed against an adult.
But, that's not the way it is.

Currently the law requires sen-

tences of three, six of eight years for the crime of rape against
a woman--but only
This is not fair.

thre~

five or seven for the molestation of a child

All women started as little girls.

I'm certain

they would agree -- the crime against them doesn't become more
heinous simply because they grew old.er.
We also allow the M.D.S.O to walk the streets on an "out patient"
program (note the phrase "out patient - I thought they were

criminal~

by virtue of the fact that the acts they have been found guilty of are
crimes, as defined in our current laws).

We don't allow bank robbers

to roam the streets before they do their time just to find out "how
they will do," to "try their luck" on the outside.
I

keep hearing the arguement that "You can't differentiate

between violent criminals in terms of sentencing due to "equal
protection under the law"!

It seems crystal clear to me that we are

already violating that concept by overly protecting that particular
criminal who commits sex crimes.

We simply treat him as a sick person

in · sear8h of a cure.
When are we going to wise-up as a concerned citizenery and stop
being bound to old concepts and old laws -- written, may I add by
men no different than yourselves.

~'

You gentlemen on this committee

are in a unique, privileged, and very powerful position.
all of our lives, our very safety in your hands.

You hold

Do you consider

yourselves less capable of enlightened thought - or perhaps less
educated in the matters of justice than the men who have preceeded
you, who's written words we

<tr<!

now liv11111 hy"t

-MOIU:!-
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I' ll:u so
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ret:oqnize that we have ,, qrowinq 111-Clblc•m n•l.tlinq t-o t:hi ltl
tation and abuse, and it must be addressed here and now.
your moment, your chance to help us.

molc~s-

This is

Times change, needs change,

and so must concepts and the laws that govern them.
Face it, children are different, they are not adults;

they

are physically incapable of defending themselves against an adult.
They are physically incapable of beinq rapod or sodomi:;wd without
incredible pain and internal damage.
a normal life physically again.

A raped child may never lead

They don't have the emotional or

p:s.ychological ability to deal with the crime -- but why shoud they,
and who does?

Grown women take years to recover psychologically

from the crime of rape -- just magnify the impact on a three or four
year old who doesn't even know what's happening to her.

That's

the reality of the crime!
We cannot stand by any longer, in essence being tolerant, concerning ourselves with the problems of the molester - the torturer.
Whatever his reasons, his motivations (and I am sorry for him), somewhere a line must be drawn.

We must protect the children.

We hear that we have no right to incarcerate a man at length
because there's a good chance he may recommit the crime.
we

the

But I

ask,ha~

right to let him go until we are ninety-nine per cent certain

he will not recommit, and risk the lives and innocence of multiple
victims.

We haven't got a wonderful choice here-- there is no

one, all encompassing, just answer to this problem.
But we have tried it the present way, with therapy and hospitals,
and it just isn't working.

How many children have to sacrifice their

sanity, and even their lives to get us to seriously reconsider our
approach to this problem?
-MORE-
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Someone's rights are going to have to be deprived in order to
protect the rights of others.
crime and punishment.

This is a fact of life in matters of

So I contend that we should make it simple --

let's go with the largest numbers -- the kids, whose only crime is
that they are smaller, newer, and more vulnerable.

There are more

victims than molesters, but all you need is one Theodre Franks
with his 150 victims to prove how vital it is that we don't take anymore risks with these people.

We cannot --must not--go on as we are.

When will good men admit that?

* * * * * * * * *
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(Votinr; lr· ih_"tt.ives Concerning Toup;hcr Irnprioornent
11' .

·. ,

'.o ·r:t.err; :. nd .:ox OffendnrG)

It would oeem the ~tate has abdicated their authority to police the pro.gram on M.D.?.O·~· they don't under~tand it so they have turned it over
to the psych1atr1sts that are employed by our fJtate Mental facilities.
The Assembly bill 2727 that was introduced at the Health Committee Hearing on Oct 7 1 1980 was a good start in the right direction, however we
feel that we need much more stringent laws in regard to M.n.s.o. programs.
:It was mentioned at this Healt}l Committee meeting that there is such a thinl
·as a (incurable) M.n.s.o ••
There are State Institutions to hou8e the criminals, such as prisons,
there are State run facilities to house the mentally retarded that have
.been turned over to the State, there are faciltties for the mentally ill.
are the facilities to house the untreata le, incurable M.D.S.O.?
1Where
'

I

I

'The M.D.s.o. out patient (Killer) program shoutd be stoppgd now. We ~e
:calling for an immediate moratorium on
furt~er release of the M.n.s.o.
i(Killer) out patient release program.
1
\We are pleading for a joint house investigation of this program to find
out why it isn't working, and why we can't have a facility to house the
incurable and untreatable M.n.s.o.s to keep them from returning to the
streets of our community and among the children in our society.
If nn M.n.n.o. is incurable and untreatable abd has committed heinous sex
such as meyham,8odomy,oral copulation and even murder and mutalation
and he can It be d.ctnincd in a State institution becnuse he i G untr8atable
or incurable, than where ohould they be detaincci?
crime~

If they serve time in IJr.ison and arc eventuaJ.ly released on parole then
they are sent back into society to commit the crimes again. AND 'l'HEY WILLI
There may be a small percentage of
be detained to protect society.

thes~,sex

··

offenders, however they should

The M.D~a.o.s that are determined cured should serve their sentence in it's
entirety upon release from the State Mental facilities, as it stands now
the H.D.L:i.o. program is an"out"for sex pffcnders, they know they can continue to reoffend because they have nothing to fear.
'

We are all here because we desperately peed new laws to protect the innocent children of society from heinous sex crimes being perpetrated on them4
We feel it should be our governments n~ber on~ priority to protect society
from the M.D.s.o.s bein~ released to PD~Y on innocent and helple~s children •
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Once a sex offender receives the maxim~n benefits of the M
. D.s. qt program
he should not have the right to cop ou~ on the program the seco~ a time .
If the program was uneffective the firRt time it certainly does~ ' t take
much com~on sense to figure out that t oe sex offender can achieve any
benefits the second time .
•
·
To detain the M.n.s.o. indefinitely i~ considered cruel and unusual punisment, is it not cruel and unusual puni·~hment on the h~lple~ children when
the sex offender uses their bodies fo~ there self sat~fact~on. What about
the psychological damage done to the ~hildren and the families that have
not committed crimes, but suffer inde1initely
the rest of their lives .
rhe Leotis Heaters can dream about the sexual satifaction he has had from
one of his victims, but for the victim there · will be nightmares for the
rest of the~r life.
We are sick and tired of hearing about the criminals rights, we the i"nnocent
in these matters are b~:d_nf" punished inhumanly.
'

I know a family that ....
' ery hnppy and law abiding then one day their
lives were turned up ~;i .v~ down by a trat;edy that could have been prevente-d,
'fhey arc subjected to the results of inhuman actions of a known registered
sex offender. A child member had been kidnapped, sodomized and murdered.
'l'he sister of this victim is now in desperate need of inpatient mental care
· for at least 30 days at a hundred and sixty dollars a day. She has not been
able to accept the way her brother died. She .is now suicidal and has to be
· watched every minute. This family has not the financial ability to provide
, this innocent child with the mental health care she desperately needs, Her
life is in danger. Where are the rights of this family and the many more
like them? Maybe if she had committed a crime she could be receiving the
mental health· ~are she needs •
. ,The only rights that society has is to work and pay the taxes that go for
:the incarceration of these M.n.s . o . s in the State Mental facilities . The
State renders mental health for the M.o. s.o. s but does not provide funds'
for the victims and their familieD that need mental health care .a fter they
are made victims .

I

We wonder how Webster if he were alive today wQuld define criminal ju~tice,
'that is like putting "Mom 1 s apple pie 11 along stde "cyanida" .

1

i

)t saddens us to think that a mother of a ~vict:\.m can say "1 think it;s
nice that the city is trueing it upon themselv~s to plant a tree in my
fan's name• .
How on earth can this be considered a happy event in a mother's life?
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v.r.c.T.I.M.s.
,
(Votine.. t ni tatiYes Concerning: Tougher Imprisoment
Of Molesters and Sex Offenders)

-..: ·

P. O.Box 1506
Downey, Ca 90240
....

FACTS

f!"''

1. A person can perform lewd or lascivious acts upon the body
of a child under 14 years and only receive a sentence of
3 1 5 1 or ? years.

'.

2. A person can commit oral copulation on a child and receive
a sentence of only 3,6,8, years.
penetra~ion of genital or
anal openings by foreighn objects and dnly receive a
sentence qf 3 1 6,8, years.
i

3. A person can commit the act of
I

'

4• A person can commit the act of sodomy wfl.th a child under

the age of 14 years of age or more than. 10 years younger
than himself and only receive a sentenc!e of 3,6,8, years.

5· A person who is a registered sex offender who fails to re-

gester is guilty of a misdemeaner and will only be receive
90 days in the county jail or one year probation.

6. A registered l·WSO does not have to register in the community he is released in if he receives a certificate of
rehabilitation.
' I

?• The State of California has 40.000

regi~tered sex offenders
on file. If a registered sex offender doesnot have to regaster for the first offence theq there are at least 80 1 000
victims in this State alone. sqmething must be donel

8. In the numbers 1-4 are the

sent~nces if the offender is
sent to prison, If he is not s,n~ there then he is sent
to the State Mental facilities • If the offender receiv~s
treatment in the State Mental Hospital he will most likely
be out in 6-14 months and neve~ do time in prison for his
crimes •

.
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OFFICE OF THE DIS'"fRICT ATT()RNEY
(~ounty

of Vt•ntura~ Stat.· of California

MICHAEL D. BRADBURY

ROBER T C. BRADLEY
Chief Deputy District Atlorney

District Attorney

November 11 , 1980

RAYMOND J. SINETAR
Assist.mt District Allorncy
MAL G. KING
Ch ief Investigator

Assembly Criminal Justice Committee Members
Interim Hearings on Child Molestation

Members:
Our laws insufficiently protect our children. Although we
place the highest priority upon their education and physical
health, we downgrade their freedom from sexual molestation.
In California, if you sexually molest a child your chances
of avoiding a prison sentence are four times better than if
you had raped an adult woman.
In fact, molesting a child,
you have a 60% chance of obtaining probation.
This comparative leniency occurs despite the gravity of the
crime.
In fact, the victims of child molestation have been
described by Dr. Roland Summit as "psychological time bombs."
Child molesters not sentenced to prison are frequently committed
to state hospitals where, after 18 months, on the average,
they are released as "non-dangerous." Yet, the scientific
community is virtually unanimous that i t is incapable of
determining "non-dangerousness."
Our laws can be revised to better protect our children.
hearings are a promising first step.
Very truly yours,

tit~!tJ(B~U~R,;Y(UA'IU'~V
District Attorney
jo

Hall of justice, 800 South Victoria Aven ue, Ventura, CA 93009 (805) 654-2500
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CHILD MOLESTA'riON, AN OVERVIEW

Child molestation is defined in the Penal Code as any lewd
or lascivious act upon the body of a child under the age
of 14 years where the perpetrator is motivated by a sexual
intent.

This statute would apply to pedophiles who molest

children.

Little seems to be known about the causes or the dynamics of
pedophilia.

Consequently, psychiatry cannot effectively deal

with its diagnosis, treatment or cure.

Pedophiles tend to have a circumscribed age preference
range.

This offender is sometimes referred to as "fixated.''

The fixated offender is described by Dr. Roland Summit of
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center as a person who:

[K]nows that his love affair with a given child is time
limited and that his compelling sexual attraction will
turn to indifference or even repulsion within a few
years.
The appearance in the child of secondary sexual
characteristics is like the stroke of midnight for
Cinderella. The experienced pedophile learns to replace
the fading attraction of each relationship with a
succession of younger initiates. An active pedophile
may have contact with hundreds, even thousands of
children within his lifetime.
Summit, R., Recognition and Treatment of Child Sexual Abuse,
p. 4 (1980), Pending publication.
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Molesters victimize young boys at least as frequently as
young girls.

Summit, _!!l:lpra at p. 4.

Swift,

c.,

"Research Into

Violent Behavior: Overview and Sexual Assaults," Hearings Before
Subcommittee on Domestic
Analysis and Cooperation.
95th Cong. 2d Sess.

and International, Scientific Planning,
U.S. House of Representatives,

(Jan. 10-2 , 1978).

as "Congressional Hearings.")

(Hereinafter cited

The average female victim is

eight years old at the time of initiation, but many are only
two or tHree years old, or even younger.

Boys are not infrequently

victimized during years 1-8, but are most at risk during
ages 9 to 13.

Summit, supra at p. 4.

It is generally acknowledged within the mental health profession
that the causes of pedophilia are yet to be clearly ascertained.
Summit suggests that "fixated" pedophilia may:

[R] esult from trauma, as in a pre-adolesc.e nt sexual
assault, or from excessive stimulation, such as
an affectionate childhood relationship with a
pedophile.
In other cases there is no discernible
reason for the fixation.
As with other types of
sexual p~raphilias, theories of etiology remain
diverse and controversial. Whatever the causes may
be, it is important to recognize that pedophilia
can exist as a disorder of sexual object choice,
without associated disorders of thought, affect or
behavior.
Summit, supra at p. 7.
Pedophilia may not be -a mental illness.

Dr. Nicholas A. Groth,

Director of the Sex Offender Program for the State . of Connecticut,
states that "few sexual offenders against children are
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demonstrably psychotic in any obvious way • .

"

Groth,

"Guidelines for the Assessment and Management of the Offender,"
p. 30 (1978).

Many experts would asree that pedophilia is

essentially a lifestyle which never changes.

At a minimum, the system's current faith in psychiatry as a
solution to the problem should be coupled with some modesty.

The view that sexual crime is usually the expression
of mental abnormality is often incorrect -- although
the intensity of the sexual urge is sometimes
sufficient to cause the sexual offender to defy the
penalty he may incur, the same choice is made by many
thieves and fraudulent persons and by many aggressive
offenders who are rightly held to be responsible.
It
is unfortunate that academic theorists whose knowledge
is culled from books and not from experience are not
aware of these simple facts.
McGeorge, J., "Sexual Assaults on Children," Medicine,
Science und Law, p. 250 (October 1964).

For almost every theory advanced about pedophilia, one can
find an opposite conclusion reached by a different expert.
However, there is expert agreement on the following principles:

1.

Child molestation is more widespread than is
commonly perceived;

2.

Child molestation is vastly underreported;

3.

Serious child molestation offenses often lead
to long-term detrimental emotional problems
for the victim;

4.

There is no certainty as to the causes of pedophilia;
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5.

There is no known cure for pedophilia at the
present time;

6.

There is no reliable clinical ability to predict
dungerousness; and

7.

The true or "fixated" pedophile is quite likely
to reoffend.
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THE INCIDENCE OF CHILD MOLESTATION IS SIGNIFICANT
AND SERIOUSLY UNDERREPORTED

No official national or statewide figures on the incidence of
the molestation of children are available.
exists for several reasons.

This deficiency

First, child molestation is

probably the most significantly underreported crime against
the person.

As noted by Dr. Roland Summit of Harbor-UCLA

Medical Center, studies indicate that

~

more than 6 percent

of all child molestations are reported to authorities.
Summit, R. and Kryso, J., "Sexual Abuse of Children: A Clinical
Spectrum," 48 Amer. J. Orthopsychiatr:y, p. 228 (April 1978).
Second, some of the incidents which are reported to police
do not result in arrests.
Hearings, p. 203-5 (1978).

Monahan, Dr. J., Congressional
Third, most agencies which

collect offense and arrest statistics do not report child
molestation in any specific crime category.

For example,

child molestation is not separately reported on either the
FBI's Uniform Crime Reports or the reports compiled by the
California Department of Justice, Bureau of Criminal Statistics.
Typically, child molestation is lumped into the category of
either "other sex offenses" or "other felonies."

This

deficiency also says much about the criminal justice system's
attitude toward child molestation.

-5,·
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In the absence of meaningful official statistics, researchers
have relied upon retrospective interview data.

This data

results from a series of surveys administered by various
experts to mature individuals, gathering information about
instances where they were molested sexually as children.
The results of these surveys were summarized for the United
States Congress by Dr. Caroline Swift of the Wyandot Mental
Health Center in Lawrence, Kansas:

Estimates based on surveys [i.e., retrospective
interviews] indicate that between 25-35 percent of
females are sexually victimized in this country
(Kinsey, 1973; Landis, 1956~ Gagnon, 1970), and
5-30 percent of males (Landis, 1956~ Brunold, 1964~
Lloyd, 1976).
~ongressional

Hearings, p. 332.

As Dr. Swift summarized to Congress, these studies conclude
that, "In terms of incidence, the retrospective studies
seemed to indicate that between one-fourth and one-third of
our entire population has been sexually exploited while
growing up, and that's both boys and girls."
Hea.t:".!~!,

Congressional

p. 3'52.

The reasons for the severe level of initial underreporting
of child molestations were varied and set forth by Dr. Swift
in her testimony.

The major cause for underreporting is

the severe taboo which society places on these cases.

Thus,

often the child or the parents of the child, once they are
aware of the offense, do not report it to authorities.
Additionally, in a significant number of the cases, the
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parent or stepparent of the child is the perpetrator and
obviously can exercise great control over whether the matter
ever comes to the authorities' attention.

Studies indicate

that the level of under.reporting is particularly acute
amongst molested boys.

Swift,

c.,

Congressional Hearings,

p . 352-353 (1978).
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CHILD MOLESTATION IS A PARTICULARLY SERIOUS OFFENSE

Child molestation often does not result in the infliction of
physical injury upon the victim.

For this reason it has

sometimes been· treated as a nonserious assault.

Yet, the

trauma and long-term psychological effects upon its victims
often exceed that suffered by rape victims. Swift, Dr. C.,
Co~gressional

Hearings, p. 343-8.

Contrary to some earlier assumptions, studies now show that
child molest victims suffer serious long-term psychological
detriments.

Id. Dr. Joseph Peters, Director of the Philadelphia

Sex Offender and Rape Victim Center, and Associate Professor
at the University of Pennslyvania, summarized some of these
detriments as:

0

General emotional withdrawal from society;

0

Loss of appetite;

0

Discontinuation of education;

0

Negative feelings toward men;

0

Severe nightmares;

0

Loss of sleep.

Importantly, the initial trauma inherent in a serious molestation
often leads to serious life-long emotional problems for the
victim.

Dr. Roland Summit of Harbor-UCLA Medical Center,
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characterized these molestation victims as "psychological
time bombs, .. suffering from: "self-hate, self-destructive,
antisocial behaviors, substance abuse, runaway tendencies,
prostitution, somatic complaints, sexual dysfunctions,
hysterical seizures, dissociative disorders including multiple
personality states, and homicidal frenzies, affective disorders
and schizophrenia."

Summit, R., Recognition and Treatment of

Child Sexual Abuse, p. 3 (1980).

These symptoms were particularly aggravated when the offender
was an intimate authority figure, such as father or stepfather.
Peters, J., "Children who are victims of sexual assault and
the psychology of offenders," 30 Arner. J. Psychotherapy, 398
(July 1976).

Society at large may be the greater victim, because studies
now strongly correlate child molestation victimization with
subsequent child molestation perpetration.

Molest victims,

as adults, become molest offenders (men), or aiders and
abettors in molestations or child abusers (men and women).
Swift, Dr. C., Congressional Hearings, p. 353-4; Summit, R.
and Kryso, J., "Sexual Abuse of Children: A Clinical Spectrum, 11
48 Arner. J. Orthopsychiatry, p. 232 (April 1978).

Child molestation is also a serious crime because perpetrators
(particularly fixated pedophiles) commonly are recidivists.
Groth, Dr. A. N. and Longo, B.

c.,

Undetected Recidivism

Among Rapists and Child Molesters, p. 15-18 (Pub. Pend. 1980).
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Pedophilia is a self-reinforcing sexual lifestyle.

It

produces physical and emotional pleasure.

Thus, repetiton

increases the probablility of repetition.

Groth, A. N.,

Burqe~-H::i,

/\.

W., Holmstr·unt, L. L., and Sgroi, S., The Sexual

Assault of Children and Adolescents, p. 153 (Lexington
Books, 1978).

Because of this, as Dr. Summit has noted, supra, the typical
fixated pedophile may molest hundreds or perhaps thousands
of children during his lifetime.

One fact emphasized by recent studies is that the pronounced
recidivism rates of child molesters cannot be measured by
subsequent formal criminal record studies, based upon "arrests"
or "convictions."

Dr. John Monahan, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry,
University of California, Irvine, stated the reasons for
criminal record inadequacies as follows:

[P]olice arrest rates have been the primary means of
verifying whether or not a violent act has occurred
during the followup period. For at least two reasons,
however, arrest rates are inadequate methods of
verification: Most violent behavior is never reported
to the police, and the violent behavior which is reported
often does not lead to the recording of an arrest.
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On the first point, a recent victimization study in
eight major American cities found that only 40 to 50
percent of all violent crime was reported to the police.
The reporting rate for simple assaults ranged from 27 to
39 percent (Department of Justice, 1974). While the
reasons for not reporting a crime are varied . . • the
result of underreporting is surely to reduce the usefulness of arrest records as a means of verifying the
occurrence of violent behavior (Holatyn, 1975).
Added to this is the fact that the "clearance rate"
of reported crime . . . is far from perfect. While
the clearance rate for murder is reasonably high
(79 percent) the clearance rates for forcible rape
(51 percent), aggravated assault (63 percent) and
robbery (27 percent) are such that a large portion
of the violent crime that is reported never finds
~ts way into police statistics (Kelley, 1974).
In addition to the standard reasons given to account
for the low clearance rates for violent crime •
one factor especially relevant to validation
studies of the prediction of sexual violence is that
mental hospitalization is often used by the police
as an alternative to arrest. As ·cacozza & Steadman
(1974, p. 1013) noted in their followup study o~
the "criminally insane," Baxstrom [sexual] patients,
"some of the patients were rehospitalized for
behavior very similar to that displayed by other
patients who were arrested for violent crimes."
One Los Angeles study found that 33 percent of police
referrals to a medical psychiatric unit had as their
primary percipitating incident "some degree of aggressive
behavior." In none of these cases was an arrest made
(Jacobson, Craven & Kushner, 1973).
Monahan, Dr. J., Congressional Hearings, p. 203-5 (1978).

Dr. Monahan thus concluded that most studies resting upon
formal arrest or conviction reviews of "cured" sexual offenders
are actually examining persons who "may be leading active
careers in violent crime."

Id. at 205.
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Three hundred of America's leading psychiatrist concurred
w.ilh Jlr· . Monilhan':.; I indinqB uS they specifically relate to
~udophlles.

They concluded that studies resting upon formal

"rates of recidivism [are] hardly reliable standards based
on the innumerable criminal acts that occur and that do not
receive official recognition.

Prominent among these would

be rape and pedophilia, which are underreported."

Group for

the Advancement of Psychiatry, Psychiatry and Sex Psychopath
~.c9.~~- ~-~_t:_ion_:_'!'_!'le_!g~_t_~

the 80~~' p. 87 0 (Mental Health

Materials Center, N.Y., 1977)

(Hereafter cited as "300

Psychiatrists' Report").

Recently, Dr. A. Nicholas Groth concluded the actual recidivism
rate of child molesters was over five times that reflected
by formal criminal records.

This 500 percent underrecording

rate was limited to molestations of separate victims (multiple
criminal incidents with the same victim were not counted
because they were so frequent as to significantly skew the
sample).

Groth, A. N. and Longo, B. C., Undetected Recidivism

Arnon3_~apists

and Child Molesters, p. 23 (Pub. Pend. 1980}.

Professor George Dix of the University of Texas, in a national
institute of mental health study of Atascadero inmates
similarly found serious underrecording of the crimes actually
conunitted by California MDSO's.

Dix, G. E., "Differental

Processing of Abnormal Sex Offenders," 67 J. Crim. L. &
~£iminolog~,

p. 233

(1976).
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The conclusions of Doctors Groth and Dix should not be
surprising in light of recent studies which conclude that no
more than 6 percent of all child molestations have been
reported to authorities. Summit, R. and Kryso, J., "Sexual
Abuse of Children: A Clinical Spectrum," 48 Amer. J.
grthopsychiatry, p. 228 (April 1978).
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THE MDSO INCARCERATION PHILOSOPHY IS OUTMODED
AND

APPE~RS

PSYCHIATRICALLY UNSOUND

Until 1976, California clung to a rehabilitation incarceration
philosophy in dealing with crimes, generally.
determined sentence length.

"Rehabilitation"

Achievement of "rehabilitation

and adjustment" caused release.

See former Penal Code

section 3024.5

This system did not work.

Some offenders were released . too

early as rehabilitated (i.e., false

negatives)~

others were

held too long as not rehabilitated (i.e., false positives).

~~ost

important, criminal rehabilitation did not occur.

California experience was not unique.

This

Dr. James Q. Wilson

of Harvard University summarized the national research
findings:

Between 1966 and 1972, Robert Martinson reviewed,
initially at the request of the New York State
Governor's Committee on Criminal Offenders, 231
experimental studies on the treatment of criminals,
including in this list all those from here and
abroad that were available in print between 1945
and 1967, and that met ·various. tests of methodological adequcy. Martinson's review came to a clear
conclusion:
"With few and isolated exceptions, the
rehabilitation efforts that have been reported so
far have no appreciable effect on recidivism."
Studies done since 1967 do not provide grounds for
altering that conclusion significantly.
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It does not seem to matter what form of treatment
in the correctional system is attempted -- whether
vocational training or academic education; whether
counseling inmates individually, in groups, or not
at all; whether therapy is administered by social
workers or psychiatrists; whether the institutional
context of the treatment is custodial or benign;
whether the sentences are short or long; whether
the person is placed on probation or released on
parole; whether the treatment takes place in the
community or in institutions.
Indeed, some forms
of treatment -- notably a few experiments with
psychotherapy -- actually produced an increase in
the rate of recidivism.
The l-1artinson review is unique in its comprehensiveness,
but not in its findings.
R. G. Hood came to much the
same conclusion in a review published in 1967; Walter C.
Bailey, after examining 100 studies of the efficacy of
treatment and especially the 50 or so that claimed
positive results, concluded in 1966 that the "evidence
supporting the efficacy of correctional treatment is
slight, inconsistent, and a questionable reliability.
Leslie T. Wilkins observed in 1969 that "the major
achievement of research in the field of social
psychology and treatment has been negative and has
resulted in the undermining of nearly all of the
current mythology regarding the effectiveness of
treatment in any form."
In retrospect, little of this should have been
surprising.
It requires not merely optimistic,
but heroic assumptions about the nature of man to
lead one to suppose that a person, finally sentenced
after (in most cases) many brushes with the law,
and having devoted a good part of his youth and
young adulthood to misbehavior of every sort, should,
by either the solemnity of prison or the skillfulness
of the counselor, come to see the error of his ways
and to experience a transformation of his character.
Today, we smile in amusement at the naivete of those
early prison reformers who imagined that religious
instruction while in solitary confinement would lead
to moral regeneration.
How they would now smile at
us at our presumption that conversations with a
psychiatrist or a return to the community could
achieve the same end.
We have learned how difficult
i t : is by governmental means to improve the
educational attainments of children or to restore
stability and affection to the family, and in these
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cases we are often working with willing subjects
in moments of admitted need.
Criminal rehabilitation
requires producing equivalent changes in unwilling
subj~cts under conditions of duress or indifference.
;1. Q. Wilson, ~l~~inki~~--~~out Crime, (Basic Books 1974),

169-70.

(Footnotes omitted.)

Dr. Alfred Blumstein of Carnegie Mellon University and
Chairman of the National Academy of Science's Panel on
Research on Deterrent and Incapacitative Effects, similarly
told Congress in 1978:

The results of these evaluations of rehabilitation
programs have been strikingly consistent. Wherever
the evaluation has been rigorous, the evaluators
appear to have found no discernible difference in the
post-treatment recidivism of the treatment group
compared to the controlled group. This is not to say
that some programs do not help some people, but it
does emphasize that we still do not know enough to
be able to target specific programs at specific
offenders with the confidence that these programs
will "rehabilitate" them to a sizeable degree. No
"silver bullets" have yet been identified that are
potent enough to cure large numbers of offenders,
at least within the confines of what the criminal
justice system is able to do.
Blumstein, A., Congressional Hearings, p. 146.

The Legislature recognized the failure of

t~e

rehabilitation

detention philosophy when it enacted the determinate sentencing
law (SB 42).

We now recognize the legitimate purpose of incarceration as
punishment.

The length of punishment should be uniform and
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proportionate to the seriousness of the offense.
section 1170(a) (1).
philosophy.

Penal Code

The MDSO system contradicts this general

Here this group of convicted offenders are,

"Lreatcd nol <H>

criminal~;,

but uS sick persons."

W&I Code section 6250.

Thus, aside from life sentences and CRC, the MDSO system
remains the only adult system incarcerating offenders on a
nonuniform, nonproportionate basis.

The longest presumptive

incarceration term under MDSO is the maximum for the substantive
offense.

W&I Code section 6316.

On an ad hoc basis, this

can be shortened on a staff conclusion of "cure."
W&I Code section 6325.1.

It may also be temporarily extended

beyond the maximum on a staff conclusion of continued neeu
and amenability to treatment.

W&I Code section 6316.2.

In practice, the MDSO system has abbreviated rather than
lengthened the confinement.

The National Institute of

Mental Health Study conducted by Professor George Dix of the
University of Texas found that half of all the Atascadero
inmates were released within one year and none were retained
longer than two.

Dix, G. E., "Determining the Continued

Dangerousness of Psychologically Abnormal Sex Offenders,"

3 J. of

Psychiat~~and

Law, p. 327 {1975).
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More recent studies show that Atascadero confinement length
has increased somewhat, but still significantly lags behind
comparable confinement length for state prison.

A 1978

State Department of Mental Health Task Force report stated
that the average length of hospitalization for MDSO's at
that time was 18 months.

Horowitz, J., "Sex Offenders and

the Disordered," Los Angeles Times (Part IV, August 3, 1979).
Data produced by the Department of Corrections disclosed
.that in 1978 the comparable confinement length for child
molesters in prison was 41 months.

Management Information

Section, Department of Corrections, Number and Time Served
~~--1?!.~~ Be~EE~- ~ir~-~_Pa~ol~, p.

3 (April 1980).

The release decisions were based upon the hospital staff's
assessment of the MDSO's continued dangerousness to others.
This standard (which is the premise of the

~IDSO

system) is

now widely recognized as psychiatrically incapable of
implementation.

The Group for. the Advancement of Psychiatry, an independent
group of 300 leading psychiatrists, recently published a
white paper entitled, Psychiatry and Sex Psychopath Legislation:
The 30's to the 80's.
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Two significant conclusions of GAP's 125-page study were:

(1) First and foremost, sex psychopath and sexual
offende·r---sfatutes"c"a n·--bestbedescribed a approaches
t hat have faii~- The discrepancy between the prom1ses
in sex statutes and performances have rarely been
resolved.

* * *
(2) The categorization process projected by sexual
l-acks cl1nical val1dity. The
notion 1S naive and confusing that a hybrid amalgam
of law in psychiatry can validly label a person as
a "sex psychopath" or "sex offender" and then treat
him in a manner consistent with a guarantee of
community safety.
The mere assumption that such a
heterogeneous legal classification could define
treatability and make people amenable to treatment
is not only fallacious; it is startling.
It is
·analogous to approaches that would create special
categories of "burglary offender" statutes or
"white collar" offender statutes and then provide
for special commitments, such as to burglary
psychopath hospitals.
ps~hopath-statutes

300 Psychiatrists Report, p. 935.

More fundamentally, GAP found no present psychiatric cure,
or "silver bullet"

(in Dr. Blumstein's terms) for pedophilia.

At one time, pedophilia was thought to be highly
treatable; in retrospect, this optimism appears
to have confused social policy needs with actual
therapeutic effectiveness.
300 Psychiatrists Report, p. 871.
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Dr. Summit also saw no "silver bullet" for pedophiles:
Despite the hopes of penologists and therapists,
there is no responsible documentation that
treatment can realign the sexual preference of
the fixated pedophile or deem any protections
for the children at risk.
Since the well-adjusted
pedophile typically finds an unrestricted supply
of noncomplaining partners there is no means
short of 24-hour-supervision to monitor [his
actions].
Summit, R. ,
p. 5,

Re~ogni tion

and Treatment of Child Sexual Abu.s e,

(1980).

GAP concurs with this conclusion:

Early and unjustified optimisism had raised
public hopes about the effectiveness of clinical
approaches in identifying and predicting just who
would behave in a deviant or dangerous manner.
Intimately fused with the belief in the ability
of clinicians to identify and predict sexual
psychopathy for the legal system was the illusion
that treatments were available to cure and
rehabilitate the individuals identified.
300 Psychiatrists Report, p. 854.

As another prominent psychiatrist stated:

The difficulty is that we have no way of
successfully treating the sexual psychopath.
Cures, if any, must be extremely rare.
The
demand, therefore, that these offenders be
"treated" is a sterile one. Why do we want
jurisdiction in these cases transferred from
the courts to the psychiatrist? 'It looks as if
we have talked ourselves into the privilege of
holding the bear by the tail.
Davidson, Dr. H., "Legislation Dealing with Sex Offenders,"
Amer. J. of Psychiatry (November 1959).
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Professor Dix, in his NIMH study of Atascadero, observed
that the Atascadero staff was confronting exactly the problems
outlined above:

Perhaps the immediately apparent aspect of the
staff's analysis of continued dangerousness was
their frequent failure to address the issues
speci f ically -- or when it was directly addressed
with precision.
No effort was spent discussing in
specific or precise terms how likely it was that a
patient would reoffend if released to the community.
This, of course, merely confirms the frequently
made suggestion that the prediction of dangerousness
even in the institutional context where the staff can
be regarded as well informed -- is so imprecise a
matter as to inherently preclude such specific
analysis on a statistical probability basis.
Dix, G. E., "Determining the Continued Dangerousness of
Psychologically Abnormal Sex Offenders," J. of Psychiatry
and Law, p. 235 (1975).
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CURRENT CHILD MOLESTATION SENTENCING
PATTERNS ARE INAPPROPRIATE

'l'he rJr:O\-Iin<;J recognition that the offense of child molestation
should be treated as a serious crime rather than a mental or
emotional illness which can be "cured" is not reflected in
current sentencing patterns.

Our courts almost routinely defer

to the mental health profession

as the standard disposition

for the convicted child molester.

Since many of our child

molest statutes, written when indeterminate prison and
hospital terms were in effect, encourage this dispositional
approach, widespread judicial deference to psychiatry is not
surpr. b>ing.

The following data was obtained from the Bureau of Criminal
Statistics, Special Studies Section.

Although BCS data is

apparently at least 35 percent underreported, the size of
the sample is sufficient to "generally describe the statewide
processing of adult felony arrestees through California's
criminal justice system."

Adult Felony Arrest Dispositions

in California, Qepartment of Justice, p. 36 (1979).
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SENTENCES IMPOSED UPON CONVICTION, STATEWIDE, 1979

__ __________

Rape

Convictions

582

396

State Prison

360

58

Prison (percentage)

62%

15%

Probation

127

236

Probation (percentage)

22%

60%

MDSO

53

102

MDSO (percentage)

9%

26%

-..
Conviction
Offense

Child Molestation

The above statistics show that a convicted rapist in 1979
was

ov~~lo~£_t~~~s

convicted molester.

more likely to be sent to prison than a
The rapist had only about one-third the

chance of receiving probation or hospitalization as compared
with a molester.

One of the foremost social duties of society is to protect its
children.

When we reflect upon the fact that the percentage

of arrested child molesters in 1979, who received prison
sentences, was under 5 percent, we must question whether our
laws adequately meet this obligation.
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!~ADEQUACY

OF PRESENT CALIFORNIA LAW

California statutes do not adequately reflect the realities of
child molestation.

Recent strengthening of various Penal Code

provisions relating to crimes such as rape, crimes against
the elderly and the disabled are not always coupled with
comparable provisions relating to perhaps the most vulnerable
members of society -- children.

Rape is punishable by either 3, 6, or 8 years in prison.
Penal Code section 264.
5, 7, or 9 years.
(most rupcs)

an~

Rape in concert is punishable by either

Penal Code section 264.1.

Forcible rape

rape in concert are mandatory prison offenses

(hospitalization is still available).

Imprisonment now follows

most rape convictions because of recent legislative action (SB 13) .

Child molestation, arguably as serious as rape in it consequences,
may lead to a sentence of probation, jail, hospitalization or
imprisonment for 3, 5, or 7 years.

Penal Code section 288.

In the uncommon case (see discussion of "force," infra), where
the prosecution is able to establish beyond a reasonable doubt,
through the victim's testimony, that the molestation was
committed "by use of force, violence, duress, menace or threat
of great bodily harm, and against the will of the victim •
prison (or hospitalization) is mandatory.

..

Unlike rape, no

special mandatory penalty exists for molestation in concert.
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Imprisonmen~ ..

for child molestation is uncommon.

Where it does

occur, the prison term is short as opposed to comparable offenses,
such as rape.

Prison is mandatory if great bodily injury is inflicted in the
course of serious crimes.

Penal Code section 1203.075.

Although

these serious crimes include rape and assault with intent to
commit rape, they do not include child molestation or assault
with intent to commit it.

Prison is also mandatory if the defendant used a firearm in the
commission of a serious felony, including rape and assault with
intl:!nt

l(J

commit it, but not child molestation.

section 1203(a) (1).

Penal Code

Section 1203(a) (2) adds that a second

felony conviction, where the previous crime was one of the
"serious" offenses, leads to imprisonment if the defendant was
armed during the crime or at arrest.

Again, rape . and assault

with intent to commit rape are regarded as serious; child
molestation is not.

These mandatory prison sections, where the defendant has inflicted
great bodily injury, or used a firearm, or was armed, include
as serious felonies, offenses such as robbery and burglary (as
well as rape, yet, by omitting child molestation as a "serious"
felony,

they imply that the use of a weapon or the infliction of

great bodily injury in child molestation cases is not equally
culpable.
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Moreover, the Legislature has enacted statutes which recognize
the gravity of serious offenses against the elderly, blind, or
paraplegics, and has provided (in section 1203.09 of the Penal
Code) that the infliction of great bodily injury on these
victims mandates a prison sentence.

Yet, a child, who is at

least equally vulnerable, is not similarly protected.

Infliction

of great bodily injury upon a child does not lead to a mandatory
prison sentence.

The Legislature recently enacted laws which severely limit a
judge's discretion to grant probation for certain residential
burglary offenses.

It would appear that the perpetrators of

serious sexual crimes against children should not be dealt with
more leniently than burglars.

Another reflection of the Penal Code's more severe approach to
property crimes is the provision (in section 209[b]) that
kidnapping for the purpose of robbery is punishable by life
imprisonment.

Kidnapping for the purpose of either rape or

child molestation should be considered as serious an offense as
kidnapping for the purpose of robbery.

Thus, existing disparities between the treatment of child
molesters and other offenders should be examined by the Legislature.
Corrective action appears appropriate.
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The authorities cited in this paper consider child molestation
as serious as rape.
He~rin~s,

be

See, e.g., Swift, Dr. C.,

pp. 323-50 (1978).

cqu~li~cd

~.c:>ng. ressiona}:

Available sentence ranges should

and incurceration made mandatory for serious or

repeat molestations.

These actions will minimize the current

(as noted in this paper) disparate sentencing treatment between
serious molesters and rapists.

The Legislature should also consider eliminating current
requirements of "force" or "without. consent" when children below
a certain age (perhaps 10 or 12) are the victims.

To prove

"resistance" or "nonconsent" \"'ith, for example, a five-year-old,
is

both practically impossible and logically unnecessary.

already recognize this in our "statutory rape" laws.
Code section 261.5.

We

See Penal

As Dr. Swift told Congress, a "child is

certainly in a powerless position with regard to an adult •
We train children to obey adults.

That's one of the basic

tenents in our society, so the child is somewhat defenseless
~~~~essional

H~arings,

p. 362 (1978).

The victim in a child molestation case is sometimes seen as
collaborating with the perpetrator -- a perception which comes
about due to a misplaced application of adult values to a
child's world.

This "collaboration" is really a manisfestation

of the child's "inability to consent or not consent due to their
stage of personality or cognitive development."

Elwell, MD,

Sexually Assaulted Children and Their Families, J. of Contemporary
Social Work (April 1979).

As stated by Dr. Finkelhor, Head of
-27-
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the Family Violence Research Program at the University of New
Hampshire, "children are small and compliant . . • The authority
and power of persuasion held by an adult are usually adequate
to uslubl i sh the scxuu1 contact."

Yinkelhor, MD, Social Forces

and Formulation of the Problem of Sexual Abuse, p. 7
(November 1978).

Dr. Summit observed:

The child has no power to say "no" and has no
information on which to base a decision.
Since
the long-term psychological effects are so uncertain and since the adult has such a vested
interest in minimizing those risks, no modern
concept of ethics, liability, or consumer
protection could ever endorse such a lopsided
contract. The child is just as powerless within
the intimidating or ingratiating relationship as
the adult rape victim would be atthe point of a
knife.
Summit, R.,

~ecognition

and Treatment of Child Sexual Abuse,

p. 6.

The Legislature should also consider a habitual sex offender law
for those with multiple prior convictions.

This law would

incarcerate these recidivists for substantial minimum terms,
or perhaps for life.

'I'he justification for this law is twofold.

r'irst, it constitutes

enhanced punishment appropriate to the offender's conduct,
i.e., proven repeated law violations.

Second, it protects

society by incapacitating individuals with a proven propensity
to commit such crimes.

As Dr. John Monahan, Professor at the

University of California, Irvine, told Congress:
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The best predictor of future violent behavior is
a record of past v1olent behav1or.
If ther 1s
any cons1stency 1n [cr1m1nal1ty prediction)
research, it is this: The probability of future
violt:mee increases with the frequency of pust
vioJence.
Congressional Hearings, p. 187 (1978).

Dr. Monahan's summary of the predictive research has particular
application to confirmed pedophiles.

Dr. Summit has emphasized

that:

Despite the hopes of pedophiles and therapists, there
is no responsible documentation that treatment can
realign the sexual preference of the fixated pedophile
or gain any protection for the children at risk.
Since the well-adjusted pedophile typically finds an
unrestricted supply of noncomplaining partners, there
is no means short of 24-hour supervision to monitor
[his actions] .
Summit, R., Recognition and Treatment of Child Sexual Assaults,
p. 5 (1978).
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RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE REFORM

Revision of the laws relating to child molesters is
necessary.

The following recommendations contemplate that

both the seriousness of the criminal activity and the high risk
of recidivism require prison sentences for molesters.

Proposed

legislation should include provisions relating to:

1.

Increasing the range of penalties for child
molestation from 3, 5, or 7 years to 3, 6,
or 8 years (the present penalty range for rape);

2.

Making mandatory a prison sentence if the defenqant
has suffered a previous conviction for any sex
offense;

3.

Making mandatory a sentence of life (without
possibility of parole for 20 years) for a third
conviction;

4.

Making mandatory a sentence of life (without
possibility of parole for 20 years) for a second
convict'ion where one conviction is for an offense
listed in paragraph 5, below;

5.

Making mandatory a prison sentence (3, 6 or 8
years) not only for an ·offense where physical
force and a child's resistance are apparent
(see present law, Penal Code§ 288[b]), but also:
a.

Where there is substantial sexual
contact with a victim 10 years old
or less (e.g., penile or object
penetration of the vagina or rectum,
oral copulation, masturbation);

b.

Where the defendant has molested
more than one victim;

c.

Where the victim has been physically
injured;

d.

Where the defendant used a weapon;
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6.

e.

Where the defendant kidnapped the
victim for the purpose of child
molestation (Penal Code § 209(6)
should also be amended to include
"kidnap for the purpose of rape."):

f.

Where the defendant occupies a
position of "special trust" in
relation to the victim (e.g., teachers,
youth leaders, counselors, religious
leaders, doctors, foster parents).

Requiring state hospitals to return a convicted
molester (or rapist) to the state prison to
complete his original sentence after MDSO treatment.
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CARL CARTER JR.
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An intensive search has been
thin build and black hair and brown
IUlderway in South Gate to find a eyes. It's believed he was wearing a
seven-year-old boy missing since white tee-shirt, blue jeans and tennis
SIUlday evening. Carl Carter Jr. was shoes.
last seen playing in an alley near his
Monday evening 24 police officers
home. on Tweedy Boulevard near conducted a house-to-house, door-toSan Juan Avenue, in a construction . door search in a six-block area near
site.
the boy's residence.
"We've exhausted all sources in
Helicopters provided by Los
our search for the boy," said Police Angeles Co\Ulty Sheriff have been a
Chief Robert Stewart. "Now, part of the hiUlt. Also, dogs from
through the media, we're appealin8 FoiUltain Valley were brought in to
to the public to help us find the lad."
assist in the search .
The boy is described as being four - "We've checked out everything,"
said Stewart. "We've looked into atfeet tall, weighing 90 poiUlds, with a

By BE'ITY PEACH
tics, the sewer syst·
Copley News Service
refrigerators, and the bo)
ALKMAAR, Holland be fo\Uld." The chief had t.
everything in this ~.100.
for South Gate's REAC'I
year-old city sits on a
citizen band radio gro
water·bound piot of
members have been a ~
·groiUld, and on Fridays IS
search, sometimes IUltil 4
permeated by the
the morning. "They've bE
' delightful aroma of cheese.
said Stewart.
Not just any cheese. but
All leads have been fa
special cheeses prod~:ced
including one that the bo;
in Buena Park. "That wa · locally and sold for co.:·
sumption th~ world over.
·caller. turned out to be ;
There are two basic sha;~es
disturbed person," said
- ·pale yellow wheeis hat
detectives working theca
on top .and bottom .• and
deeper yellow cheeses that
look like rows of stacked
cannon balls.
•
N
They are g~nerally ;c:er.·
tified as Edam and Gouda.
tangy and full-flavored.
When they are · slupped
• overseas, their yello~
coats are encased in red
. wax to protect tha semiPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AND WEDNESDAY AT 8808 NATIONAL AVE.
soft, ..mellow, buttery texTELEPHONE 869-3585
ture.
•
Originally, Edam cheese
SSIH YEAR NO. 96
WEONESDAY,OCTOBER 25,1978
came only from the viliage.
of Edam 20 miies southeast
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l ?sychic's 'vision' led to arrest -_:;~
of suspect in boys~ slayings h-il

I

~-··'

l

1

.

t
By Joe Segura

.

· SlafiWrller

j

South Gnto polire rc·vPnh·d
that a woman p~y.ch~c's
''vision" gave them a dl'Scnpt10n
of the man they arrest.cd na a sus~t in the murder of three boys.
Tul':~clny
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....·. ,.The suspect, Harold Memro,
.33 o( 28031,1 Ohio Ave., South
· c~re;-was arraigned Wednesday
on three counts of first-degree
_murder and one count of kidnap·
ping:-;
· · .He wns ordered to appca! No~.
13 for- a preliminary hcnrmg m
Sooth Gate Municipal Court on
. the charges stemming (rom the
kidnap-slaying of 7-year-old Carl
Cart.er Jr. of South Gate, and the
1976 throat-slashing murders of
two Bell Gardens boys, Rnlph J.
Chnvez 10 nnd Scott A. Fowler,
12. }Ie 'rem'nim•d in cuRtody without bail in Los Angeles County
jail.
After investigators had exhausted all leads in the boy's
death, they contacted the psychic,
who came up with a description
that WEUJ turned into a sketch, po- ·
lire Mid. The boy's parent.A recognized the image as that of Memro,

who was an acqunint.'Ulce, police
said.
Mc·mro wn!l Cjlll''ltinrH'(l at
length by inve~ti1;nt.ors Snturday
and then nrrrsted after he led
them to the Cart.cr boy's body,
Detective William D. Sims said
· Wednesday during a press conference.
-.~
· ·Sims said that during later
'questioning, Memr~ - dl'scribcd
as a quiet truck dnver who never
marrird :. _ told in\'t'stigntors he
"hnd to teiJ somrone" about the
murders of the Chavez and Fowler
boys. Their bodies were found
Julv 26, 1976, in a Bell G~rdens ·
park. Investigators had Inter~
\'icwed more I han 500 pen:;ons m
connl'ction v.ith those murders.
"During the queglioning,
Mt·nuo mnde f;ome inrriminnting
f'talt'm('nts t.hnt led us tel brlieve
he knew the whrreabout.s of the
(Carter) youth," Sims said.
The boy had been missin_g
from hi!l home since Oct. 22. H1s
fuiJy clothed body was found in. a.
bushy area off Lincoln Avrnue m
Mont.cbello. Police said they be- ·
lieve he had bren stranglrd v.ith a ·
rope and molested. The coroner's

r ••
,..,.

.

office is examining the body, he
snid.
.
An rxu.-nsive senrch for thc·
boy had rcsulh.>d in few hnid
clues, nccording to Sims.
"At that point in the investi~a
tion, I was willing to use anything
that would help us," he added.
Sims said that on Oct. 24 the
South Gate Police Department
co11tacted the psychic, who has
asked not to be identified.
The followin,::- rlay, Sims said,
the psychic t.old invrst.i~;ators nf 11
"vision" she had had of the Cartu
boy 'v.ith a man.

'

., :.
.

. ·.'

,·

-.

It is common practice for psy·
chics to use a victim's clothing •lr
photos to belp them "see" the \'i~· (
tim, but Sims said the woman d1d 11
not use any aids to achieve hr.r {.
."vision."
,,
The description of the m:m
she said she saw was given to Los
Angeles Police Department art·
ist.s, who made a composite por·
trait. The victim's parents told
police the portrait looked like
Mrmro, Sims said.
.
Homicide investigators Said ·,
Memro had visited Carl Carter Sr. ~-·
on Oct. 21 to talk about the me·
..
hi
chani~! p~~--~.ms
of an auto.
····:
~

1 ~!r:·(
.!, ·, ' •.
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composite Draw n'
:l
Witta W onian's Help-·-· ·

,.

south Ga te dt:IE'CIJV('S disrl o~d
)L"'tl-rday th."'l a Los Angd es p syduc:~

w.ll> l argdy rcspoo ~i bl e for t he ilr rL"Sl ~ , . .
ul' ll:lrold R. 1\.fernro In the dl•at" ~· .

·,.

7-yt•ar-olcl . Ca rl Carter. Jr., m l ~int:
smt·l! Oc1. 22. and subsequent charges.
or murder In the 1976 slayi ngs of two.
Bell Gardens yuuths.
•
Ol.'ll-ctlws Willia m Si ms anc:t Louis ·
Gluhak of the Suuth Ga te homiddoi!:
di\ision, fiaid r h~y tal ked to the ~oman"·
p..yl·hic. who ask<>d not to be ic1enti fied/ ·

upun the reannmendaUon

officer.
1

body, he

for lht
:ew bard

..

or

a fellov( : -'

•• . ·

111r. ol'fi<.'t!n snid . they took tht"
"uman to L os A ngt'les police-' - · :
'hl•;ulqu.Jrtcrs at 1•arkcr Cl'ntcr. where : ·
~ht• dt•scnlx.-d the suspt., ·t to a (Xllit:e
ar1ist . whu dn·w a (·urnpo!.ile picture. :·· · ·
Th,•y showl-d IIJC pic.:tun• tu the C:trtcr
boy ' s Jlart.•nts. who . immediatcl)'

......11~niz1.'d him as an ltl·quamtam:e, lhe
dt!lt.•ctiveli :-.aid.

Memro ' s arrl!sC'

rullowt.-d.
; " · · ·:.
!lll•anOA.·rUJe. the 33-yt.•ar-uld South' ' '
Gate man was or4cred h~:ld without-· ....
ba11 yesterday on thrve counts . or: ·
m11rdcr and one count of sodomy in · .

. CuMt.'Ction with the deaths of the lh~. ·
Sims said.
(lf I
·the Carter

sa tors

.ice for ps~
clothing
.ee" the ,-jr

womo.n di
.achieve h
of lhe ICl
given to
1rtment

nr

J': flOSite I
r·a rents to

looked li

boys rangint; in age rrom 8 to 12.
;: ·•
Mcmro was ordered to apj:k;'ar ror 4' - • •
preliminary twa ring Nov. l l . .lie had ·. ·.
~...:n in the C'U Study or South Gate pllic('; : -~ .•
~uK·t• S;tturday -...tlcn he ":as buokN! olt:: .~
Mhpit.·lon of slaymg Ute South Gatp boy-..· . : ·
Th•? bodit!S of lhe t IVO llt-11 Gardl:n : · ·
)UUths.' Scutt Fowler. 12, and Ralpb · . :.
Chavez. 10. their thr<hllS t.-ut • .were.-:..
dismwn.'Ci by joggers on the momiAt ; ' ;
or July 26, 1976, bt!side the pond ar Johf(-;: ~
An!>On Ford Park in Bell Gardens.- 1 ~; ' ·•
OHiC'ials said the two boys apparenti)C; : _-·
had bceD ri..'ihing -...hen they we~ : ·.

·J

I.

CHARGED

IN rnR.EE .MURDERS
Harold R.
Memro, 33, a South Gate truck driver who has been
charged v.-ith tlle m urders of three Southeast Area
boys, as he appeared in 1m in Atascadero State
Hospital..
.

/1-7-lf .

-

'

Suspect re.l~ase_d from.

.

' •~

·state hospital twO
nionths before· slayings
r

.

The South Gate man who hc1s k'Cll
charged with the murders of three
Southeast Area boys was reportedly
released from Atascadero State
Hospital just two months before two
of the murders occurred.

Harold R. Mem.."', 33, a South Gate

truck driver who ls a registered sex
attacked. .
.
. ..
. ·~ • ~ ... offender, has been charged with the
Sa t urday . the _two dl.'lecli\'e~ ·: ; :. murders of Scott ADen Fowler, 12, ·
mll'nit•Wt.·d Memro at l~ngth . po ! il~ :· : :. and Ralph Chavez, 10, both of whom
s aid .. and he all egedly providl·tl<. _ · were discovered with their throats
mfurmation that It'd to the dist.·overy qf,. •
slashed in July of 1976, and \\i th the'
the Cirte r boy's txx1y In a bU!\lly a~· ·: -:
murder of Carl Carter Jr., 7, who's
otr Lincoln Avenue i n l\tontcbeiiQ: · :; ~:
body was foW\d Oct. 28 of this year.
\\'hllc the boy's tJOOy was found ful(y· :
Mcmto was arrested the day
d olhl'S, South Catt! po l ic.:~ :.aid llwf " ·
l11:1ic'e he had bo..oen s t rangled a~ · ·:
before Carl's body was found in a
molt!,.l ed. · b ut t!Xam lnation by the' ~ · · hilly, isolated area · of Montebello,
tnrwu:r'li offin• is nt'C'l'!->S:Iry lut'tmfir111' · ·
and during pollee questioning, he
n... b.·hl·r
alkg~l y told police invcstit;ators
lluuunc1• ~ luw:-.l11:aturs ,.;ull M•·1 nro .'
where the body was w1d !lnkoo
l ~otl v ~ 11l'd l ite Ca rt1·r buy·:. fatht•r ou · . ,
, ~~~~ 21 to d iSf'll "-.:; ., probh· m '''itll h?~
l himself to the 1976 murders.
Aceording to the county coroner's
The in"estigators :.a i<l they have
~ office, Carl had been strangled, but
interviewed mure tll an 300 pc~l'l:" ·
the body was so decomposed a time
~10\'t' 1!176 In counert l on ,.,Hh t he ot: n~r

.

.

.

<"
'{

or death cannot be dt'lcrmined.
· ~
The right foot of the pa,rt.iaUs:.).'
clothed body had been mutilated by ' '~.~~-
coyotes or dogs, according to ilr

vestigators.
Memro has been arraigned on

. . ·.·-..,.,¥'

three cqunts of fiJ'St-<legree murder
and will have a preliminary hearing

onNov. 13.
Memro was arrested after a
psychic's description provided a
police composite and the Carter
family recognized the dra\\ing as

'

re.sembling Memro. Memro was

...~

reportedly an acquaintance of the

.- ..

Carter F amily.
ln the 1976 sla)ings, the two boys
were found fully-dothed near the
pond in Ford Pa rk in Bell Ga rdens

·with thd r throats sb shcd.
Mcmro, along with hundreds of
other people, was interviewed
during the original Bell Gardens
police investigati on or the Fowler·

Chavez muroers. .
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By John Orr ·
.-) Memro has been ordered :o ap• • -- • • . •J · rrt'f.
Harold Ray Memro, 33, the ·;pear at Norwalk Superior Co;m on
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• "' . ··: :4.,~
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-·. . r.
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• .. ''"*
.....~ .~. -. ·._...-.:.;,~:- _"·~··"~"'
· ..-.:...r~:-~.;, ·: ;, regiStered
_sex offender held m the · _Nov.27,41~9a.m.mDepartme~ .. r...
,,~·, ~ . ~- ..: ·.:·-:.· •.~. -.. _. strangulation death of~ South Gate .. _ Feldman, the_ d_eputy diStrict_ at41 . • : .• J,<-.: ~· ..~·!'':.:.. :-..." .·"1'.. -~ - -·s~.. ··-" .. . ·· ~ ~ _- !-= ~-~- ·;·-_,:.;~: · :_ .. ,_.. ·.-\ boyandthethroat·slashmgdeathsof: torney, and Williams, the ;>uol1c
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__ ·..~:· ... .-.}~.
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- .._:rt,J ~-: • -. ;1
.~·.tft · _,i ~"'t,{l .~~ . ./.:. i.: · -.'."'"' .<\· • .. , ..' :·· :- -;--...-. ~; \ two Cudahy boys, has been held to . .defender, both normally pracuce at
-,~ · -- ;. -·- ; -i!, '.
-·~r. .-~1 -.-.. :: -'~"';.......:'~~,:-~:.:-.·~.:':·\.'•
f?~t:-_--~,_,.1*
. ~ ~~:~:.·~:;~l!i::~-t~~t
~ answer
in Superior Court on three .Norwalk Superior Court, and were
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.. ~·~lo-,}t'' -t.-.·'
~ . ...
. .·
ts fh
'd . th ose de~lhs, •. ..~ unpo
.
rtcd to south GaLe for :.ue
•1.
., ,• , .. ·. ;~.:--r·~
1.:~~ ".;·· ,r.._.
-·- :;r··::;xJ'l:'(iJg.'
;. ~~ :·. . .. :, ., • ·- . ; coun o omoc1 e 1n
- ~ -·'f..(~' 'tf...... -.·· ~.
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especially
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torneyDavidFeldman.
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., ·' quested the closed hearmg under • . · Carter and Suns worked i.l'.e
~~:.t1:ti~-~~ -~~\~~>ill-!. ··~
:".--:_:;'(_ifi:.{rlt-."f"i/f ''-~.r'{T.'J · ~ section 868 of the penal code, and two'·.:..- · Carter case, and Barclift worked the
•• • .. ·~···•;.~ •• , . • 'l"...r':'_!S,"~·-T~_l'l · •· •• · ,~··· 1 r• ..J• , ·<
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. . ~)"'· · F ordP. ar kk'll'
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newspaper reporters, ~ne te Iev1:>1on
1 mgs: ·
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-~~~~; ~~~-~t¥9..' ~- ~J .;-. · • • ·.-i':' ·"',.\~~~.:;~:-':JI ·- -~-. · ... ,. ,.rel-'orter, and two policemen were ·:.• Durmg the hearmg Memro, weart1.,·.·~·t"Q!· ~{;;~;7· ~,~.!:~~}\
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' ·:!::!. '!~;\v~·:t:ii . . .. · -... ..· After the heeirmg, Willia~s refus·-t mustache and severa_l days _grjY.~ii
·
·:·.
._.'
.;.ed to speak to the.press, saymg only · · of beard, sat almost d1recUy
tlliU-,.•.
,rr;~;s.:,w .....t.,... ~;~· -· • · · - :a.~· •,.. "' , •.. ·"Nocomment"ashenearlyranout · of Gafkowski scribbling with or
:AME RA SHY- Harold Ray :\femro, -33, held in connection :of the court building on California.-.· writing with a'pencil on a pad at the
with the deaths of three youths, hide his ·face as he is led 'Avenue_inSouthGate.
. ·
defense_table. .
..
, from' the county jail bus to the South Gate courtroom Memro was charged w1th one
S~unty was mcreased for .:1e
.,
.
.
count of· sodomy and one count of
hearlJig, after threats on :'vlemro's
where Judge Frank Gafkowski, Jr., order~d him to be held homicide in the death last month of
life had rep"rtedly been made.
to answer· for three charges . of_ homoc1de. Bound and Carl Carter, Jr., 7, of south Gate,
Several cx:tra dep~ty mar!iha!.s
manacled, Memro managed to h1de his face from. televi- and two counts each of homicide in
were brought into the cpurlroom aii::
sion and newspaper cameras·~t~l_ in .tl~e ~ourt~oom, where the Juiy, 1976 deaths of Scott Allen
the corridor outside, as wcil as
ph(1tography is ro_t allowed. :: . ;·. ·;.\:),•·.': .. ,;
I
Fowler, 12, a~d Ralph Chavez, Jr.,
s_tand·u~ and hand·held me[.) I dete.c-: ~ •..,;:· Hf \ • . ~. ::
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~.. 1 ·•·.. ,!.'1,~·:/: · John Orr photo ,10, whose bod1es were found next to
tion dev1ces and several other South
_;~~ -~~ ·..:.:!... ·: · ..· • . .... .. ·. ·:;.,;:.. ::: ,1, . .• .• _ ._;) • .•• ,. •. . a fishmg pond at John Anson Ford· Gate police oHiccrs in plain clothes.
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' - - - · ·.... _ ·· • · ~ -· ·.-.... ,., ... •• ·Co~ty Park in Bell Gardens.
It is reported lhat Mcmro 1s bcLr...:
1
The sodomy charges were thrown
guarded with sprcial precautions .. t
lUt at Monday's hearing, but the
U1e County Jock-up to ;~rr,td con!run·
1omicidc charges wrrr allowed to
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A public defe~der, repre1ienting a
South Gate rr.an in murder case,
yesterday lashed out at the South
G
li D rtm t ·
urt
ate Po ce epa
en m co '
caHing them''a bunch of Umgs."
Public Defender Peter Williams
dairned that a confession obtained
by police from Harold Ray Memro,
33, chargl!d with the murders of
three Southeast Area boys, may

a

- '! '

·.,

. uspe. ct
Of S
By Robert Burns, Staff W.ritcr

..

.

Go
tession
'force"'d ·a·.ut'

'

_. . . . . ~--.. . ~..:r.l..·- ·- -4- ~ ....· ~. _........ ~ w. .:.:... ·:

As for Mcmro, Willia1ns said he · have been given under ''force, the
of force, or violence, or Ute
was illl'gally arrested, promised threat
threat of violence."
1cniPncy, and tt:rc::.tened by officers.
During a pre-trial hearing on
South Ctte Police Captain Nor- motions yesterday, Williams asked
man Phillips, s1lling in for Chief Judge William McGinley for perRobert Sttwart who was ill, said last mission to check South Gate police
night he couldn't c-omment on the files for other confessions allegedly
allegations made by Williams . obtained illegally, and for the right
becat..->e they concern an impending to conduct a background in(:Ourt case, and because the police
vestigation on Iii South Gate police
depart1nent didn't have a officers.
r~:prc~ent.a tive in court yesterday. . McGinley denied the motion for
so he didn't ~JloW the specific the background checks. However; he
allegations.
did grant a number of motions which
will allow Williams to do some in·- - -.....,.........., ~ - ..,.. · ·- "~ · -Y'<'
.
.
... ' - ~
... ' -:·.
vest iga!' on into previous con'"; "c .. • ·'!_ ~
fes5ions.
·
Memro was arrested on Oct. 'J:l by
the South \.;Jte police in connection
With the kidn..~p-murder or Carl
Carter Jr., 7, of South Gate, who
~-~ : .· :disappeared a week before his body
,;··
' ,\ :·· . ·
was uncovered in a hilly · area of
;, . . .
·• ·
:'lfontebello.
: .
· ;': ',
Mcmro, a ccording to police
<·;.' _reports, allegedly led police to the
._..... .~.:,:::___ ~-" ..,.'
::.··c. •.:~ . site in Montebello where the boy's
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r----c-co-rdi:-:-.n-g-;-to-r.,...-.eporls at the' tuh~;·
police questioned Memro for ' 10
hours. Police said that during
questioning, Memro linked himself
to the murders of two Bt>ll Gardens
boys, Scott Allen Fowler, 12, and
Ralph Chavez, 10. The two boys were
found in July · of 1976 , with their
throats slw;hed, ncar the pund in
Ford Park in Bell Gardens. ·
Memro was charged with three
counts of first degree murder.
"In general, they're a bunch of

a:.
Fe
hr.
t.l: ·
~k

.}

background. information on the
officers because "officers train each
other." ''We don't know how an
officer learns to break legs or crush
ribs to obtain a confession," he said.
Williams listed a few cases he said
he was aware of. Among them: a·
man who had his leg broken during
interrogation; a man who had his
ribs crushed during interrogation,
who then confessed to a murder
which ht~ppened while he was in
custody; a man \\ ho had a physical
defonnity and was threatened with a
''matching pair,·" and a woman who
was hit so hard her tooth came
through her lip.
.
He dirt not m-:ntion any names, but
sa id he had fiVl' or six :·imilar c-a~(·S
he has t'l•fllC across, and W<llllcd the
judge's permission to furt her invcstigate. ·• •
.
Williruns said he expects to use
some of he iudividua1s who were
adllegrtedly t hurt_t by the P0 ice
epa . men :-1s WI nesses.

,·,,

de.•

..
.
I

thugs," Williams said of the South
Gate police. "I've run across people
who have said it is the general policy
of the South Gate Police Department
.
to obtain eonfcssions."
Williams asked for the
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plea
·not guilty
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· Th~ man accused of kJUing three
Southeast Arc~ bl'fjS v!-..~lde~ not
t;uilty t.o three ro:.1 .~ !l of fir.;t de!!rl.-e
mun.JI!r yesterduy l.n Nurwulk
Superior Court. . . ·
Harold Ra_y Memro, 33, of South
Gate, was al<;o ordered to undergo
psychi~tric evaluation and will
receive a pre-trial hearing on Dec.
18.
!

Memro, a register~ sex offender
and a former Atascadero State
Hospital patient, is accused in the
strangulation death of Carl Carter
Jr., 7, whose body was (ound Oct. 28,
and in the deaths of Scott. Allen
Fowler, 12, and Ralph Chavez, 10,
both of whom were found with their
throats slashed in Ford Park in Bell
Gardens in 19'16. :~ ' · ,
Memro 'was arrested on Oct. ?:1 by
the South "Gate Pollee after the
Carter family r-ecOgnized a drawing,
'produced from a psychic's
d~cription, as resembling Memio.
. During more than 10 hours of
questioni:ilg, Mernro allegedly told
police where the Carter boy's body
was, in a hilly, isolated area of
Montebello, and linked himself to
the two Bell Gardens murders.
MeiiU'? asKed Superior Court
Judge William McGinley yesterday
if he could make a couple of phone
calls, one t.o his parents.
Because Memro is being held
away from other prisoners for his
~11 protection, he does not have
phone facilities available to him.
McGinley, however denied
Memro's requesl ·
M~mro is being held at the cou,nty
jail without bail.
.
··
The psychlabic evaluation is expected to determine whether or not
Memro is capable.of ~g trial
At the city council meeting last
night, Councilman John Murdock
congratulated the South Gate Police
Dep&'iment on how it handled this
case.
"It was a marvelous piece of
police work." Murdock said. "Chief
Robert Stewart and the police
department did a very fine job."

' .

l 'hcy \Vou]d llave Strung
Jlin1 Up a 'l'all 'f ree
•'~:

·.
......,

0
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The Editor, Sir;
Public Defender Pete
Williams should be
reprimanded for calling
the South Gate Police
"thugs." Mr. Williams is
not dio;playing a professional or an ethical image
by making accusations that
he may not be able to prove.
Is Mr. Williams 'suggesting that beeause the
confession of .Memro was
allegedly acquired by illegal means that Memro
should be set free to
possibly kill another l'hild?
I'rn sure Mr. Williams
received a lot of calls from
people who are willing to
testify against the South
Gate Police. The question
is what percentage of these
calls were from people who
weren't exactly fond of
policemen, especially if
they were convicted of a
crime and may have no
qualms about lying under
oath?
I'm not so naive that I
believe evt-ry policeman is
perfect, but I cert&linly expect positive proof of
brutality from reliable

sources,' not a witch hunt
by a public defender whose
job is to set his clients free
whether they be innocent
vr guilty.
I wonder just how nnsch
sympathy Mr. Williams
could muster for a
policeman who has been
brutally beaten, shot or
killed by a criminal?
I'm proud of our 'South
Gate Police, and I'm sure if
there· are any problems in
the department, they will
be handled ln the usual efficient manner. Mr.
Williams should know that
everyone is innocent until
proven guilty, including
policemen.
Mr. Williams should be
thankful that we live in a
day and age where his
client, Mr. Memro, can o~
lain the pr.otective custody
of the South Gate Police. In
the past his client may
have been a victim of the
vigilantes who would have
broken his client's arms
and legs before stringing
him up to a tall tree
branch.
(Mrs. Dorothea Lombardo
SouthGate.

*** *** ***

Why D iscredit a
Whole D epartn1ent?
To The Editor Sir:
I have lived in South Gate
for thirty years and raised
two children here and I
want to speak up in defense
of the South Gate Police.
It seems a shame that
Public Defender Williams,
in order to defend an alleged killer of three children,
would find it necessary to
discredit a v.hole police
department.

I feel it is just another example of putting the
welfare of the criminal
ahead of the law abiding
citizen.
_ I also feel that is why we
have the criminals back on
the street.
Sincerely,
Winnifred Christiansen
9707 Bryson Ave.
South Gate, Ca.
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ByJohnOrr
.
The Norwalk Courts Public·
Defenders' Office may be using the
murder trial of Harold Ray Memro
as a means of obtaining a personnel
file on the South Gate Police Departmtnt for use in other cases, ac-·
cording tJ sources close to the case
who refused to be identifie4.
Public Defender Pete Williams .asked Judge William E. McGinley
last week in a "Pitchrss Motion" for
pt:rmission to research personnel
ret'ords of 16 South Gate Police officers. He alleged that a widcspn:ad
system may exist in that department training ~fficers to use
violence in interrogating prisioners.
Hints were made that violence
may have been used in obtaining a
confession from Memro, 33, a resident of South Gale, for the murder of
Carl Carter, Jr., 7, of South Gate,
and two Cudahy boys in 1976.
A newspaper account last week
said Williams called the South Gate .
Police " thugs," which elicited pro- ,
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Dispute Over Cqnfession .
COntillues testfro~
in thatdcp~rtm~nt,
Menlro Trial
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including
a request for an investigation for
possible "unethical conduct" ·by
Williams, from South Gate Police
Chief Robert Stewart.
Williams said yesterday that the'
idea that his office requested the Pitchess motion to build a file on South
'Gate Police "garbage."
'"We don't have it out against any
police department," Williams said,
"We just do our job. We!re paid to
defend people, and that's what we
do. Sometimes we get them off, and
police departments don't like that. I
can't blame them. They go o~\~nd
1

:~r:e~~!0o~r:~t~~~e~~~s th:;

arrest the wrong people."
Although Judge McGinely ~efused
the motion for discovery made by
Williams last week, Williams said
newspaper artlcles, in effect, have
approved the motion instead.
"After those articles showed up,"
Withams said, "We've gotten calls
from lots of people who say they are
willing to testify against the South
Gate Police Department."
Williams has introduced a motion
requesting that evidence acquired
by Soutl'!. Gate Police during their interrogation of Memro, a registered
sex offender, be ·suppressed because
it was' allegedly acquired by illegal
means-that is, use of force or
violence.
-.
Hl•arings were to ha~e begun
ye!;terday, but were trailed to Tuesday because a police officer witness
was not available, according to
Williams.·
· .
Memro appeared in court for the
motions yesterday and Monday,
wearing a beard that apparentty has

.

.

.
been allowed to grow since he W<J!>
arrested Oct. 28 for suspicion of
murder in the death of Carter.
"·~
Memro was shortly thereafter ~<-~
ijllegedly con11ected to the July, 19i6 ~
slayings of Scott Allen Fowler, 12. .
and Ralph Chavez, Jr., 10, at thr t ·
Ford Park fishing pond in Bell "
G d ·
·
~n~::.S~s said Memro is being held . at County jail and is allowed nt• .' ·
visitors, not even his family, othl·~
than Williams, investigators fn. :u i
the public defenders' office, antlth (
people who feed him
· ~
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{or tnurder of three bo'/"f i's '!\·
· -. . ;;r;, ic:~t e\ittnre for
· ., ~. ~ ;..:o, 33, of SoJth
, · :J tri.1) (or the 1:1\trd"·rs
:·· . ~~.{llSt An:a boys, it was
• ;-Cay at a preliffi:in.ary
·: :~ ~•..utll Gat.e M~lclpal
~

~

-.. ....

: ..,.
----·..... .. . ··.....
;
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~ · ·..,-.r

Memro wiU be arraigned for three
counts of first degree m:ll'dl'r at 9
a.m. Nov. 27 at No1walk S:•1 (·rfor
Court:
Memro is charged with the
murders of Carl Carter Jr., 7, of
South Gate, who was found d.. ad in

.. .... ,.. t "' \':.-'!! f''" ' ..: .... ·;;·

,. - • ..,.-... . t

·· -·· ..

r

Monh:bello on Oct. 28, Scott Allen
Fowler, 12, nnd fu.!ph Chave1., 10,
both of P,eU Gard~llS, who \·,.ere
r.mnd Jead in July of 1976 in 1-'ord
Park in Bell Gardens.
Public Defcr..icr Peter Wi.liams
rcque!:t,~d the h~arin g yr.studay b<>
cln::<·d .:0 !>i,,th prc~. s aarl pu',lic v, l' rE:
cxducl-rl f; ,1m tl1.: prU<.'I..·l'<liags.
Mcmro, a f(•noer patient at
Atascadero State Hospital and ~
registered sex offender, is being
held at the.ocunty jail with no bail
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Wearingl ·:a blue . shirt and
unshaven Memro ai>peared emotionless yesterday in
court. -· . ., ...: ·· _ ..
The Carter boy, who ·was ·found
dead a week after he had disappeared from the area around his
borne, was strangled. The two other
boys had their throats slashed.
Because or reported thrca~s made
agninst Memro's life, a airport-type
metal detector had been set up
l'esterday at the entrance to the
courtrom.
·
According to reports, Memro ~as
.·arrested on Oct. 'II, after the Cart<!r
family recognized a police dra\dng,
done \\ith the help of a psyd1ic, as
resembling Memro. During morl'!
th.::..1 ~0 hr·"-'"'3. cf · Q.J;.;;'i•J:ci:-.;,
allegedly linked him.::Clf to
the B~ll Gardens murders and
pollee where the Carter: boy's body
was.
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Cop describes ·arrest
of Mernro for rnurder
.

.

1-

.19

By Robert Burns ,_Staff Writer · .:<..5South Gate Detective William Hospital for the molestation of a 9Sims explained in court yesterday year old Huntington Park boy.
According to testitnony, Sims ran
what led to the arrest of a 33-year old
into Memro again a short time later
South Gate man for the kidnapping
when Memro and the police arrived
of 7-year old boy.
In response to a pre-trial motion to . at the Carter rPsidence. Memro was
alll•gedly bringing a part for his car.
determine whether or not the South
11wrc, Sirn.o; ;a~kr.d Mcrnro to
Gate polit-e had prohahlt' rausc to
ltrn·st JJ:trohl H;ay MC'nu·o, :1:1, Sim.c1 cl•·s•-rihc what lw ~.;1w thal Surulay
nigllt the hoy IJiS:tpp«'Circd.
(•xpl;•illl·cl what led up lo his m.tJ..ing
the arrest. .
"I asked if he could show me what
Memro is acc 11sed of killing 7-ycar he saw that night," Sims said. "He
old Carl Carter Jr., of South Gate, in said, 'Oh, yeah, I remember .. .I was
October of 'last year, and of killing going to the Sizzler for dinner but the
line was too long." ·
two Bell Gardens boys, Ralph
Chavez Jr. 10, and Scott Allen
The Sizzler is about 100 feet from
the Carter residence. .
Fowler, 12, in July of 1976.
Memro then said he headed back
Sims said he was first in contact
to the Carter residence to talk about
with Memro on Oct. 27, the day
before the Carter boy's body was the car repair, according to Sims,
and on the way there he ran into Carl
found. Sims v. ent to Memro's house
Jr. and took him out for a Coke.
on Ohio Street in South Gate, about a
mile or a mile and a hall from the
This took place around 6 p.m. that
Sunday, about the time the boy was
Carter residen<'e.
first discovered missing, according '
Sims was visiting Memro as a
to Sims.
possible witness because Memro
had allegedly dropped his car off for
Mernro told Sims that the last he
repairs at the Carter residence the
saw of the boy, he was walking
day the boy disa;•peared.
towards home and "he didn't do
Sims said that inside Ml·mro's anything to him.''
Sims ,s;,jd that after M{~ rnro told
. residence there were "literally
ht!fldreds of pictures" of small boys him those facts on Friday, he ..
on the walls and shelves and that arrested him for kidnapping. "He
there were nwnerous pornographic told me he had taken the boy," Sims
said. "It indicated to me he was, in
", . magazines in the house.
Memro invited Sims and another
fact, the last person to see the boy."
police officer into the house.
The motion on probable cause was
expected to continue in' court today,
"After we were in," Sims said at
Norwalk Superior Court yesterday,
and, if it is ruled that there was
"Defendent Memro · made the
probable cause for an arrest, the
statement 'I knew you were coming
next motion will deal with the
sooner or later.'"
validity of the confession Mcmro
allegedly made after police ,.
Si.ins said that Mernro told him he
questioning.
had been to Atascadero State
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a .,& ~a ~b'{. ·. ~By Robert Burns, starr Writer
4/J u

Duri ng a pre-trial h~aring on a
motion to determine whether or not
there was probable cause to arrest
Harold Ray Memro, 33, now £acing
three murder COWlts, Memro and
the arresting vfficer, South Gate
Detective Willi:::ms SLm, have given
the court drnmatically different
versions of Mc'rn ro's arrest.
Mcmro \HiS a1 rested Oct. Tl for
·' · · the kidnapping of Curl Carter .Jr., 7,
.,.\'
of South Gate. He was later charged
with the murders of not only the .
Cuter boy, but of two llcll Gardens
boys, Scott Allen Fowler, 12, and
, . Ralph Chavez, 10, whose bodies
were discovered in Ford Park in
July of 1976.
•
Sims testified in Norwalk Superior
Court on Wednesday ll}at he had
arrested Memro after Memro told
him he had taken the Carter boy out
for a Coke on the evening the boy
was reported missing. · ·
After Sims stepped down from the
stand yesterday, Memro, on the
advice of his counsel, testified.
Memro's ~~ ory (If l'is c.rrest con
r"j, ,t..,j ~~mq.. ly with Sllns' accowtl o
il
_
.
•.
First, Memro said he was not
-· tilSide his apartment, but outside in
his car getting ready to leave, when
the polkc ·first conb•dcd him as a
wilucss on Od.. 27.
.
·Mexnro stood with Sims by Sims'
.car to talk to him, according to his
testimony. There was another
'.
detective v.ith Sims.
'
"I was in a bit ofa hurry, bull said
I could talk to him," Mem.ro said. '
The police a$ked if they could go
· • into his apartment, Memro said. "I
felt I had no choice," he said. "They
had already indicated to m.e they
.<·
were going to go into the apartment
anyway."
Sims testified on Wednesday that
Memro had invited him in.
·
Memro admitted there were a
good many photographs of "young
males" about the apartment, but
none were nude. .

"·

. '•

~ ;;J

Memro said photography WRS a
h1.1l11Jy of hi!;, mullu~ an<l the 11ffin·r s
ll i:.c'll':·.c·tl ll11• 1'''"'''" lit• :•l•.o it!l·
1111 lt ul II h: 1 e ,., , 1 c pltol us of ) oung
men v.it!lfJut any clothes on, but that
they were in a ti:Je doclJ.1nents pouch
and that the police did not discover
them on that visit.
bo t th · t
Sims' testimony a u e p1c ures
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two agrt li.l (I:J one other point, tha,t
Mcmro had S'1id :.:.at day he expeeled to see l!lc police sooner or
later. ·
"I had m;pe<:t~ to see them
sooner or later," Mernro said
yesterday. "I l.<~d s~\:mt time in
Atascadero, I k1 .ew the bmily."
Mcmro s..-.id he end the offit:!'l'S
w~>nt oulo;idc •·t.:ain, they lu(llwd in
the trunk of his l'ar IJnd then lht~y
left.
Mt-mro :.aid he then wt~nt to the
junky<~rd to pick up a 1~rt fur his
Volkswagen, which Carl C-arter Sr.
was repairing for him. He said he
was in a hurry because he had a
dinner date that night.
When he went to the Carter
residence, the police were there,
Memro said yest.:ri!ay, \\hich also
agrees with Sims' testimony the day
before.
But vlthough Sims had said
Memro told them he h.ok the boy out
Cor a Cok.e on the evening he
disappeared, ~v1ernro f.?. id yesterday
that the 13st time he h<.d sE>en the boy
was the day before he disappeared, '
when Memro was visiting the
Carters and D:trl Jr. was playing
with some neighborhood children.
Mcrnro said the only time he was
<tl the Carters' on tlll' Suurlay the hoy
disapp<:an-d, was wlwn he dwppcd
off his tar at about 11 that night,
several hours after the boy was
reported mLc;sing and the police
were already conducting a search.
While Memro was delh ering the
car part on the day of his arrest, the
police asked if he ~ould mind taking
a polygraph, or "lie detector" test,
according to Memro's testimony.
Memro said he told the police he
felt it was not a good idea, because in
the past when he had taken the tests,
questions wl:!re brought up that were
not related to the original subject of
the polygraph.
The police told him they would go
over the questions in advance
Memro said , and under those conIii lion~ tw ~~~~ rt·PI! to t;•h• ~ lht' test arul
SIIJ:J:•·:,t•·•l llw fo ll owi ng Mu11tlay fur
illl ill•l ll >illll• ••·rtl.
Sims said lu: ~ltou lcl !:.kc lhl· tt·st
now, Memro testified, <~nd then
pulled a sketch out of a folder and
asked Memro if he recognized it.
"I didn't r""'ognize the person,"
"'-
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Continued from Page A-1

r.fe,nro said. "He told me it lorJked
ll~e me. He ~;aid he thought it looltrd
llkeme."Aceordlzlg to Memro, Sims then
told him he had enough evidel"!ce to
arrest him for kidnapping. ··
Memro said he felt like he had the
choice of going ""ith the police to
take the polygraph or being
arrested, so he volunteered to take
thetesl · ·
He was not handcuffed, Memro
said. Sims had testified that he did
handcuff Memro.
"I did not feel like I was bdng
arrested,'' Memro said.
Memro also testified that he -w:as
not read his rights or told he had the
right to have a lawyer present
during questioning.
He actu1lly fl'lt he had bl•c•n
arn·st<~. Mcmro ~tid, Iuter tl1;1t
evening, "after the third internigatlon."
Memro allegedly confessed to
pollee and showed them where the
Carter boy's body had been hidden.
During his tes~ony on Wednesday, simS never brought up the
psychic the police had contacted in
connection with the case.
At the beginning of yesterday's
proceedings, however, Public
Defender Peter Williams asked
Sims if he had c::ver heard of a
woman named Joan Julian.
"She is a female I contacted
through a retired police officer with
the South Gate Police Department,"
Shn.'! :;ald.
.
Wllliltlns then nsked if the wun1;m
cells llcrsdf a " ~ychlc."
Sims said he believes she refers to
bersl'lf as a "Reverend."
&>sides saying that the psychic
was a middle-aged wpman who
works with an ex-pollee offieer who
is now a hypnotist, the South Gate
pollee had refused to release any
details about the psychic they
contacted while investigating the
Carter boy's disappearance.

,.

'
;

,,
I

'

The psychic allegedly r·rovided
U1e police with a d~scription of man,
later turned into a co ;·~1posite
drawing by a T....os Ang<.'lcs Police
D(;partment artist. 'The Carter
family allegedly identified the
drawing as resembling Memro, a
friend of the Carter family.
'The psychic, according to pollee,
said she "saw" the man in the
drawing with the Carter boy. . ..
"It. was my belief she· hadn't actually seen that (lerson physiCally,
· with her eyes," Sims said in court
yesterday.
Also revealed publicly for the first
Erne yt!sterday was the fact that the
psychic had told police that she
belit:ved the boy was dead. '
Williams questioned Sims as to
whether the psychic was actually
the reason he first contacted
M(•mro. Sims r.;tid no, l•ut llllrnift,'<l
the ps: dlic's l.nfmlllutiun 111ight
have hn·n a part of il
"I felt the psychic sped up the
' investigation . with the information
she bad given me," Sims said.
But Sims also said that during the
investigation of the boy's "disappearance, the police depcirtment
checked into every lead it received.
The psychic's information was
treated the same way.
When asked if the picture
prepared with the help of the psychic
or the conversation with the psychic
played· any part in his decision to
take Memro in~ custody, Sims said
no.
The hearing was expedt'<l to
continue toclny with Memro still on
the stand. If It is rull'd that the police
did not have probable cause to
arrest Memro, the case could end
there.
.
·
· If it is rUled ~t there was
probable cause, the validity of the
c'Onfe.ssion Memro allegedly made
will be debated.
·
Since either of those motions could
end the case before the trial, these
pre-trial hearings could carry more
weight the than the trial itself.
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Pre-trial htarings <sre sdwdulcd
to cortinue today str;rting at 10:15
a.m. in the murder trial of Harold
F.ay ~1 \' mro, arcu·ed ir. th~> st ~ ;mgJ: qg C'f a S1'1th Gate ooy h:.t y~ar,
, ,,;n.e1 ~ 1ro.• t !: :-' .ing ·I« i'!h:: ·' !·,;,b

·•·

•'

.

he dropped his car off that night,
after the boy had already been
reported as missing.
Sims also testified last wrtk that
!•!ur.ro was in~. ide his apartlllc·nt
v.: •• n first :>ppn,<~d,l'd I.Jy loffi<·l'rs,
· n· ·--··
' (: · 0.
· •
' ·'·..•.
:ll•'' J·l."'ill~rl
them J·n. .."ft·u1ro lat"r
' · •l ·
r '- 1·~·}ili)SI
I'• .....
'
"
r.Ic•;nro, 33, oi !>ontl: Ga~.-'i •,.;/ ~ !'ne
te~Uied that he was out.<'de his
s!.<tnd himseU last week, c:alled oy
apartment when the detective.-; arPublic Defender Pete Williams, who · rived, and they asked if they could
has ~ntered a request .to have
go inside his apartment.
P\'idence dismissed in the case,
· "I [ell I had no choice" but to let
before Superior Court Judge
them in, Memro said, "They had
William McGinley.
· already indicated to me they were
Williams is attempting to show in
going to go in the apartment
the pre-trial hearings that South
anyway."
.Sims' testimony and Mt:mro's
Gate detectives had insufficient
cause to arrest Memro on Oct. 27,
agreed that Menro had said to the
1978, when he was taken from the
detective that he had expected the
horne of Carl Carter of South Gate to
police to come to him. "I had spent
South Gate Police Station.
time in Atascadero, I knew the £amiLast week's testimony from
ly," Memro, a registered sex ofMemro included his testimony that
fender, said.
he didn't feel that he had been arThe issue of the investigators'
alleged use of a psychic in the ease
rested until after his third interrogalion by South Gate Police officers also surfaced in court last week.
while being hel~ at the South Gate
South Gate Pl\lice had allegt•dly
Police Department.
used a psychic to obtain a descripMernro also related that he was
lion nf a man, which was later turnnot read his rights by South r.ate ofed into a compositie drawl
firers until just prior to l1is
ing by a Los Ang<·ks Polict• Dr·partprl'iimirmry h\·aring on the math•r. ·lltent artist.
Also, he daiulecl that he was uot told
The C;u·tcr family :Jlll•t:t·clly irl<:n·
that he l"Onld have a lawyer (lrt'!>c:nt tifit!d the man in the drawiug as
duri11g interrogations.
Memrowh'c!n Sims :;howed it to them ..
Mcmro was taken into custody on \ Mr .. and Mrs. Carter both testified
Oct. 27, the Friday after the Sunday l in court yesterdai' that such a drawCarl Carter, Jr., 7, of South Gate,
ing was shown to them the Sunday
had been reported missing: Memro Memro was arre~ted, and that they
n·as sabsequently charged with said "lt looks like Butch (Memro's
m~>rdering the · Carter boy, and
nickname)," before Sims arrested
allegedly confessed to that crime Memro.
Last week Sims testified that use
and to the killing of Scott Allen
Fowler, 12· and Ralph Chavez, Jr.,
of the psychic was not the reason
10, both of Cudahy, m Bell Gardens, .why Sims first contacted Memro,
in .July of 1976.
but said that the psychic may have
Det. William Sims testified last
"sped up the investigation with the
week that he arrested Mcmro after
information she had given me."
Mr:mro told him that he had takep
The investigators checked every
young Carter outfor a Coke the night lead they received in the case, inthe boy was reported missing.
eluding from the psychic, Sims told
Memro's testimony later last
the cot~rt.
week, however, differed sharply . The psychic also told the infrom Sims' on that point and several vestigator the Carter boy. was dead,
it was revealed in testimony.
others. Memro told the c11urt that the
last time he had seen the Carter boy
The hearings continued Tuesday,
v. as the day before, \\hen the lad had
after scheduled llcari!1gs Monday
been playing with some other
had to be postpom:d because county
children.
jailers failed to de :ver Memro to the
Y.emro said the only time he was
court on time.
Tuesday. Carl Carter, Sr. was first
at the Carters' hous~ t~e Sunday the
boy was reported m1ssmg was when
to take the stand, where he related

st•cing the shtC'h Sims brout.ht a:1d
saying it looked like "Butch."
Through st:veral obj l!ctio'ls rrum
D.:!puty Distric-t Altumcy ~ a rid
rclclmc.n, Carlt:>r ' :dd ll:;,t <.: !;1,,
1 el o~ t•·rl to J,im that tlw tl. ;..d . ·• h. tl
t.c en tl u ••e !111 llilt~h usc of a f.• ~ ,:fnr.
Carter also said Sims a. ferl t- :m t'·
abuut Memro, and that he rep' i ··· ~
that he had "known him a co· ... ol
years, I did him a few favors."
Williams also asl:ed if Corfcr ~ ,. J
told the dete~tives t.~ .1t ::"
Volkswagen he had on his· lilt or
repair b<•longed to Mcmro. Carlt-r ~..
said he• told the detettive the l'Ur · ·
"bt:longed to a guy I am working on
it for," but that he didn't mcnliun
MelllrO by name until Clfter Iie'd set•:·!
the sketch.
~
,.
During cross in\'estigation by
Feldman, Carter said the first time
he gave Memro's n:llne and address
to Sims was after he saw thl'
sketch.
If Judge McGinley was to find that
South Gate Police had insufficient
cause to arrest Memro, as suggestcrl
by the ddense motion, then the case
would be lihly to du.,e with Memro
a frt•e man. If Mt'Ginlcy fine!:;
;tgainst the tlefl'IISt', tht~ ll tlu.! pretrill! lllaring ;md uw!itlllS <tre expedcd to last ai.Joul anutht•r twu to
three months ul•forc the trial would
begin.
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camera. It was not clear from
testimony whrthcr the boy had
posrd in th•.• nu.de.
:
The pit•-lrial hralings in the case
were expected to ronti.nue today.
Along with the Carter boy, MtJr.ro
is accused of killing two BeU Gardens boys, Scott Allen Fowler, 12,
and Ralph Chavez,10, in 1976.
: Allegedly, Memro linked himself ,:.
to all tltree murd_e rs when police
questioned him at the time he was
arrested.

By ROBERT BURNS, Staff Writer

When ac(·ust'<l <:hild · mL1rdcn•r
Harold Hay Mu~o w::s arrt'stt'<l
aud agr<•~d to ta~:e a _li e d'!lcct.or
test, he knew what had
hi.ippened to the 7-y(~ar-old boy he Is
accused of murdering, according t.Q
testimony given in court on Friday.
Meniro testified in court that he
also already knew what had happened to tlle boy the night tlle boy
was reported missing and Memro
dropped his car off for repairs ~ith
the boy's father.
Mt•rnro, 33, is necusl'<l of killing
C'.arl C'arter .Jr., 7, of South Gate, in
Octc•!.l(.~r of Ja~t year. 1\kmro was
arrc~:tt:d by the South r.atc p<.~lice on
Oct. 27 :md the curn•nt pre-trial
court action is based on a motion to
r
try to determine if police had
prob•:ble cause to arrest Memro.
Under questioning by District
Attor:aey David Feldman, Memro
admitted that he had known what
happened to the Carter bo) both on
the evenihg the boy disappt?.ared and '?" -·
at the time police arrc·stcd him.
Mtmro sc1id he droppe-d off his car
for rc::pairs \\ith Carl Carter Sr. at
about 10 or 11 p.m. on Oct. 22. The
boy was first noticed missing at
about 6 that evening.
The b_ear'dt.'<i Memro, who ap- I
p~ared ('~11m on the '>'itn£'ss stand
l Xl'Ppt fur :1 ~light roddnJ! motion,
;JI~o l1 · ;tifi~·d on Friday th<.~t he was
never n·ad his rights !Jy the South
Gate police, and, in fad, didn't hear
. the rights until just before his
preliminary hearing at South Gate
Municipal Court.
·
. .
During the court appearance last
we:c::k, the C\'tmls that led up to the
arrest of Mcmro were related by
South G;Jte Detective William ~ims
?Jld M(mro himself. The two men,
.
however, offerf'rl th!: ro•n·t.ni{Jl('.Pj~-
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No progress was made in the pretrial hearings involving the South
Gate man aceused of killing three
Southeast Area boys yt•stcrday, as
the man did not make it from county
jail to the courtroom.
Harold Ray Memro, 33, charged
with three coWlts of murder, is kept
'4in a cell by himself and receives
special transportation because of
death threats from other prisoners.
.
When the hearing was supposed to
start yt:sterday mornmg, however.
the (.'(ollrl w:1s informl'd Umt Lhc
sp<.-cial transportation didn't nunc
through and Memro was still at
COWlty jail..
Tilis was the second time Nlemro
has been left at the jailhouse and the
case had to be postponed.
W'hen he finally arrived at Norwalk Superior Court yesterday afternoon, the case was continued
UIJtil today, providing, of course,
that the defendant is present.
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Although Sims testified that
~emro was originally contacted as
a possible witness, he said that after
a second talk \l.ith Memro at the
Carter apartment, he arrested him
as a suspect.
Also taking the stand yesterday
were the jailer wbo book~d Memro
the night he was arrested arid a
friend of Memro's, with whom he
was :;upposed to haye dinner the
night he was arrested.
The jailer, Fernando Gu:z.man,
said that the first time he saw
Memro was about 6 or 6:30 on the
evening of Oct. 27. He said he did not
recall if Memro was in handcuffs
when he was brought into the jail. .
When asked if Memro looked any
different now, than at the time of his
arrest, Guzman said, "his hair looks
neater and he has a beard."
On the witness stand last week,
Memro said he didn't f~l he had
actually been actually arrested until
later on in the evening, and that he
had thought he was going to the
pollee station to take a polygraph, or
lie detector, test.
"I recall him ·asking me what he
was there for," Guzman said
yesterday.

••

o I

about it," she said. ''Then Carl said
it looked like Butch. r agreed.''
Mter the Carters told .t hem the
sketch resembled M..:mro, the f~~Jlice
went to Mernro's apartment on Ohio
Avenue in South Gate, about a mile
and a half from the Carters' Tweedy
Boulevard apartment. .
Although Sims and Mentro gave
the court different accounts of what
happen.:'<! ned, tt'stimony ~ccms to
agree that after the police talked to
Memro, tliey returned to the Carters' apartment, where, a short time
later, Memro showed up with the car

part. .
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By Robert Burns, Staff Writer
· The mother and father. of a
murdered 7-ycar old SIJulh Gate boy
said in court yesterday they
knc.w at the time the police showed
them a sketch of a suspect that it
had been prepared \l.ilh the help of
a psychic.
!ifr. and Mrs. Carl Carter Sr. \I. ere
called to the ~t.and in a rrc-trial
he<. ring en ·,\ ht-thcr or not police had
probable cause to mTcst Harold Ray
Memro, 33, accused of the killing.
The Carters told the court what
they bad seen on Oct. 'Z1, the day:
Memro was arrested behind the·
Carters' apartment for the kidnapmurder of Carl Carter Jr., 7.
Memro, .a friend of the Carters,
was dropping off a part for his
Volkswagon, which Carter was
rePau;ng, the day be was arrested
by South Gate Pollee.
Allegedly, Memro not only confessed to the murder of the Carter
bOy, but linked himself to the
murders of two Bell Gardens boys,
Scott Allen Fowler, 12, and Ralph
Chavez, 10, whose bodies were found .
in Ford Park in Bell Gardens in July
.
of 1976.
Memro has been charged with
thr~ counts of murder.
The carters testified yesterday
that on the afternoon of Oct. 'Zl, ·
South Gate Pollee Detective William
Sims showed them a sketch of a
man.
-Although neither Mr. or Mrs.
Carter could recall yester:day how
they got the information, both said
they knew at the time that the sketch
had been prepared with the hc·lp of a
psychic.
F.arlier testimony identified the
"psychic'' as the Reverend Joan
Julian, who "saw" a man with the
Carter boy and then described the
-
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1he police had probable
arrest a South Gate man
ctL.;;cdofkill'ngthrceSouth
boys, <md Ute arr\!st was
jm!e e rult'<l yt·.st<·rday at
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SUJJ.~rior f'AJllrt.
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By Robert Burns, St_aff Writer

cause to
now acm;t Area
ll•gnl, a
N<wwalk

peared, were all cited as
justifications for the arre;;t.
District Attorney David Feldman
S.'l~d ~n court Yt'.!>~rduy .~e "wns not
pomtmg any fmgcrs, but u.utt
somcLody had gone over the pollee
reports with M~ so Meroro CQuld
give a totally oppos1te aCCQunt of the
events.
.
.
"U we saJ~ tall, they saJ~ short. ~
we said high, they said low,
Feldman said. "Step by step,
everything we said, the>: sai~ the
opposite."
Feldman also discounted the
psyMr chicd'sMrssketchCartbleCporteliC: ~~ow:
. an
·
;a
·•
parents of the murdered boy. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Carter said the sketch
rcsernblcd Mcmro.
"To me it looks like, a to~
stranger from anybody we~ got m
the courtroom," Feldman said of the
sketch.
.
"This case depends entirely on ~e
confession," Fel~man satd.
"Without the confessiOn w.e woul~
have to eJCl:lume the body and put 1t
back in the woods."
.
Feldman said that smce the
confession Memro allegedly made
was so important, it was the defense
tactic to attack the arrest and
confession.
M<'mrO was arrcsh·cl on Ckt. 27 as
a kidnap SUS}X'Ct in the D 1rtcr ~y's
d is a p p c n r a nc e. A £t er p oll ce

The ruling dears the way for
additional pre-trial motions,
~ ' beginningMonday,concerning§o'?e
Jhysical evidence and the CQcUesslon
'lllegedly made by Harold Ray
·~remro, 33, now charged v.ith three
:oll!lts o~ m~er.
Judge William E. McGinley said
...
· esterday that the use of a psychic
-~
i y the South Gate pochi~ce and 'dthede
.~ ·. ., i !ormation the psy c proVl
~
'{ asnotv.ilatledtothearresL
:~
"The use of a psychic in this case
v 1S merely an investigative tool,"
It ~inley said. "The CQurt finds
~
~re was a legal arrest."
.,.·· tl ~emro's
record, including the
£< 1 tlllit he was in Atascadero State
H spital for child molestation, the
, 'a t that he was the last person to
Carter Jr., 7, on the day the
.. l .;e:x -Carl
· dL'>app·:!ared, and the fact that
".'l. mro was over at the Carter
- ·e· 'dence the day the boy disapt;,
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questioning, he allegedly cnn!c:.stxi
to that murder and th<m linkl'<l
hini.Sdf to the murders of two lkll
. Gardc•ns hoys, St·olt Alll•n Fowll:r,
12, ;111d R •Iph (1Javez, 10. In ad·
dition Me:mro altt>gedly led police to
the ~dy of the Carter boy, which
was found in a hilly area of Mantebello.
•.
Feldman said the psychic
provided no real evidence and t~at
the defense was using the psycpic
"for whatever milage they can get
from it."
_·
Public Defender Peter Wi!liarp.s,
on the other hand, pOint€<! to v."hat he
termed "internal inconsistencies~' in
the police offietrs' testimony.
.
Williams t.old the court that even
just taking the prosecution's
evidence, there was no sufficient
causeforanarrest.
The judge, however, ruled
otherwise and said the arrest was
legal
Starting on Moaday, the motions
on evidence and the confession will
be heard.
Williams has said that the confession may have been obtained by
· force or threats or through the
promiSe ofleniency.
But Feldman said that since
Mcroro tPstifir.'<i that he didn't know
},c hnrJ hPen tH'r{·~tro until the third
polk'C interrogation, he ('()Uidn't
have tx.-en abusr-d or coerced into
making t.hc confc~'i·on.
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Mrs. Julian said, describing her
psychic gifts during an internew at
·the AUM center. "I get a feeling of
how something would look, a sense.
It's llke I don't really· see this, but
this is what I see. Frankly, it's hard
to describe."
Mrs. Julian, who is 50 but could
easily pass for someone 15 years her
junior, said she first bad psychic
experiences as a child. But as s.'fJe
grew older, these were repressed.
Then, in ber 30s and 40s, she started
to open up again. Five years ago she
foliDded AUM.
CurrenUy, there are three cases in
court or going to court where Mrs.
Continued on Page A·Z .
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Memro, a registered sex offender
and former patient at Atascadero
State Hospital, was arrested by
police . officers after allegedly
~.Julian.
:ter the Carter boy making certain stabnents which
police contacted indicated he was the last person to
see if she eould . see the Carter boy.
During questioning, Memro
· nation on the case.
cribed a man she allegedly confessed to the kidnapbe boy. A police murder of the Carter boy, but also
· 1th the aid of a Los made statements linking himself tO
atist, of the man the murder of two Bell Gardens boys
·described was two years ago.
Police officers said they were
:'Carter family as
shocked at what Mrs. Julian had
il'O, according to
come up with.
·
So how did she do it?
. :tend of the Carter
"I don't actually liCe ·something,"

money with endorsements ranging ·
from car rentals to panty hose
(remember Joe Namath?), but not
Bucky Dent. The Yankee shortstop
- Most Valuable Player in last
year's Worlti Series - 13 emerging
as a teeny-bopper idol in the league
of Andy GibL and Shaun Cas.sidy, so
what could be more natural than a
spread in Sassy magazine. He'll be
. there in the neA-t issue, stretching all
those million-dollar muscles in a
. pictorial display oi' calisthenics
designed to help the kids shape up.
To cap the new glamor image, a
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· had been showing
te officers how to
.1Si3 and then in-
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r0cn1ro' s test irnoriy diff0fS
Gh~rp ly l'rorn ~1olico version
Staff Writer
As In an earlier pre-trial he<1ring
to determine wl,_.:~her the police had
prCJL;.,ble cause to c1nest Harold Ray
Memro, :{3, a ronner mental p;:~tient
:•t.T I~'. [...j of kiiJing one South Gate
ooy ;;nd two fldl Gardens boys,
Jl' ,·n 11·o's <lCL'OWJt in l'OIIIt Tnt":-.day
Clf .~!1: t happened to hi.m was totally
different to what police say hap-

;I
."~·.

- ·-··· ... .. . .... .. .

·,,/l i.T~{) "J"~ n. · Ti"i·l~tl.L

n'y Robert Burns

:~

~'.:

·s.o;~

After Judge William McGinley
ruled there was probable cause for
arrest, the current hearing, exp~cU.'<i ~continue today, was called
to detemline whether MemrQ'S
al!cg~ eonfession was voluntary or
nol
Monday, a nwnber of police officers testified that Memro had been
v.illing and eager to talk about the
rnurde~ after his arrest 'on Oct. '1:1,
1978.
But Memro, a registered sex offender and a ·former patient at
At<lscadero State Hospital, testified
that police officers interviewed him
twice before the alleged confession
was made.
And contrary to police
testimony, Memro said he was not
Wormed of his constitutional or
"Miranda" rights, including his
right to have an attorney present
during· questioning and his right to
remairi silent
"I was under the impression I was
there for a polygraph test," the
bearded Memro said. He said that
although he had been searched and
was being held between Interviews
in a jail cell, he had not been told he
was under arrest. Then, . .Memro
·said, South Gate Police Detective
William Sims showed him some
little boy's. clothes which allegedly,
came out of Memro's apc.rtmenl

"I told him they didn't belong to
Carl C'.arter Jr.," Memro said. Carl
C.Trter Jr., 7, of &luth G'lte,
disapp~ared about
week before
Memro's arrest. .Memro is being
charged \\ith the boy's murder.
"I got the iwpn·~slon hc clicln't
b(')fcvc me," Mt•Hlfo I'OJ•tlnu<'<l.
Memro tl:stifit-d that Sims calk-d .
him a "slcko," S2id he w<:~ sn't going
to give Memro a polygraph and then
infonned Memro he was under
arrest for kidnapphig.
Memro said he was once again
taken back to a cell, then later
brought back to the interrogation
room. This time, Lloyd Carter, the
officer who actually heard Memro's
alleged confession, was In the room.
He said Carter was introduced to
him as the "bossman."
·"I said so what?" Mmero said.
"He said he was going to get some
answers. I told him I couldn't give
answers to sometlling I didn't know
anything about."
Also in the interrogation room was
Police Officer Dennis Greene, who
was described at Monday's hearing
as a weight lifter and who Mt mro
• s..'lid was wearing a "fom1-fitting

3-l
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tee-shirt"
"C'arter wasn't too happy,"
Memro said. "He made some
comment to the effect that Greene
was pretty big guy and did I think I
could beat him if it came down to a
fight."
Memro said he was infonned that
Greene had been hired "for his
muscles and not for his brains."
1\~cmro also testified that he was
told he could go straight back to
Atascadero without a murder trial.
Carter said he had intentionally
done a nwnber of things wrong in the
case, Memro said, and that because
of the mistakes there could be no
correction.
Mernro was expected ·to reswne
tlie witness stand today, probably to
undergo cross examination by
Deputy District Attorney David
Feldman.
After the court recessed Tuesday,
Deputy Public Defender Peter
Williams requested that Memro,
who is being I:Jeld without bail, be
given special transportation to and
from the county jail
Williams said Mcmro is beirig
threatened. verbally a.!!saulted and
spat upon by other prisoners. For his
own protection, Memro Is kept alone
in a cell at the county jail
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Attorn eys in
Memro trial ask
for more time .
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The trial of Harold F\.ay Mernio,
'accused of killing three Southeast
Area boys, was continued yesterday
to June 11 to give the attorneys more
time to prepare the elise.
Mcmro, of South Gate, was
arrested in October of ];,::;t yt•ar ufter .
a 7-year old South Gate boy disappeared. The boy, Carl Carter, Jr. ,
was later found strangled in a hilly
section of Montebello.
Memro allegedly confessed to the
kidnap-murder of the Carter boy, a
confession that was ruled htlid in a
pre-trial hearing, and then later
linked himself to the killings of two
Bell Gardens boy in 1976.
The pre-trial hearing also cleared
the South Gate po ice of Defense
Attorney Peter WiiJiams' charges
that the confession was forced out of
Memro with threats of violimce.
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emro 1,ri_ al ·cox1ti11·ucd
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Again; Until June 11 .
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The triple-murder trial of Harold
Hay 1\'n:mro, 33, (If South Gate, has
again been continued, reported
Memro's public defender, Pete
Williams. •
·
·
The-trial of the alleged child-killer
has been continued until Jnrie 11.
Williams said that Deputy District
Attorney Sam FeldJuan, who is seeking the drath penalty for Memro is
turrently out of town, but also has
another murder trial working.
Williams also said cL•rtain defense
witnesses were still being interview-
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~
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Williams said that doctors appointed to examine Memro had
,reported to him, but declined to say
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)\'hat they had told him. The
pysehialric evaluations may co1ne
in use if Williams decides to plead.
t
11
.
- th at Memro lS no menta y competent to stand trial, or that Memro
was insane at the time of the crimes.
Memro is accused of killing two
Cudahy youths, Scott Allen Fowler,
12, and Ralph Chave~ •.Jr.; 10, in
1976, b!' cutting their throats. He is
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also accused of killing a South Gate
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the Ford Park fishing pond in Bell
Gardens.
An ar.:at.aur photographer and
. :, _):
karate en~husiast, Memro had ~
reportedly been a friend of the
Carter family in South Gate before
1
the killing took place. The Carter ..~
boy was strangled.
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Memro was reportedly living in - ~- '
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rhild, Carl Carter Jr.; 7, of South
Gate, last year.
South Gate and Bell Gardens
detectives have reportedly obtained
confessions for those three killings
from Meniro, confessions that
Superior Court Judge William E.
McGinley has ruled were admissable.
·
Williams has appealed that ruling,
and also appealed McGinley's ruling
that police had sufficient cause to arrest the unemployed Memro. ·
Memro is a registered sex offender who had been held at
Atascadero State Mental Institution
for two years after being arrested by ' ·
Huntington Park Police in 1974.
After ieaving Atascadero, Memro
reportedly lived in Bell Gardens,
then in Cudahy, before moving to
South Gate, where he lived alone on • .

Ohio Street.
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The triple-murder trial of accused
child-killer Harold Ray Memro of
South Gate, scheduled to have
started .with jury-selection this
week, has again been held over, until
June 28 according to Deputy District
Atlomey David Feldman.
Fddm:lll said ye~t c rtlay thJt the
trial, in Judge William E. MeC:inely's court at the Norwalk Courts
Building, has been held over af the.
request of Public Defender Pete
Williams.
·
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-Williams asked for the extra time
• so thllt two defense psychologists
could complete their reports to hi.m,
so he could decide whether or not to
enler a plea of "not guilty for reason
of insanity."
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Meniro, a registered sex offender
who had spent six yea rs at
Ata~radero State Mental Institution
after being held for a llegedly
beating a Huntington Park youth, is
, now being held for the death last
year of Carl Carter, Jr., 7, of South
Gate, an~ the 1976 slayings of Scott
Allen Fowler, 12, and Ralph Chavez,
Jr., 10, both of Cudahy.
Feldman has asked that Memro be ·
tried under the "special circumstances" provision& of California law tbat could levy the death
penalty if M~mro is found guilty of :
tli~ Carter killing.
.

· If Williams files the "not guilty for
reason of insanity" plea, there will
be another holding over of the case·
so that.,court-appo i n ted
sycholoJ!ists could exa mine
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..: A South Gate man convicted of killit~g three boys in
in Southeast Los Angeles County was awaiting
tran..'q)Ortation to San Quentin's Death Row on Sunday, af•
ter being sentenced to die in the gas chamber, the Los An·
geies dist.rict attorney's office reported.
Harold Ray Memro, 34, who had fired two attorneys in a
row and was representing himself, was sentenced to death
by Superior Court Judge Peter H. Stevens in Norwalk last
Thursday. Deputy DisL Atty. David Feld."TTan said Memro'a
sentencing followed a conviction on two counts of first-de·
gree murder and one of second--degree murder. ·
Memro confessed lo aU three killings and hls statement
was admitted as evidence, Feldman said. The fLrSt-deSJ't'C _
murders were of Carl Carter Jr., 7,'of South Gate. who was. -~·:·
strangled in October, 1978. and of Ralph Chavez Jr., 10. f _
whose slashed bod.Y wu Cound in Bell Gardens' Ford
County Park.
·
·
·
· :The second-de0rce mtU"dcr WIUl that of Sco:.t Fowler, 12,
whose slashed body waa found -at the same time as tbe
Chavez boy's.
i Memro. who had known the Carter boy's father. led police to young Carter's shallow grave Ul the hilly section of
Montebello, Feldman said.
• :·lAD appeal to the California Supreme Co\U't is automatic
ill'death penalty cases.
·-Memro bad sought a continuance that was denied by
Steyens. Memro on two previous cou,rl dales bad sought
the appointment of another attorney, but Stevens said he
~eady had fired two good UiallawyefS,
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Amost a year after his arrest by
• Feldman, however, laid tbe life
After Memro was arrested in that
South Gate Police, Harold Ray aentenc, clause ·~doesn't mean·what disappearance, and the body of the
MemrQ, 34, of South Gate, has been it says. Tbe Adult Authority can still, Carter lad was found, police pieced
convicted on two counts of fli'St say' In ten or 15 years, petition the together· an account of how the
degree homicide and one count of ge. , governor for a reduction to life Carter boy died.
cond degree homicide.
scntem;e with possibility of parole."
Memro told police he took the boy
If Judge Stevens sentences Memro
to h!s apartment, where he, acThe fl!lings were handed down by
to the gas chamber, appeal to higher cording to statements given police,
Norwalk Superior Court Judge Peter
·
~ed the bo>:'s. n~s behind his back,
Stevens this week. The murders, one courts is automatic.
in 1978 and two in 1978, had all in- · According to testimony given In l ~Pn sO<'.~:r ·.tad hun, .lind !at~!" killed
:
and statements made by In- Jlim.
volved young Southeast area boys.
officers, the Fowler
Ftldman said the body was-found
Mcmro, a registered sex offender,
was
first to die, that"night with a tee shirt still on, but wilh the
was arrested in October of 1978 in
in July ofl976.
··.
hands tied and no other clothes on. A
connection with the disappearance
had reportedly been at dnctor testified tha.t seminal fluid
of Carl Carter, Jr., 7, of South Gate.
tall9ng with the two boys was discovered in the anus.
During subsequent investigation,
The testimony· given in trial in-·
as the boys fished
police report, Memro led officers to
C!Onl'r..1~.. apron overhanging
dlcated that Memro first molested
Carter's body in low hills in the
the boy, then left him alone for a
Montebello area.
Memro .while. Memro then returned to the
· During that Investigation, pollee
.decided be didn't want~ .
Fowler to a'ipot about 110
reported, Memro also confessed to _
and 10 itJ:angled biro.
·.. .•
the 1976 killings of Scott Allen feet away from wbere the Chavez -...
. e between tbe molestatloli
Fowler, 12, and Ralph Chavez, Jr.,
boy was sleeping. The judge ru1ed
10, both of Cudahy, whose bodies had
that Memro was apparehUy In a and killing were considered time for ·:
"frenzy" at the time he killed premeditation. In the 1976 slaylngs, ~
been found near the fishing pond at
· · · John Anson Ford County Park In · -Fowler, hence the second degree the time between the killing of ·
li'owler, which the judge ruled a
conviction for that death.
·
Bell Gardens.
Deputy District Attorney David
Fowler was cut In what appeared "frenzied act" and the killing of
Feldman asked for the special cir- to be, said oHlceril, a single strong Cha v~z. was considered time for
. ..
cumstances, death penalty provi- cut across the throat, which went premeditation:
Memto bad been arrested·before,
clear through to actually mark the
s.l~ns of Cal.\fornia law to be applied,
citing commission of the murders
spine. He dropped and bled to death · : by the Huntington Park Police
Department, O!l charges involving
during a lewd and lacivious act In- on the spot.
an attack against a young boy.
volving children In the case of the
After that arrest, Memro spent
Memro then allegedly told InCarter youth, and the fact that
multiple deaths were in\'olved.
vestigators that he then walked to two years at Atascadero State MenThe judge, however, said that the his motorcycle,. then saw the Chavez tal Institution, and ifter leaving, lewd act had e~ded by the time the boy, and decided Chavez shouldn't •as required to register 1rlth the
be left as a witness to the Fowler polic~ In whatever town be lived In
murder · was committed, thereby, killin
..~ a reglsterd sex offender.
Tefuslng the' ~cisl cir~:ninstances ~
g.
pro\-iEJon, on that r~>~U~st. but ail"w- ~ Chavez was also cut across the
ed the mUltiple murders request tO throat, but somehow managed to get
;_f';J.
up off the ground and walk some 25
stand •
~· ~· .,:Sentencing Is to be held Monday, or 30 feet, trailing puddles of blood,
at which time further testimony and and even attempting to staunch the
· Other motions can be Introduced.
now of blood with his tee shirt,
Under California law, Memro now before he collapsed and died.
faces either the gas chamber or ''life . Bell Gardens PoJJce were still
1mprlsoiunenl without poasibillty of looking for clues In those killings
~le."
when the Carter boy disappeared in
·
October of 1971.
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